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REPORT
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ADDITIONAL AND MINORITY VIEWS
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lite Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
(S. 1381) for the general revision of the copyright law, title 17 of the.
('nited States ('ode, and for other purposes. having considered the
same, ropes favorably thereon, with an amendment in the nature of
a substitute, and recommends that the bill. as amended. do pass.

AMENDMENT

Strike all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

TITLE IGENERAL RErMION OF COPY 1?1G117' LAW

64 SFr. 101,7711e 17 of the ['roiled Motes Code, entitled `Copyrigh1s,"
4.

1.8 li e re h y (mewled in its entiret y to read as 10110i08 :

TITLE 17COPYRIGHTS

114"

ala

CHAPTER Sec.

1. St'SJEcT MATTER AND Neon: or nalVRIGIIT 101

Z. Coll' ;MST OIENKRNIM, AND TRAVNMS 201

g. Ifl RATioN or CorrSIGHT_ 301

i. Owl Ufiair NorlS. llEilisiT. AV.) REGINTHATIoN 401

*(Star Print)



J. eon Smiler ixiettux11101KAT Sol
11. .11.tvip.tert lttx« 14791 fieR.111.A7 ANS) turour.imix. 601
7. (ommis? 01.7(1 701
8. Corr Ria 11 'I* Iiva .i1.71' TRIM NAL 801

Chapter I.SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF
COPYRIGHT

nre.
101. Definitions.
112. Subject matter of copyright: lo general.
10,1, subject majtem of copyright: compilations and derirative works.
104. $ubjeet stutter of copyright: National
101 subject matter of copyright: United States lioeerntnent works.
106. R.velusire rights in copyrighted tvorks.
107. Limitations on czolusivc rights: Fair use.
108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries and arohivea.

TITLE 17COPYRIGHTSContinued
Chapter I.SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF

COPYRIGHTContinued
See.

PM. 1,imilotions on e.rel 'mire rights: Effeet of transfer of particular copy or
phoioo record .

114. Limitations on exel Hsi re right Exempt ion of <ITN iu per forma awes and
displa ys.

11.1. Limitations on exclumirt rights; Nrrondary 1 mosinissionn.
114 1.infilutiaw, on ext., itsi re rights: Ephemera1 reeordings.
113. Scope of crib Si re rights in pietorial. graphic. nnvl scodpinral works.
114. Scope of esellimirr rights in Noland ;ron? tt gm.
115. Serape of c.i.f., Hsi re rights in n 1 rained ir m usiro 1 Imam: ram PH Noll heroine

for making a ad ,list rib ie I i ng phonoreisards.
1 11l. eop of (wet 'emir(' rights in moolresinvit ie ',sired 'roam and mould rerord-

hip: Public performemers by means of roi ',opera led phonorerord phiprrit.
117. scope of (vet mare rights: 1'n in raffjfaurlian frith rompuierm and .rinfihn

infarnfali,un. systems.

§ 101. Definitions
.Is 'Mud in this Oh', thy' felliOir;lifi tr,vus u,al /heir fOrMS

WIWI? the follo;ny:

n. nolo !numbs work" is a work nit the copies or phonorecords

of which no oittorol person i.9 ideot;fiedem h01.

I111;oriS1101 trucks vire work.; f1,0 ralfxisf of n series of relota

;wows which ner intrinsically intended to he show), by the oRe of

machines or derices soch lqrlreitsi, or dectconic

eiplipment. toe /ether Wilk ,aerobe /,,Ill! /illy S011111141, If Ong, regvIrelleRN
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of the trainee of the material objects. such as films or tapes, in
whieh the works am embodied,

The "best edition" of a work is the edition, published hi. the

Mated States at any time before the date of deposit. that the Li-

braq of 0011yreRS deterhillICR lobe most saitable for its purposes.

A person's "children" are his immediate offspring, whether
legitimate or not, and any children legally adopted by hint.

...YIN/Dr/by SPOPR'" is rt SPOrk. such as a periodical issue, an-

thology, or encyclopedia. in. whirl( a number of contributions,
constituting separate anal independent works themselves. are

assembled into a collective whole.

.1 "compilation" is work formed by the colleetion and assem-

bling of pre-existing materials or of data that am selected, comyli-

noted., or ariwnged hi such a way that the resulting work as a

(chule constitutes an original 'cork of authorship.7'he teen "com-

',dation" ineludes rolketive works.

"Copies" are material objeets. other than. phonoreeords, itt. hirh
a work is fixed by any method now known or late,' de veloped. and

from which the work can be perceived. reproduced, or otherwise

communicated, either directly or with Hee aid of a machine or

derive. The term -copies" includes the material ohjeet. other than

phonorecorel. hi Which the tem* b4 /foil fixed.

"Con/14.dd owner.- with respect to fin y mu. of the exclusive
rights eon, pe.;:eed in a eopyr;yht. refers to the owner of that par-
ticular right.

a A Ore)r is "created" when it is fixed in a copy or phonoreeord

for the Prst time; ehe re a work is prpared over a period of time.
theI/O portion of it that has been feed at any particular time con-
stitutes the leorh. as of that time. and where the frOrk has been

prepared in different rersions. each reredos, constitutes a separate
work.

.1 "deriratire mail" is II work based upon one or more pre-
eisting workeNsueh as a translation. musical arrangement. dram-



atization, fictionalization, motion picture rersion, sound record

int/, art eprodoction, abridgment, ondensation, or any other
form hi which a. work may he repast, transformed, or adopted. .1

wad; consisting of editorial re eisions, annotations, elaborations,

or other modifications whieh, as a whole, represent an original

work of authorship. is a 66deriratiri ork."
6%derice.'"'mathi»e," or ''procesx" in one non. known or later

dereloped.

To -display" a work ?mns to show a copy of it, either &Wetly

or by means 14 a film, slilh telerision image, or any other device

or riieess or, in the OW of is motion picture or other ~Florham,

;roo, to show hull ridnol images »onsequentially.

.1 work in -fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when its

embodiment in it copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority

of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to

be perm; eed, reprodneed, or othcrise communirated for a period

of more thou transitory duration. A ,work consisting of sounds.

iniagex, or both. that are being transmitted. is "f red." for pur-

oses of fit is title if r, ii.ration of the work is b; ;sty made simultane-

ogsly with its triinsmission.

The terms "including" and -such an are illustratiee and not

.1 "joint work- is a work pn11117.11 by two or (Illth0e8

With the that their rontributioan be merged into insepa-

rable or int, rdependi at ports of annitary whole.

Literary works" are troka other than mol;oeisnal works.

epl.VNY'd numbers. or other eerbal oe numerical sym-

bols or indiria. regardless of the nature of the material ()Vets,

I1 IOby, l'I.Odirat8. manuscripts. phooreeords. or film. in

whirl, they are emhod:ol.
".11at;oli p;tares- are oadiorisnal works eonsixting of a NrI4I'S

of i'Y'11/1111 i,nurtr.% shown in .44Plere.V8;011. ;)111WIrt

;POO preSs;010 of 1100601s. tOypt I' WWI tlreoli pen, 1/;Ily NW/ ;f
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To "perform" a work mew)* to recite, render, play, dance. or
act it. either directly or by mean* of any device or ?Proem on in
the caw of a motion pietism or other audiorisual work, to show its
images in any sequenee or to make the R011114 accompanying it
audible, and, in the ease of a sound recording, to make audible
the sounds fired in it.

"Phonorecords" are material objeet» in which sounds other than
those accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work,
are fixed by any method now how)) or later developed, and from
which the sounds ran he perceived, reproduced, or otherwise com-
municated. either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.
The term "phonoreeords" ineludes the material object in which
the sounds are first fixed.

"Pictorial. graph's., and seulphsral works" include two-dimen-
xionoi and three-dimensional work* of fine. graphic, and applied
art. photographs, prints and art reprodurtions. maps. globes.
(quirts. /,lane, diagrams. and models.

.1 "pseudonymous work" is a work on. the ropiest or phono-
reeords. of whieh the author is identified under a fetitiM18 name.

"Poblieation" is the distribution of copies or photoreeords of a
work to the public by sale Or other ttwnsfer of ownership, or by
rental, lease. or lending. 7'he offering to distribute copies or
phonoreords to a group of persons for purposes of further dis-
trihution. public perfornonee. or imblie display. eonstitutes
puhlimtion. .1 pub& prrforrnn,tre or display of (I work does not
of itself constitute publieation.

7'o perform. or disploy a work "poblirly" means:
(1) to perform or display it at a plow open to the public or

at any plate where ru substantial number of persons outside
of a normal eirele Of a family and its soeia7 aciptaintanees is
gathered;

(2) to trammit or otherwise eommunicate a performance
or display of the work to a place 8pecified by clause (I) or to
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the public, by means of any dreier or process. whether the

nhers of lire publie raptsble of ereieing the performance

Or display reeei re it in the same place or in separate places

(sod at the same time or at different times.

-Noma' heordings" are 101*8 that result from the Potion of
a se ries of os 'mical. spoken. or other sound& but toot ;whaling the

sounds OPCOM ponying a. O01;07? picture OP Other 111141;04KOO, IPOPA%

yilpd10,18 Of the nature of the material obeets. tomb m disks.

tapes, or other phonorecords, Ito which they are embodied.

-Mute" hielodes the Distriet of Columbia and the Common-

or, alth of Puerto Rico, and any territories to rhkh this title is
made a pplirable by an at of Conliremx.

.1 -transfer of copyright ownership" is an assignment, mot-

gage, e,clusier license, or any other onreyanee, alienation, or

hpOtht PI;O Of a copyright or of any of the exelotsiee rights

comprised in a oopyrig ht, whether or not it is limited in tinte or

',hoer of effect. hst not including a nonexclissire license.

.1 -transmission progma." ix es body of material that, as an

eeggreoute. has been produced for the sole purpose of transmission

to ',oldie' in sequence and ass, unit.

7'0 "transmit " performance or display is to eon, m ',Wrote it by

any device or process sch, why ;usage's or sounds are rewired

be yond the ',hare fmns which they are sent.

The /'oiled States." when used in a geographical sense. eom-

pi.a s the se rend Stoles. the Mestict of Columbia and the eons-

namoulth of Puerto Rieo, and the organized territories under
the issri.diction of the Visited Mates Gore rumen,.

.1 -um fa! article." is an ',elide haring an intrinsic utilitarian
function that is not merely to portroy the appearance of the
article OP 10 roMPP1/ fOrolfaiOn. in article that ;.y polinolly a port

of om f orlih ;# y0)01;40'01 "osciiii
The aathor'N -widow" or -widower" is the esethew's mgrs.; ring

.vroo.e 111511t I. the how of his oloolirile at the time of hi3 death.

Oa thee or not the Npolose has lab r remarried.
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.1"ogork of thr t 'rated States 68rerunient" 18 a work preparedby an off hl,r or employee of the roiled Ntates Gorernment as partof his officialduties.
:t "work made for hire" is:

(1) a work prepared by an employee within the scope ofhis employment; or
(11) a work spechdly ordered or commissioned for 118(a rontribation to a rollective work, as a part of a motion pk-lure or other audioisual work, as as translation. as a supple-Menhir,/ work, as a rOlopa06011, Os 00 ;n0)1'0;0,1111

text, as0 test. as
(rosiest's Meth 1401 for a test. (18 11 photographic orother portrait of one or more persens, or as an atlas. if theexpressly (wie in a written instrument sign, it bythew that the Ive shall be eonsidered a work nrade for hire.A bsupphu many work" is a work prepared for publication08 secondar 10/101ect to 0 work by another author for the'warm,. of introducing. coneludiny, illustrating, explaining.revising. ellimenting upon. or assisting the use of the otherwork, such os foil words. alit raved& pictorial illnstrwtioss,maps. harts. tables, editorial notes. musical orrOugetoreets,linsiree Milif 1401 for tests, hiblioyophhs. f.ppe 'allay8, andhae,reR. .111 -instructional txt" is a literary. 14(4°,44. Orgraphic work prepared for publieat;on w;th the purpose ofuse in syStriootir

instaptimoal
§ 142. Subject matter of copyright: In general(a) coppo'ght pmrt;01, Notpamts. in IfreOrd(11111, WWI ails 1it11 ;IAOr;(1;1101 W(1K Of authorship

;le any tangible' oe (Them of ea, s-eam?. ewer bawl, or later th from which the y rah hr peete-i red.re prod ore (Lai. (Wit
101/1111110;17/11rd MUT 11;11 0419 or with the aidof o morhho or th 11.DriM (If 110/1110)41;11 ;lillidr f(d101 15yrah yfir;PN:

(I) 'wry works:
mos,',o1 works.inn brills,,/ any ilrrotopetoy;hy worths;



(.1) dalnati inf./ailing any accompanying mimic;

( ;) pantoini mem and ehorcogra phic works;

(1) phlor;d1. graphic.amI xeid pt ral works:

(6) motion filet x and other a (corks;

(7) imonil rerorili»gx.

(1,) In no rata' does copyright
ptection for all original reik of

athooihip extend to airy idea, plan. pmredure, procixx, system.

method of opt ration. coucpt. pinciph., (or dixilieery.regardlefill of the

form in which it ix described. e.pluined; illustrated, or embodied in

sod, work.

§ 103. Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative

works

(a) The sulket matter of copyright ax specified by xrction 102 in-

cludes compilations and Jeri ratice works. but protection for a work

employing pre-c,istiny material in which copyright subsists does not

c.rt, od to ausy part Of the work in which such mat, vial has been used

unfit ie f

(b) The copyright in a compilation or derivative work extends

only to the material contributed by the author of such ?col*. as dis-'

tinguished from the pre-existing material employed ht. the work.

and does not imply ant/ ea/osier right hi the pre-existing material.

The eopyight in such ?rock ix huh mad, iit of. and does not sleet

or enlarge the Reope. duration. ownership. or subsistence of, «nil copy-

right protection in the pre-existing material.

§ 101. Subject matter of copyright: National origin

(o) r PLINY El) il'ORKS.--:The works sprefed by sections 102 and

.j. while Itopublished. are subjeet to protection under this title ith-

out rgard 10 the nationality or domicile of the author.

(h ) Pr BLISIIEIP Wonks.The ?Picks specified by sections 102 and

11)3, where published. are subject to protection. under this title if --

(1) on the dot, of first publication. one or more of the authors

is a national or domiciliary of the 1'11;1(.11 Motes. or in a. notional,

6
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domiciliary. or sorereign authority of a foreign nation that is a
pqrty to a copyright treaty to which the United States is also
party; or

(2) the work is tiro published in the ['lilted States or in a for-
eign nation that, on. the date of first publieation, is a party to the
Universal Copyright Convention of 1942; or

(3) the work is first published by the United Nations or any
6 of its specialized agencies. or by the Organization. of American

States; or

(4) the work comes 'within the scope of a Presidential procla-
matio. Whenever the President finds that a particlor foreign
nation extends, to o,orks by authors who ore nationals or domieili-
aries of the United States or to r048 that are first published in
the United States, copyright protection on substantially the same
basis as that on which the foreign nation extends protection to
works of its Olen nationals and domiciliaries and works first pub-
lished in. that notion, he may by proclamation extend protection
under this title to works of which one cr more of the authors is,
OA the dote of first pobnoNo. a national. domiciliary, or so-
ereig authority of that notion. or which was first pohl;shed in
Mot notion. Thl Perm Vent may erise. sumpuiid. erokr (my
Narh prohtumtimi or ;ill plPie (OMININ Or thilitOtions oll
prid1 (ion tinder N prOtiiiinition.

lc) The (x1)1.01)11'0 by a yorernmeptol oryysi,;1.0;011 of fi
ountry of ft comp.:v/1d. ur the iyht 10 meetly(' a v01)11)41. 0

any iyht root prime It ti ropyr;fibt, or tiny right hi II Work foe 'chid,
copyright mfty 1,, Xf I III n the t IwoRfer of N rapyr;yt oral ,,,,y midi
r;gt, or the power to withoehe on use of flue was* th, r, ',mkt', .from
thr author m. eopyriyt °wile,. to o yoccpmntal agency of o fweign

ry plrrsilyIIut to 11,11,111. drre. rryllhtt;on. order 0r othr fiction
Of the yoreio( Nl effet;lly requirillq s,If11 Shill, runt he

ripui for a rIMIXeN of th;stitle.
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§105. Subject matter of copyright: United States Government

works
Copyright protection under this title is not available for any work

of the nited Stotts Government, but the l'Hitcd `'h,/es 601T'11Med

;11 predided from receiving and holding copyrights transferred

to it by assignment, bequest. or oth misc.

§ 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works
sohert Kee Gonx 107 throgh 117. the owner of copyright under

this title 1111.4 th exclusive rights to do and to authorize one of the

following
(1) '0 reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or ph0110-

1.001.4:

(:4)) to prepare deivatire works based upon the copyrighted

work;

(3) to distribute °pies or ponorerorels of the opyighted
+1.04 to the public by Mae or other trOO11fre of 011Oerxh ill. Or by

lease, or lend). ng

( i) in the rose of literary. ml,Yiro1, dramatic. and choreographic

works. pantomimes. motion picturls and oth r audiorimuul works.

and sound r cordings. to perform Ihr copyrighted work publicly:

(5) in the ease of lily raids musical. dramotic and choreogolphic

wolks. pantomimes. and pictorial. graphic. or sculptood works.

including th individual ;may( of II )11060h pietfirr or other

aad;ori.viod 10111 to dixphey the copyrighted work publicly.

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Pair use
.V0,,11,thinfling 1111' poeWoov of seetion WC. the fair use of u

eopyr;yhted 004. ;011)01;n9 by reproduction in. copies or

phonorecords 0f by any other means spreqed by that Sert;011, for IMP-

poSex curb heirR repOlt;oq, teaching, scholar-

ship, or resits, h, is not on infl'higf ?Orli, of copyright. In lb termining

ich th, r the use mide of vs work in any partienla caw is a Mr use

the f ortoes 10 In emssidi red 811011 ;10 lade:

(1) the purpox, and ehfslleter of the Mir;
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(') the Mit I* the l'Opyr;yllied lrOk

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in. re-
lation to the copyrighted work Os irhdr:illiti

() the f et of the ow upon the pot, nth!, market for or rabic
of the copyrighted work.

§ 108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries
and archives

(a) Notwithstanding the porisions sertion 1014 it is not as in-.
frinyement of copyright for ft library or ',rehires, or any of its em
ployees acting within the seope of their em ployment, to reproduce no
neon than ow ropy or phonorecord of a work. or distribute such copy
or phonored, under the conditibus verified by this section, if

(1) The reproduction or distribation is mode without any pur-
pose of direct or indirect ommerrial adrantage; Mid

(2) The collections of the library or arrh lees are (i) e)pen to the
w. available not only to reseamhers with the

library. or 'whirrs or with the institution of whirl' .t 4.ra part, but
also to °the r persons doing reSetirth in el SpkINZI'd

(3) The reproduction or distrihation of the work includes a
notice of ropyright.

(b) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section
apply to a ropy or phonorecord of an sin puhlished work duplicated in

facsimile form solely foe purposes of preserration and security or for
delon4;t foe oworch 54.4e in another library or archires of the type de-

scribed lay clause (1) of substion (a), if the copy or phanorerowi
reproduced in curuottly in the eollvetions of the library or archives.

(e) The eight of re production under this section. applies to a. ropy
or phonorecord Of a published work displieoted in. farsimile formsolely

for the poopose of replacement of a ropy or phonorecord that is dam-=
aged. deteriorating. lost. or stolen, if the library Or arehives has, after

a reasonable efforts determined that an 'roamed replacement cannot be
obtained at a fair price..

(d) The rights of repeodartion and distribution wider this section
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apply to a copy, made from the collection of a library or archives

where the user makes his relines, or from. that of another library or

archives, of no MOW than one articl, or other contributson to a copy-

righted collection or periodical issue, or to a copy or phonomeord of a

small part of any other copyrighted work,if
(1) The copy becomes the property of the user, and the library

or arehives has had no notice that the ropy would be used for any

purpose other than ',pirate study, scholarship, or research; and

(2) The library or archives displays prominently, at the place

where orders are accepted, and includes on its order Pima warn-

ing of copyright aecordanee with requimments that the Reg-

ister of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.

(e) 7'he rights of repoduetion and distribution under this section

apply to the 'lain. work, or to a substantial part of it, made from the

eolleetion of a. nhPary Or 17rehhie8 Where the ?Mel' makes his request or

from that of another library or areleires. if the library or arch; ves has

first determim d on the basis of a reasonable investigation that a copy

or phonorecord of the copyrighted work cannot be obtained at a fair

(1) 7'he copy becomes the property of the 801. and the library

or amhires has had no notiee that the copy 'road be used foranjj

purpose other r than priced(' study. scholarship. or re search ; and

(2) The lilary or ',rehires displays prominently. at the place

where orders Ore acre jaded, and includes on its order form.a warn-

ing of eopyright in accordance with requirements flied the Register

of Copyrights shall imeseribe by regulation.

(f) Xothing in this section
(1) .brill be construed to impose liability for copyright in-

finge me id ',pan a library or archires units employees for the un-

sap( reberil axe of reproducing equipment located on its premises,

provided that such eqaipme set displays a notice that the making

of a copy maybe subject to the copyright late;

(.2) e.reasys a person who uses such wproduriug equipment or
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who requests a copy lender subsection (d) from liability for copy-
re'ght infringement for any such act, or for any later use of such
ropy. if it eXreedS fair use as provided by section 107;

(3) any way affects the right of fair use as provided by sec-
tion 107, or any contractual obligations assumed at any time by
the library or archives when it obtained c. copy or phonorecord of
a work in its collections.

(g) The rights of trproduction and distribution under this section
extend to the isolated and unrelated reproduction or distribution of a
single copy or phonon cord of the same material on separate occasions,
but do of extend to Mites where the library or archives, or its em-
ployee:

(1) is aware or has substantial reason to believe that it is en-
gaging in the related or concerted reproduction. or distribution of
multiple copies or phonomeords of the same material, whether
made on. one occasion or over a period of time, and whether in-
tended for aggregate use by one or more individuals or for sep-
avrte use by the individual members of a group; or

(J) engages in the systematic reproduction or distribution of
single or multiple copies or phoorecords of material described
in subsection (d).

(h) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section
do not a pply to a masked work, a pictorial, graphic or sculptural work,
or a motion philtre or other audio- visual work, except that no such
iimitution shall epply with revert to rights grantee! by subsection.,
(b) and (e).
§ 109. Limitations on exclusive rights: Effect of transfer of par-

ticular copy or phonerecord
(0) Notteitkitisiitliig the provisions of section 106(.3), the owner of

ei particular ropy or ph onorecord lo retaily made under this title, or any
person authorized by him. is entitled, without the authority of the
copyright mem r, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that
ropy In' phonoreeord.
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(6) Notwithstanding the proision of section 106(5), the owner

of a particular copy lawfully made under this title, Or any person

authoried by him, is r ntithd.withoat the h y of the copyright

owner, to display that ropy publicly. either direet1 y Orb!, the projec-

tion Of nu MOW Milli OW ;WOO at a 1;111( to viewers present at the

place wh, IY* the ropy i.. located.

() ?'he pririb yes prescribed by subsections (a) and (h) do not,

unless authorized by the copyright owner, extend to any person who

has acquired possession of the ropy or phonorecod from the copy-

right owner, by rental. lease. loon, or otherwise, with wit acquiring

ownership of it.

§ 110. Limitations on exclusive rights: Exemption of certain per-

formances and displays
Notwithstanding the pmisions of section 106, the following are not

in f ingements of copyright
(1) performance or display of a work by instructors or piyils

in the course of face-to-face teaching actiritirs of a nonprofit

educational institution, in a classroom or similar place devoted

to instruction, unless, in the ease of a motion picture or other

audioisual work, the performanee, or the display of hull ridual

images, is given by means of a copy that was not lawfully made

under this title and that the person responsible for the pr rform-

once knew or had reason to belicre was not lawfully made;

(:,?) performance of a nondmmatic literay or musical work or

of a sound retording. or display of a work. by or in the course of

a transmission. if :
(A) the performance or display is a regular part of the

systematie instructional arthritics of o goernmentol body or

a nonprofit educational institution; and

(B) the performance or display is directly related and of

materio1 ossistanee to the teaching (widen, of the transmis-

sion; and

(C) the transmission is made primarily for:
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(1) reception in classrooms or sinlilar glares normally
devoted to instruction. or

(11) reception by perswm to whom the transmission is
directed because their disabilities or other special thrum-
stances /wee id their attendance in classrooms or similar
places normally de voted io instruction, or

(iii) reception by °greys or employees of governmen-
tal bodies as a part of their official duties or employ-
ment;

performance of a nondramatic literary Or musical work
or of a dramatilw-maximl work of a religious notary. or of a sound
recording. or display of a ?pork. in the (*OHM' of settlers at a place
of worshi p or other rcli yioas assc y ;

(11) performance of a nondramatie literary or inimical (rot* or
of a sound re cording. Oh( rir;sc than in a transmission to the pal, -
lie' without any purpose Of direct or indirect comno ecial ean-

toy, and orithoat payment Of 111111 tie or other con, pi ',Nation for

the p( rforoorno to any of its perfomcs, promoters. or orga-
n

(A) them is no direct or indimet admission hayc,
(B) the ',molds. after d«lactiny the' reasonalde costs of

producing the performaigel air axed (.rclasieely for educa-
tional, uliyi.oslx, ehtiitable plIpONIS .fo

!pun. 1.rept where th, copyright owner has screed
notify of 1,;,, oh), (/lolls to the p, rfonosnec under the follow-
ing conditions:

(i) Th, ((olio shall be in writing and signed by the
ropyr;yht olrr,rr m his dilly authorized agent; and

(;;) The notice' ..fhall he .erred on the person respon-
sible fa, the p, rfomance at least sere,' days before the
dal, of the performance. and shall slate the minions for
h N WO/IN; HMI
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(iii) The notice shall comply, in form, content, and
manner of Nrreice, frith requirements that the Register

of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation;

(5) communication of a transmission embodying a performance

or display of a work by the public reception of the transmission

on a sing!, receiring apparatus of a kind commonly used in pri-

rate homes. Dar las:

(A) a direct charge is. 'nark to see or hear the tranami8-

81011: or

(8) the transmission thus received is further transmitted

to lhr public;
(6) performance of a nondramatic Musical work or of a sound

roweling in the course of an annual agricultural or horticultural

fair Or exhibition conducted by a yorernmental body or a non-

profit agriculture,/ or horticultural organization;
(7) pt rfumonee of a numbwmatie usicol icor* or of a 8ound

neording by a rending ystablishment open to the public at large

withered any direct or indirect admission charge, where the sole

purpose of the performance is to promote the retail sale of copies

or phonon cowls of thy Wadi awl the performance 4K BO twins-

fiittd hr yonyl the piaci why cy the estahlishmy nt is loratcd.

§ 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions

(a) CERTAIN SECONDARY TkANRMISSIONS EXEMPTED.The second-

ary tranxmission of a primary transmission embodying a performance

or dixphly of a trot* is oot air infelogement of copyright if :

(I) !he secondary transmission is not made by a cable system,

and consists entirely of the relaying. by the management of a

hotel. apartment house. or similar evtahnshment. of signals trans-

itte by a broadcast station firer's, d by the Federal Communica-

tions (lommission. within th local sereiy area of such station, to

the lyric ite Todyintps of guests or residents of such establishment,

and no dip, rt choral ik made /0 sr P or Thor tf secondary trans:

niltito.On ; or
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(J) the secant/al y transmission is made solely for the purpose
and under the eonditions xpe ilied by clause (.1 of section Ho; or

(.1) Me 1411'0IIIThy trOlINIII;.*04;011 ;if made by o common, contract,
or special carrier who has no direct or indirect control ',per the
eontent or seleetion of the primary transmission or ore). the par-
tieular recipients of the secondary transmission, and whose ae-
tiellies with rf sped tf) thr xreoodar y lranxprixxioo ealliald solely of
prariding cab,' s. or other (yawn unirations channels for the
use uf others: Prifb rl. That the proeisimof of this civilise extend
only to the atirities of said carrier with respect to memo/my
transmissions and do not exempt fra liahility the 0(We/ties of
others frith respell to their own primary or geralidllPy '1'11118111;8-
81015 ; or

(.1i) Mr secondary transmission is not made by a cable system but
is made by o goccenmental body, or other nonprofit organizotion.
without ono purpose of (rivet or indirect commerciol adeaatoge,
and without charge to the reripients of the secondary transmission
otter r than fonnssmnts HI'V't 'Miry to del ray the ',float and eason-
obi, costs Of maintaining and operating the sefolday transmis-
sion service.

(b) SReONPARY TRANSMISSION' Or PRIMARY TRAY:MIN:00Y TO CON-
T Rm. LEO G Bo fp .---No1k441sglantlinfe the pew*is in NO.1110;f01,1 (a)
rig's'! (0. the serowhily traosson;x8;ois fir flit pOhl;r Of pl./Ildry trIIIIR-
MhOillOg y rglhallg /;Hr! Ile rThl pm (Sr display of vi ok is netionable nx

ot of in fring, rnv Id finder section :. Via ;,1 /1111Y xrrhjrct to the
reilid;rN peoracfl by sections .ill.! through s;, if the primoy trans-
noiss;on ;14 not for 1'0 eld;011 Ivy plIbIII hIlyle hid ht oO-
00/11.11 111O1 d to reeeption by particular no ushers of the

(e) SReONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY rAIII,R SYSTIMS.

) Subject to the proe;sions of clause (2) of this solotert;On. ;We-

/WA/1W IINIP;A:40114 /urhl ;r by o ruble system Of II primary
leflioNno;pcx;m gnu,/f by rr he /im, ncr by the Federal 'oat-

II Oi' display of II

II-14,.." 74 - 2
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work shall be subject to tompulsory licensing upon compliance with

the requirements of *Ono Ilia» (4) in the following eases;

(A) Where the signals comprising the prinory transmission

are exelusively aural and the secondary hwnsmission is per-

missible nder the mks. regulations or authorizations of the

Federal Communieations Commi841011: or

(II) Where the community of the cable system. is in whole or in

part within the local serviee area of the primary transmitter; or

(C) Where the carriage of the signals comprising the second-

ary transmission is permissible ,ender the rules, regulations or

authorizations of the Federal Communications Commission.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1) of this subsection.

the secondary transmission to the Imblie by o ruble Rydem of a primary

tanso4ssion made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal

Communications Commission nod embodying a performanee or dis-

pla of a work is aetionahle as an act of infringement under section
:IQ and is fully subject to the remedies prorided by sections 502
through 566. n the following cases;

( :1) Where the rare/age of the signals comprising the secondary

transmission o*s not permissible under the rules, regulations or

authorizations of the Federal Coieations Commission; or
(8) Where the cable system. at least on, month before the date

of the secondary transmission, has not recorded the notice speci-

fied h subsection (d).
(VI) COVICLSORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY CABLE

SYST E

(1) For any secondary ',Yen/mission to be subject to eompolsoq

licensing under sulosection the cahle system. shall at least ~month
before the dab of the secondary transmission or within $0 days after

the enactment of this Act. hiehere date ;slater. reeved in the Copy-

right Office. a notice including statement (f the identity and address

of the person who owns Or operates the s, condor!, trill,SMAS;00 re/re

whom pow, r to (.4.ov:se primary control ore,. it togetho r with the name
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and location of the primary transmitter. or primary transmitters. and
thereftfter. from time to time. saeh further information as the Register
of l'opyrights shall lie/H.14hr hy ref/060 to purr,/ out thr pisrposem
f); this douse.

(2) .4 cable system. whose seeondary transmissions hare been subjeet
to eompalsory licensing under subqec!ion (e) shall, daring the months
of January. .1 pril. aly. and October. deposit with the Register of
Copyrights. in arrow/once with requirements that the Register shall
presreihe by regalation

(.1 ) .1 dote/ne, Of OreOli. edeerioy the three months next
preceding. 'peril yinp the number of chorine& on whieh the (wide
system mode seeondary transmissions to its subseribers. the names
and lamtions of all primary townsmitters whose transmissions
were farther trasnlled by the ruble system, the total number
of sbserihers to the cable system. and the gromi 0101111fif paid to
lla. ahl,. system ;reexpectire of soot''( find se parytte xtotemetx of
the pyoot renoes pia to the table system for offeertishig. /ram (I
(brands. owl rahle-rwiting for whirl. o per-progra or per-
ehonnel rhorye ix wade hy milmeriberm for the hosie service of
proeiding seeondoy troommiRsion. of primary broodeost trans-
niltter ; and

II) .1 total royalty fee .for the period comeed by the sta1e-
nrr computed ore the hoxix of vreitird perreoloyex of the grow,:
reipts from mobsrrih sw to the (whir srrirr (lwing sold period
for the hash . xereire ref prIffifillifl Afre(IlifIffly IIflimivdoss IIf
prhIfflry hrfillikfM1 lrfilifilfillif 171, ax followx:

(;) I 2. power., of any !moot reeeiptx up In :441)J1M)

( Wye's/ of 11115/ yrolot ree;p1m totoiling more than
$.plf)011 hot not mon doh, $,Yttfifitt:

(M) perry?), of earl/ yrOKX ref'01 10tIn;gig OOrr MOO
SSOfina 1111 out more that, g M.090:

(ir) I privets, of ooy grow( receiptm totalling wow thou
.'' /.,P /1'N1. hot not more Moo S'11/0/11H): (rod
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(o) 21/2 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than

$160.0°D.

(1) The royalty fees thus deposited shall he distributed in accord-

ance with the following procedures:

(A) During the month of July in each year, every person claiming

to be entitled to compulsory license fees for secondary transmissions

made during the preceding twelre-month period shall file a claim

with the Register of Copyrights. in accordance with requirements that

the Register shall prescriber by regulation. Notwithstanding any pro-

visions of the antitrust laws (as designated in section 1 of the Act of

October 15, 1914,18 Stat. 7.10. Title 15 VAC. section 12, and any

amendments of such laws), for purposes of this clause any claimants

may agree among themselves as to the proportionate division of com-

pulsory licensing fees among them, may lump their claims together

and file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common

agent to receive payment on their behalf.

(11) After the first day of August of each year. the Register of

Copyrights shall determine whether there exists a controversy concern-

ing the statement of account or the distribution of royalty fees. If he

determines that no such controversy exists, he shall, after deducting

his reasonable administrative costs under this section, distribute such

fees to the copyright entitled, or to their designated agents.

If he finds the eistenre of a controversy he shall certify to that fact

and ',meted to constitute a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

in areorela»ce with Audio', Rai. In such cases the reasonable adminis-

trative costs of the &Ole v Wider this section shall be deducted prior

to distribution of the royalty fee by the tribunal.

(C) Miring the pendeny of any proceeding under this subsection,

the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall

withhold limn distribution an amount sufficient to satisfy an claims

with respect to irlileh er controversy exists, but shall hare discretion

to peorred to distribute vent' amounts that are not in. controversy.

(e) DEFI NITIONS.-
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:18 118ell 10 th18 Neetieele, the following termx :Intl their variant forms

meats the following:
.1 '`primory trellieelloixxho" ;x ,1 tre110111,011011 made to the public

by the transmitting forilit olhOlte helley reeeied anti

further tIWONOlitteel lay tho x, emodoy tiasmilosion nervier. regard-

. loos of where Or when the performance or dhsploy wan first

:1 "net...nohow tronsmission- the further transmitting. of

p1111Ory tronsminnion mins ultaneosody with the primary Owns-

mission or oonsimoltoormady with the primary tiwtosmitosiots if by

el ",ale vedette" wet 1orelte in ol'hOle 01'1 pant 11411118 1/18 b.)gand'

'try of the forty-eight contiguous Staten.

.1 "cable system" is a faellity, located in any Rtate. Territory.

Trst Territory or Pansy:mint+ that in whole or in part reeeires

signals tramsitted or progronot broadeant hi/ one or more tele-

:481On 61.001111041 xleit;ens licenned lay the Federal rommnications

rommission tt»t1 makes neeondary tranantissionts of such xignols

or progisons by Wires, rellelex, or Other comunirations rhanneln

to subseribing nsemherx of the publie who pay for Ruch service.

For purposes of determining the royalty fee manor subsection

(d)(:::)(11). two or mor«.olde xystensts contiguous rommuni-

ties 010111'' r01111110)1 OlellerXhip Or 1'001'01 or OpereIt illy 11'0111

heade tot timid tarconsidered as one system.

The -lora :0 reify area of a primary tranxmitter" comprises

the Oh n in. hiph a television hroodeast station is entitled to

insist spirt, ibt mignal /wing retransmitted by a cable system

porsaaot to the rules mod regulations of the Fellow/ Comm.:idea-

Glom ern?) 1.800.1111.

§ 112. Limitations on exclusive rights: Ephemeral recordings

(o) Notwithstanding the prorisions of section !Mum! except in the

ease of It motion picture or other audio eixual 'cork. it is not on in

of copyright fora tronsmitting organizotion entitled to transmit

to the poi/011e' o, perfOIllellere 1118111,11/ Of mailer it ntrliXe Or
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transfer of the copyright or Huffer the limitations on exchmire rights
in sound ireordingx speeified hy section 11.;(a), to make no more than
one ropy or phonoreeord of a rienllTh

peOgOli em-bodying the performance or display, 4
(1) the ropy Or phOltOreIlIed is eetlliled 04 'axed ROlely by the

twommitting orgon;zation that made 1/, and no further ropier or
phOnOree019/8 Irprodued from it ;and

(2) the ropy or phonoref.ord ix limed solely for the transmitting
organization's own tmounixsions within Ps Iona! 'terrier arra. or
for purposes of whiral Inv xerratiOh Or 110(1

(3) onh xx presreed e.reluxieely for orehieal purposes. the (why
or phonoreemq ix destroyed within six months from the dote the
transmission program OWN flex/ teellISOlittI'd to the pobli.

(h) Vol withstandiug the prorisions of Nerti011 106, it IX lad on i'ring, nt of copyright for II yoreromntal hmly or other nonprofit
01'0114210;0h I,1i /led to trotmoilt o perforinflner OrdINPMY of iOrk.Older xtiOn Ila(.;) or under thr limitations on sights in
soond recordings specified ha section 114(0). to mobe no more thou
thirty eopies or phonoreeords of o particular tronxmixxion program

embodying the per farmance or display, if
(1) no farther copies or phonoreeords are repodueed from the

efipirs or phonomeords made under this douse; and
(4) eept for oar ropy or phonoreeod that may he prexerrrd

exelaxicely for arehiral purposes. the ropier or phonoretords are
destroyed within. ?wren years from. the date the transmission pm-
gram wax first transmitted to the potilin.

(n) Notwithstanding the proeisions of section 1(1(1. it ix not an in-
Piny, my n/ of ropy /right for II gorenmentol body or other nonprofit
organiTation to mobe for dixtrihation no more than one IOpy0e phono-
reeord for roth transmitting orgooLvtion tipt.rifled in rlowte (2) of /his
aNlmeetI0,1 Of vl teliommix..aoll program embodying a perform-
ance of a nontlromoth. nowdeol 'Pork of a religious maim', or of a sound
recording of such a music'', work.
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(I) there is no direct or indirect charge for making or dis-
tributing any mach copies or phonorecordm: and

(J) nom of mach ropiem or phonorecords ix used for any pe -
formance other than o mingle triinsmission to the public by a trans-

mitting organization entitled to troommit to the public is per
of the work wide, a license or transfer of the t.opyright;

and

(.1) Irert for Onr copy or phonorerord that may he presered
exclusirrly for ',whirl', purposes, the copies or phonoreeordx are
all drstroyed within one .1/1.01' from the date the transmission pro-
yra m was first toinsmittrd to the public.

(d) The transmission program. embodied in a copy or phonoreeord

mode under this seetion ix not xabjert to protection. as a deriratire
work under this title except with the ewprofs consent of the owners of

copyright in the pe-r.ristig works employed in the program.
§ 113. Scope of exclusive rights in pictorial, graphic, and sculp-

tured works
(0) Subjert to the porisions of clauses (1) and (2) of this sub-

section. the rrrlaRi IV right to reproduce a copyrighted pictorial.
graplar. or scol plow! work in copicm wok,. section. /1/1; includes the
eight to re 'wafture the work in or on any kind of article. whether use-
ful or otherwise.

(1) This tide does not afford, to the owner of copyright ir, a
Work that portrays a useful article as such, any greater or lesser

rights with respect to the moking. distribution. or display of the
otichr no portrayal than those afforded to such works

nod, r the Ion whether title 17 of the common /air Statsites of a
lb et on Peron& r .11. 197J, as held applicable trod coo-.

xt pile rl by a mod in rnr action hinsyht Mader Ws title.

(4) !h the rase of a work lawfully repodord ire awful articles

Mal hare been offered for mile oe Ohre distribution to the roblle,
copyright does not include any right to preot the making, dis-
tribution. Ca' display of pictures or photographs of nisch articles
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in connection with advertisements or commentaries related to the

distribution Or dispIppy of suck art lam or ht eon Ilern011 .114th news

'PO rbt.

(h) When. a ipictoiol. graphic. or scut ',Witt work in which copy-

right subsists tinder ibis title is utilized in an origingl onomental
desipt of rt 'Meta article. by the copyright proprietor oe under an
e.epess license front him. the design shall be eligible for protection

tender the prorisions of title III of this Art.

(e) Protection under this title of a work in which copyright subsists

shall terminate with respect to its utilization hi. useful articles when-

eeer the 1'01P/fright /Proprietor has obtained pgistration of an ona-

mental design°, a useful article embodying meld work under the pro-

isions of title III of this .let. Unless and until the copyright pro-
prietor has obtained slide. registration. the copyright pir torial. graphic,

or sculptural ?Polk shall continue in all respects to be covered by and

subjt et to the protection afforded by the copyright subsisting under

this title. Nothing in. this Seri ;Oh shall be deemed to create any addi-

tional rights or protection smiler this title.

(d) Nothing in this section. shall affect any right or remedy held
by any person ande this title in a work its which eopyight was sub-

sisting on the cifp f.t; ee date of title III of this .let, or with respeet.to

any utilisation of a copyrighted few* other than in the design of a

as, acct article.

§ it t. Scope of exclusive rights in sound rerdings
(a) LI MIT ATIONS ON E XCLUSIt" R 1110HTS.The ercbmire rights of

the Mrite of copyright ill a sound recording are limited to the rights

Oh by clauses (1). (.3). and (4) of section. 106. The exclusire

rights of the owner of copyright in a Neural Icotng to reproduce and

preform it Orr llnilted to the rights to duplicate the sound recording

in the form of phonorecords or copies of audioisual works that
directly or indirectly ecaptum the actual sounds fixed in. the record-

ing. and to perform those 'whorl mounds. These rights do not extend

to the making or duplication of another sound recording that is an
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independent fixation of other sounds, or to the performance of othersounds, Been though
sounds imitote or simulate those M the copy-righted sound reeording.

(6) PERFORMANCE RIOHTS ThgrINCT.-- The exclusire right to per-form publicly, by means of a phonorecord, a copyrighted literary,musical, or dramatic work, and the e.relusie right to perform publiclya copy dykes,
sound PearlIblg, Reptia, and independent rightsander this title.

(e) COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE OF SOUNDRECORmsas.

(1) Sub jest to the prisionN ofsertions ill and IIG, the publicperformance of If 80ond recording is subject to compulsorying older the conditions sperified by this subsection, if phono-reeosviv of :f I ye ?ell. distributed to the public under theauthority of fhe copyright owner.
(e) .1»y person who wishes to obtain a coin pulsory lieense underthis subsertion shah the following requirements:(.1) He shun at kast one month before the public perform-anc and thereafter at interrals and in 0(1,0/wire with re-quirements that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribelH regulation. record in the Copyright Ofjfee a notice statinghis identity and fuldress and deploring his intention to obtain.a rum/of/sue/1 lieense oneh'r this subsection;

(II) Miami, with the Register of eopriyhts. at dolma,intrrcals flewybr011' ?Pith requirements that the Registerof l'opyriytits shall peeseeihe dry regidotion.
statement ofaccount and a total royally fee for the period corered by theNtaii In, id. fill 'hi' rates Rpf rifled by clause (4).() In the ohm nee of negotiated license. failure to weanl thenotice. tih the statenlnt. Or deposit the royalty fee prcseribedby 'Jimmy (,,!) mud, P.r th, pabli

performance Of a "wand record-isy actionable as on Net of
botringement under section ..;(1 andmoki, et to do' mr,firm pmeided F,y Neytions through
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505, but not including the criminal reinedies provided by section

(4) The annual royalty fees limier this subsection may, at the

user's option, be computed on
either a blanket or a prorated basis.

Although a negotiated license may be substituted for the compul-

sory license prescribed by this subsection, in no ease shall the

negotiated rate amount to less than the «pplieable rate provided

by this clause. The following Wes shall be applicable:

(A) For a radio or telerisionbroadrast
station. licensed by

the Federal Communications
ComMi881011, the royalty rate

shall br as follows:
(i) in the case of a broadcast station with gross receipts

from. its advertising sponsors of more than $25P00 but

less than $WOOD a. year, the yearly per,formance royalty

payment shall hi' no ; or

(ii) in the ease of a broadcaststation with ,gross receipts

from its advertising sponsors of more than $100,000 but

less than SWAM° a year. the yearly performance royalty

shall be $750; or

(iii) hi the ease of tt broadcast station with gross m-

ei); pts f min its adrertisingsponsors of more th an $2,00.000

year, the blanket rote shall be r» re pereent of the net

receipts from adveHising sponsors during the applicable

period. The alteenatire prorated :wife is a fraction of one

percent of suet net receipts, based on as calculation made

in accordance with ea standard formula that the Register

of copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, taking into

account the amount of the station's commercial time de-

eoted to playing copyrighted sound recordings and

whether the station is a radio or tekeisioft broadcaster.

(B) s6),,,., to ,,,,t;on III, for background music serrices

and other transmitters of plI'f001114Intel4 of sound recordings

the hhmket rate percent of the gross rl'rri.ptli Il'Ont, sub-

othrrs who pay to rem; re the transmission during
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the applicahle period. The alternative prorated rate /8 a filar-
tion of 2 percent of such grORR receipts. based on a. eolculation
made in accordance with a standard formula that the Register
of Copyrights shall prescribe by regalatimi, taking into ac-
count the proportion of time der oted to munieal performances
by the transmitter during the applicable period, and the ex-
tent to whirl; the trunsmitter is also the 011'ner of rOpyright
ill the 'Willa reeordings performed during said period.

(1') For an operator Of rOhi-operated phonoreeord players.
as that feria is defined by section 116. 117rd for a cable system.
via that term is defined by section M. the corn pulsory lieensing
rates shall be governed exelosirely hy those respective see-
lions. and not by this Ruhmertion.

( ) For all other users not otherwise exem pied, the blanket
rate is $15 per year for each location at which. eopyrighted
sound recordings are pr rformed. The allernatiee prorated
rate shall be based on the number of separate performances
of such works during the year and. in accordance with a
ntondord .formula that the Register of ('opyrights shall pre-
serihe hi/ regulation. shun not exeeed .Cti per day of use.

(d) EXEMPTIONS.In addition to users exempted from liability by
section. 11) or subject to the provisions of section 111 or Mi. any
person who public!/ performs a copyrighted sound recording and who
would otherwise be subjcet to liability for such performance is ex-
empted from liability for infringement and from the compulsory
licensing Avairements of this section, duriny the applicable ft ant
period, if--

(1) In the rime of a broadcast station, its gross receipts from
(atm, pHs; ny sponsors were less th an. $25,00); or

(2) In the case ofa hoekg round music service or other transmit-
ter of performano s of sound recordings, its (/5083 receipts from
sabsetiberx or ()them who pay to receive the teansmission Ire re Fenn
than $10.1)00.
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(e) DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES.

(1) During the month of September in each year, every person

claiming to be entitled to compulsory license fees under this sec-
tion for performances dewing the preceding twelve -month period

shall file a claim with the Register of Copyrights, in accordance
with requirements that the Register shall prescribe by regulation.
Such claim shall include an agreement to accept as final, except as

provided in section 809 of this title, the determination of the Copy-

right Royalty Tribunal in any controversy concerning the distri-

bution of royalty fees deposited under subclause (B) of subsection

(c) (2) of this section to which the claimant is a party. Notwith-

standing any provisions of the antitrust laws (the Act of Oc-
tober 15, 1914, 38 Stat. 730, and any amendments of any such

laws), for purposes of this subsection any claimants may agree

among themselves as to the proportionate division of compulsory

licensing fees among them., may lump their claims together and

file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common

agent to receive payment on their behalf.

(2) After the first day of October of each year, the Register of

Copyrights shall determine whether there exists a controversy con-

cerning the distribution of royalty fees deposited under subclause

(B) of subsection (c) (2). f he determines that no such contro-

versy exists, he shall, after deducting his reasonable administra-

tive costs under this section, distribute such fees to the copyright

owners and performers entitled, or to their designated agents.

f he finds that such a controversy exists he shall certify to that

fact and proceed to constitute a panel of the Copyright Royalty

Tribunal in accordance with section 803. In such cases the reason-

able administrative costs of the Register under this section shall be

deducted prior to distribution of the royalty fee by the tribunal.

(3) For the purposes of this section
(A) One half of all royalties to be distributed shall be paid

to the copyright owners, and the other half shall be paid to
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the performers, of the sound reordings far which chants hare
been made under clause (1); and

(11) Paring the pendency of any loyuwediny under this
section. the Register of Copyrights Or the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal shall niithhold from distribution an amount suffi-
eient to satisfy all elaims with respect to whieh a controrersy
exists, hut shall hare discretion to proceed to distribute any
amounts that are not in controversy.

(f) RELATION TO OTHER SECTIONS.The public performance of
sound recordings by means of secondary transmissions and coin-oper-

ated phonorccard players is governed by sections 111 and 1111, reaper-
Neely. and not by this seetion, except that titer(' shall be an equal
distribut;on, of royalty fees for such publie per between

copyright owners and performers as provided by subsection (e) (3) (A)
of this seetion.

(g) DEPI.vmoNs.As used in this section, the .following term's and
their rariant forms mean the following:

(1) "Commercial time" fs any transmission program. the time
for which is paid for by o commercial spongor, or any transmis-
sion. program that is interrupted by a spot commereial 'mummer-

meat at infereas of le88 than fourtf in mod one-half minutes.

(2) "Performers" are masieians, singers, eondtors, actors,

narmtom and others whose performance of a literary. minded,
or dramatic work is embodied ha a sound recording.

1) "Net receipts from ad repaving sponsors" constitute gross

reed pis fro mire rtiR:ng sponsors less any commissions paid by a
radio odoltion to odrertixiny agencies.

§115. Scope of exclusive rights in nondramatic musical works:
Compulsory license for making and distributing phono-
records

In the case of nondiamotic asieal works, the c.if./mire rights pro-
d by eldasex (1) and (3) of por I t;011 11)G. to mob 0nd to distribute

ph000records of such oroikx,ose suhket to compulxory dire losing wader

the conditions spr rifled hy this section.
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(a) AVAILABILITY AND SCOPE OF COMPULSORY LICENSE.

(!) When phonorceords of nondramatie musical work have

been distributed to tin public under the authority of the ropyright

owner. (guy other person may, by complying with Me provisions

of this section, obtain a compulsory license to make and distribute

phonorreords of the work. :1 person may obtain a romped/wry

&erase only :f his primary pu, pose. in making phonomywds hi to

thi pi to the public for private use. :1 person may not

obtain a eon, pulsory license for use of the work in the duplication

of a nollsal recOrdillf/ Made hy another.

(J) .1 compulsory license includes the priikye of nudeing a

musical urrougeou ot of the work to the extent necessary to con-

form it to the style or manner of interpretation of the perform-

(wet hirolei d, hat the arrangement shall not change the basic

md1m1y or fundano thaacter Of the work, and shall not be

sub:net to protection us a el, r; reil; IrOk Wide 'MX title, except

with th, ss emote est of the copyright owner.

(b) NOTICE OF INTENTION TO OBTAIN COMPULSORY LICENSE; DESIG-

NATION OF OW X RIC OF PERFORMANCE HU:117.--

M 'woo who i'slo.y to obtain a compulsory license

nude r this section shall, heftily, f H. within thirty daysafter making,

amt below distibiethey any phonoreeords of the work. 8erre notice

of hi3 ;oh ofioo to do no on the copyright owner. I f the registra-

tion or other public r, cords of the Copyright I'lffice do not identify

the I Opy;ght 1111d Bel neh. an Mid reSn at which notice ran

be to re, el on Trim. ,t shall he selieient to file the notice of intention

in th, Copy,ight Office. The notice shall comply. in form. mil-

t, Bt. and manne of se.rice. with weininecnts that the Register

of Copyrights shall prem., The by regulation.

(I) I If the copyright owner NO mimesis in writing not later than

Ten eheys a Pe sreio or filing of the nothy rivulet d by rheum' (1),

the prgon e. era' the row palsory lieense ial/ designate, on

is Wu I oe contain, r accompanying each phonorecord of the work

distributed by him, and in the form and manner that the Register
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of Copyrights shall pi., s ibe by regulation. the mime of the
ropyright menet. or his ag(?.,1 to whom royalties for public per-
f °mance of MO work 111'1. 1111W 11114.

(3) 011111.1' 10111 Pee or Ille the notice required by clause (1),or

to designate the name of 1111' 11011'1' Or agent as ovyared by eloose
(2), forecloses the possibility of 0 conspalsory license and, in the
absene.e of o negotiated lieense, renders the making and distrihu-
tion of plionoircords actionable as arts of infringenn nt under
section .911 and fully subject to the remedies proided by sections
502 th rough 506.

(c) Boy Ain- PAVARLR rti DER COMPULSORY LICRNSE.---

(1) To be entitled to rew'ir'e royalties under It compulsory

license, the copyright owner must be identified in the registration
or other public records of the Copyright Olitte. The owner iv
entitled to royalties for phopenrceords manufactured and distc;b-

sited after he is No identified hat he is VW 1 WIWI d to reiorer for
phonorecords preriously manufactured and distrihatefl.

(4) .ecept ers prorided In daunt. (I), the royalty under a
romplRory limos,' shall be payable for IT ph01101r1111.11 11101111-

1011111.4 01111 11141411111111 ;Is 1111WyThiler ,e;th thy. II, use. irth
respect to 1111h0(llell in the ph000rut oat, the

shall he either three rents, m. three quarter cent per minute of
playing time or fraetion thereof, whieherer amount is larger.

(.1) Moyalf pa! /m uvtx othan hr nowIr on or In fort- thy twenath
day of each month owl shall ;what' On r0 /1111;e foe month
Pea', pereed;BY. EfIeh shot/ in' orons pow', d

by 0 (100,7111 101111'1111111 11 111111110. 11'111.111 X111111 he ree1;,111.11 11Y

lerllfied 1)161;1' A1'1'0011100 t11111 1111,1ply ;If fOrill. ,it. amcl

Winner Of l'elrniellt;011 with f,(/111.1V that thy Register of
copyr;ghts shill/ pr, seeibe he, rryalatifm.

(4) If the top,/, ;,h; own, r flocs not re;er thr monthly pay-
ment and statement of «croon, when due, he may (tier o

notice to the licensee that, unless the default is remedied within
tbitiy days from the doff of the Holier. the compulsory livens(
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will he auttanath.tilly teeeilaateel. Howls terogisostiose rsh.rm the

making mod flistributhoe of all phollorreoebe. foe erh;eh the rods -

ally hr/t1 ant hero pa;(1. esetiosseehle rix 111N mkt'

er1;011 514 111111 f kilb)( ta the WWII/1'1N rrII4111 rI ICl/

.50.! throogh 506.

116. Scope of exclusive rights in nondramatk musical works and

sound recordings: Public pert fp, -,ances hl/ means of coin-

operated phonorecord player

(n) ..tirArimv ox Exri.rstr 1.! IIIMIY.--111 1111 MN( of d 15011-

1100,,,Itii 11,11011;11 ol 111111)100 I'0111. 111114 iI, MI 1'1181!

11 .v/mild v. ml1;1111, Ie 1 .rt at; Of 1401 Mae r daaie 0 of 8, th°011

Pis; to rerfm ea lb, troth. peehGely ley mediae of a eede,-ope rateel phone,-

r, veer,/ play, ;.% lilaiJ,1111N fahl11N;

11) nil 111'11111;1111t Ntolb1;NhIlf l,J ;I nolileh the puble'r

rfoe. iiiii tab.., place not ilahlr for ;fifr;stoe 1n, nt ,r;th re-

.% pi 11 1101.1.101a1. ah'SR :

(.1) he ;II the operator of the phoeforeeod player; Or

(11) lo refuses or fads. orithht one mooth after reeript by

ruy;x1c,,,I or 1'1 of it rcloest time daring

whirls tlo tert;firate r1 que're el by moshelessise (1) (C') of emb-

NufFUli (11) 11111.1'111 to the phonoeeorel player. lit/ the

eapyiyht 'area r. to wake fall ellselossere, by rey;xtered or

e d moll. of Ho idroth y of llo opeatlor of the phONO-

rum01 ploy,

71,, op, rutin. of Jhr 1-0;ii-opuralrel phonorerord player may

ohta;ee IIIT 11M Jn per /in he' WOrk pahlioll 01. that

rhI iiiii !Welt lilayl by 1;/;1,11 MI prnIVIII011, the certil-

rat. awl pily;iffl the oyal'', x psi hy sulmeet;oss (b).

(b) BECoRDATION OE COIN-OPERATED PlIONORECORD PLAYER, AP-

FIXATIoN OF CERTIFICATE, AND ROYALTY PAYABLE UNDER COMPUL-

SORY LiCENSE.-

(1) Au!, operate» who s ;..ehs to obta: a Pool pot ory neenke

tor the pahile pr eformitut,. Of itfubi Or1 11 111;11-0p rate',/ p110,10-
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" "gra PI" 1. ill fill the following ri nts:
1.1) II, flit., or within, ow month a r sneh prrforniiiiires

I wilds Wel;lellII. MI el I,,,, 'dap phleestieV I Ise'/ /If l' led

fl rl ri th, mend h ern h sure, r Ililrq yi
spiels in iii nun!, arfrilsrhls in thot
phininroil Ish: yr r. hr shun IA in the IsiTyriyht /,fife, . hi
sill larfleessi WWI eV Illile Me isle, HMI Int l' (111111r;l1hig

Alessi! pre ., I ;le ley re 11111,16mo. elle pp / Mobil Ilhly the.
tiled eldell's SN of I hi op, ',dor of th, phminrce.mv1

awl 11 Mel /slater, etre e flea Iv, '1'111 Illtuslos 5. or Ohs t. .5755Vil
;51, ;lit,t15.1555 I,f 115, phi /ays r. ',nil ill inhlit ion to
I hi 1, pi, NCI AI II hi/ hIliNI (ft) (if Ail 141.1)11 70.S1.1). /If

Ilf P104/ gPdh /lig Y;Xti I. of Copyriyhts oyolt y fer for
the eaereot racial'''. yell,. Of $8 for that poetic-War 'Aosta-
?, '.155.11 Am /1 rf.r.fuomorex or, smote irroihrhl on II

plIttiofoi tors! //lyre fli the fir:.,/ Pt 1 Jay 1
of fig.!, /1., roggity hg hs deptm;fi II for the I, n,,I;wles.
of that .yeat shag lit s4/111.

I B ) to., y uf IV ; /It line, I,
IVegalt fi e peleville/Jel hi lellINV ( .1). MP VeyLVIi 1. of I'org-
e;ohlm Nlo511 o.too Jo Flo oppliroot I /;lii1:11 liar the phafiri
ref fird phlyi

) le for hi %orI .11eIr le 1 of the rerti f-
riar 1)1V.;( lay xnhins, /1) of th;S Phis /Re ;R ;88/1e(t,

Within Is delS n fle*. the dote of IsRae of the elYti &lib', the
op, 'Woe xh,111 atif.e h) Mr Intel ;edit r phonorrori/ piny, r. in

eon is la ily Bed by the ',oh! the

!hr lergister of /'copyr'ights tinder siih-
rhInme (n). of lb, hitrst opplieittion math. by sitar/. sith-
dims( (.1) Ill this elnilse with resin IF to Mid phonon Port/
ploy, r.

(,2) Fodor, to III, hi it I, 'alien, ion. to fifiV.r the errt ;plat, or to
poy the Payed! y pi; rf rhiier (I) of this mann 5.1;mo residers
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the puhne pefrnurnre art;onahle (m on art Of in frinoemesst smiler

setioo .70,1 and soNert to the remedies ',melded h section

thmnoh

(c) DISTRI firTION OP ROYAL?! EL

M Poring the month of January in each yeor every person
ehrim;no to he' ellt;11(11 tOrOlilpIdX0ry AV. use .fees ware this solicits

for pet foenoenreM the prereAgy tirelee-month per;011 shun

file a claim ledh the lergish'r of Copyright/4 in orrordwir aqth
requirements that th &gimlet. shall prescribe by regsdation.Soch

rheim shall ;n hide agreement to ',crept as fwd., except as pro-

ifled in sertios .s.att of this Oh the dtrrminotion of the Copy-
right la'oyalty l'ihona1 in any e.ontrorersy roneerning the distri-

hotioo of roy olty fern depoxitrd onder .sahelaose (a) of sabsre-

tie's. (0(1) of this setion to whirl, the (Milano, 114 (I party. Not-

withstanding any proisiems of the ountos, burs (the Art of

fiefoher 1.5. 191 Stat. 7.0). and tiny onsendna utv of ',Hy mewl?

Move). for purposes of th;A: solmethug 'shy ehilosahts may ogree

'mmHg thr0001rus as to Mr proportionate dlrisinn of ronopohto..y

1;re ox;oy fl es 'Homey them. may Ions', their hams together and

111, ill, lo jointly or us xiogl, lie may designate roosn1015

agent to iv.rt ire poymeot on their In half.

II) .1 f ter 111, first day of 11,0111 ah yas% thr lergixter of

,hall oil,,, 'eh, thr 1 /i re , .4xfs o roof roeurNy

you, th, dixtr;hotim, of ronalty posit, .1 x,14-

17i#10/Al ) of AidIXO UNII10 h) ). 1 f lie do, nf) xm.h

eaotroe,,,y Nholl. after 1, 11:4010filde int

1":,.'Nt 14; el. ' 'WM "000b., th;s t;on. di.trlhot, such f,., N t/I

Plipyr;l1h I IOW's rX Ilia pi , filelileS 101;11.11, or to tIair .1, .lao,,trd

ay. Os. 11 hr find. that raotrorrrmq ,..t.;%ts .hall ,/

to that fart awl pro, , '41 lo ooNtilots plot of Mu /'op/ight
Royalty Tribunal in arrordooe idh sectio 8n3. In such eases the

romupuhle sulm;astut;e rows of the le,,p.tee stroke this xeetiou

.hull 1, 'furled prior to tfixtiholim of the rayon,/ feu hy the

tribunal.
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31 The fres to he distriboted Rho divided ax follows:
(A) One eighth. of the fees to be distributed shall be alto-

cot, to 1,11.yriyht 011'llIN 11101 pl1101114 of Sogind rel'Ord-
int/S. and thr e to MenrAtt of copyright in wondra-

ic inugicol works:

(11) The fees (Wooded to opyright owners and performers
of sm:nd recordings shall be dirided equally betwren them, us
provided by seetio 114(

(/') The fees allocated to owners of copyright in nondra-
matir musit.al ,.o, ks shall hr distributedON 101101118:

(1) E very copyright owner not affiliated with a per-
forming rights society shall recire the pro rata shore
of the fees to he distributed to hieh such copyright

limeys his eolith ment lint!

(ii) 7'hc perfoiniug rights societies shall ?ewire the
remainder of the fees to he distributed in such pro rata
shams as th, y shall by ogrement stipulate an them-
selves, or, if they .fail h, ',grey. the pro polo share to
which Ruch. performing righte societies prove their
entitlement.

(D) During the pendency of any proceeding under this
seetioo, the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright lloyolty
Tibuoul shall withhold /u distribution on account

ut to sotisfy all claims ,rills rev, of to which a mutrorersy
,.rists. but shall hose 'ion to procrrd to distribute ohy
'mounts Mot or not 11, roullwersy.

.;) The llegi.ter of Copyrights shall promulfmtr regulotions
oude r which persons who rou wasoulblu be e.rperted to hare
claims way. ,Thriu /hr yror foke ploe.
lithoot ,.ep, us, to or hocassthrut of opendorm or proprietors Of
estald;shmeotx ;o which phouorreord players are Melded, hare
....urh ate, xx to xuh e.,tahfixh u,, ,,lx ,rod to the ph000ord plot /, r
lo,wt, ,/ lh, re;1, oppotoollq to obtain infornollioo with
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resin et thereto fix mo,y hr reosonobly neerxsory to dekrmine. by

sampling proeeduryx Or otherwise. the proportion. of otrihution
of thy. Inward, works of each surly person to the variant's of the

ponyoreord 'dam ex for whir), hrx shun hoer been drpoxitrd.
Any person who niter/,x that he os heen denied ti,, orresx per-

mitted bulke the regulations prexeribyd by the Register of ropy.

rights may bring on on action in the United States District Court

for the /';strict of rolnehia for the eonrelhttion of the mutiny,-

wiry license of the phonoword player to erhieh mode acme" loot

heel, dew, el. and the eourt shall hare the poorer to declare the

cow podsory the,eof in redid from the dote of ;10,see thereof.

(d) CRIMINAL PRNALTIES.Any person who knowlinyly makes a

false PI 'WPM Illation 01 et matrhcl fort in an appilration itler
clause (I)( ) of lothseetion (h), or who knowing! y often., a certificate

boated ander ylonse (1) (11) of subsection (b) or knowingly offinres

such o ertifirote too ph/morecord player other Mon the one it corers,

xhall he lined not more than g,1.500.

(e) DEFfftrioNs.As used in this section, the following terms and

their rory'ont forms mean the following:

(1) .1 -coin-operotrel phonorecord player is et maehine or de-

rice that:

(A) is employed solely for the pi rformoner of non-

dramatic tedes;ol works hl/ of phooreeords ylpon

he;og mted hy insertion of min:
(n) he !witted in an extahlixhmelit making no direct or

;m1;rect chary,' for aden;xxion

((') ix aecompanied by fe list of the titles of on the mosieol

'Porky arodohle for performaee I») 11. grh;ehilxt is affixed to

the phonorreod player or landed in the extahlishment in et

prominent position mutter it ran he rro,/i1y exain, by the

(n) affords o choir,. of works arailohle for performance
and permits the choice to he made hy the patrons of the
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establishment in which it islomted.

(2) An 'operator" is oily person who, (done or jointly with
othera:

(A) owns a coin-operated phonoreeord player: or

(B) has the power to 'mike o coin-operoted phonoreeord
player arailabk for plocement in on establishment for pur-
poses of public performance: or

(In has the power to eercise. primary control over the
selection of the mosieol works made arailable for public
performance in a coin- operated phonorecolvl player.

(.1) A "performing rights society" iR an association. or eorpoin-

tion that lieeneeft the public performance of nondramatic musical

works on behalf of the copyright owners. such as the American
Nock& of eomposera, Authors and Pub !idlers. Broadcast Mimic.

lac., and SESAC.Inc.
§ 117. Scope of exclusive rights: Use in conjunction with com-

puters and similar information systems
Notwithstanding the proviRiona of sections 106 through 116, this

title does not afford to the owner of copyright in. a work any greater
or lesser rights with respect to the use of the work in conjunction with

automatic systems capable of storing. processing. retrieving. or trans-
ferring information, or in con junction. with any similar derive, ma-
hine, or prncess, thole those (lorded to works under the law, whether

title 17 or the common law or statuteo of a State. in effect on Decem-

ber .11. 1974, as held applicable and construed by a court in an action
brought under this title.

Chapter 2.COPYRIGHT OWNERSHIP AND TRANSFER

201. Ownership of copyright.
202. Ownership of copyright as distinct from ownership of material object.
203. Termination of transfers and licenses granted by the author.
20i. Execution of transfers of copyright ownership.
203. Recordation of transfers and other documents..

§201. Ownership of copyright

(a) INITIAL OwNERSHIP.Copyright in work protected under this
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title rests initially in the author or authors of the work. The authors
of a joint work are co-owners of copyright in the work.

(b) WORKS MADE FOR HIRE.In the case of a work made for hire,

the employer or other persons for whom the work was prepared is
considered the author for purposes of this title, and, unless the parties

hare expressly agreed otherwise in a written instrument signed by

than. 010151,11 of the rights comprised hi the copyright.

(C) roNTRIRUTIONS TO ALECTIV WORKS.Copyright in each sep-

arate enntribution to a collect; re work be distinct from. copyright hi

the col/retire work as a whole. and rests initially in the author of the

contribution. n the absence of an express transfer of the copyright

or of any eights under it the owner of copyright in the collective

work be permit med to hare acquired only the privilege of reproducing

aid dixteibuting the contribution as part of that particular collective

work. any rerision of that collective work, and any later collective
in* ;), Ho same series.

(d) TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP.

n The ownership of a e opyright may be transferred in whole

or hi part by any means of conveyance or by operation of law, and

may be bequeathed by will or pass as personal properly by the

applieab!r !mesa/ into, .state succession.

(2) .1ny of the exclusive rights eon prised hi a copyright.
hieluilhiq any subill0Von of any of the rights specified by section

rani, may be re Inste rred as prorided by crease owned se/m-

eal, Thr owner of any particular eclosire right is entitled, to
thi cart, lit of that right. to all of the protection. and remedies
oo.or,h ,/ to the copyright owner by this title.

§ 202. Ownership of copyright as distinct from ownership of
material object

of v, ropy;ght. or of any of the exelusire rights under

opyriyht, is distinct from ownersh;p of any material object in
which thi work is embodied. Transfer of ownership of any material
object. ha tinting the ropy phonoeeord schieh the work is first
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fixed, dm s not of i tself eon rey any rights in the copyrighted rem*
nihod;cd in the °eel nor. in the absence of an agreement. does

r of own, 'whip of o copyright or of any exelusire rights r
ea /,! /ight eon y prop, r1 r/ rights in any material object.

§ 203. Termination of transfers and licenses granted by the author
(a) ('oNomoxs FOR TERMIXATION.In the case of any work other

than a work made for hire. the exelusive or liOnellehMille grant of a
transfer or lief nse of copyright or of any right under a copyright.
ex, eot, d by the author on or after January 1, 1975, otherwise than
hl/ Is guhket to termination under the following conditions:

11) In the ease of a grant executed by one author. termination
of the grant may be effected by that author or, if he is dead, by
the person or pervons who. ander clause (2) of this subsection.
rfl und ore entitled to ere;* a NW of more than one half of

that aathor*.x termination interest. In the caw of a grant executed
by two or mon authors of a joint work. ti min ;Mit 1.011 of the grant
may he elf, eted by a majority of the authors who ( .re( ate(' it;
if any of looh atithOrN ix dead. his ;IereSt may be
ex, 1.1.181.11 a.. a unit hr/ th, pf rX01 Or pf 'WM'S Who. Under (;.
of this salmi, men and ale ntIth d to r;N 11 tOhli of more
than one half of his intro mt.

(4) 11.11( re an author Is d, ad, his or her terminotion illtereNt iR

owned mid y l,, f rerf ;%f d, l,y h;ff IP;f4) fls (01 h, r widow, r) and

eh We, 11 or grand, hild, I' 08 follows:

(.1) h, widow (or widow, r) oien8 th, ator's utirr trr-
thloat;ou jab reNt NN Ore Oily NO 41;ily dellY 14 Or

of the author. in whirls case the widow (or
oirnx Oho ball of th, aathoes inter,

(in T WI Or..v r ei eh;/ 11 lid the Aor ieing
hild,, 111111 Sy eld Miff of the Ofi1h01% Ofil the OlithOrs8
will, let ili:rililliOil dote If Oillr..ill f ;A: liqd01. (ell' 11411-.

;!S frh;, h , Il.c, th, othip of (we half of thl lalthOr.N

1 Of ;v Ine;fif d rlln ONlj th, hl
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(C) The rights of the author's children and giwndchildren

ore in fin OWN di rided oniony them and exercised on a per

stirpes basis (imaging to the number of his children repre-

sented; the share of the children of a dead child in a termirq-

Jiorr con he exercised only by the alias of a majority

of them.

(.1) Termination of the grant maybe effected at any time during

a period of fire yearsbegiuning rd the end of thirty-fire years from

the date of execution of the grant; or. if the grant corers the right

of publication of the work, the period begins at the end of thirty-

flee yearn from the date of publication of the work under the grant

or ot the end of forty years from the date of execution of the
grant, hieherer term ends earlier.

(0 The termination shall he effected by serving an ad ranee

notice in writing. signed by the numher and proportion of owners

of termination inter( sts required under clauses (1) and (2) of this

subsection, or by their dray authorized agents. upon the grantee

or his successor in title.

(A) The notice shall state the effertie date of the termina-

tion, which shall fall within the flee-yea period speeified by

clause (.1) of this subsection. and the notice shall he served

not less than two or mere Mon ten years before that date. .1

copy of the notice shall be recorded in the Copyright Office

be foci the effective date of termination. as is condition to its

taking effect.

(11) The notice aril comply, in form, content. and man-

ia r of xereipe, with r( quirements that the Register of Copy-

rights shall prescribe by regulation.

(5) Termination of the grout may be effected notwithstand-

ing any agreement to the contrary. including an agreement to

make a will or to crake any fret ore grant.

(b) EFFECT OF TERMINATION.Up071 the effeetire dat of termina-

t;on, all rights under this title that were toered by the terminated
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!hunt rr et to the author, authors. and other persons owning tenni-,.
notion interests ander douses (1) and (id) of subsection (o). ;wo/.

those oliHrrti Witt) Ind not )0111 ;If th 1.01;er Of irrilmitiOn
wag r phlox, ( ;) of Nolowt (a). hat with the following limitations:

(I) deicatiee work pre pawl! under oathority of the (mint
he fore itx termination may continue to be utilized under the
of the grant aft, r its termination. hut this privilege does not ex-

* tend to the preparation after the termination of other deriratire
works based upor, thr copyeighted work corered by the terminated
!md.

(2) The fn/ar rights that will 'weed a pon termination of the
good become rested on the dote the notice of termination has
been s, well as proriekel by elapse (4) of subsection (a) . The
rights rest in the author. authors. and other persons named in.
and in the pr'opor'tionat shares pencil/'! clauses (1) tilt! (2)
Of nohnertion (a).

(.1) Suhject to the provisions of clause (4) of this subseetioa.
a further firma. or agreement to make a fathur grant. of any
right rorerrd by terminated grant valid only if it is Aligned by
the same ',gusher and proportion of the owners. in whom the
;flht him ef'Xild nr,llet ambve (2) of this nahnertion. IT-

fp; ITV' to terminate the grant ander claa.e. (1) find (2) of "(oh-
section (a). Nowt, farther grant or agreement ix effectie with
reign et to all of the persons in whom the right it corers has rested
tinder' (loose (2) of Mix nabsertion. inrhanno those who did not
join in signing it. I f any peion die. after rights under a termi-
nated grant har rrAled ;io barn. his 1,(11 reprexentotires, lega-
1, es. Or hi ;Ps lall erprelieht him foe purposes of this clause.

14) .1 further grind. or' agreement to make a farther grunt. of
any right eocered by o terminated grant is mild only if it is mode
',flee the flee/ire date of the termination. is an exception. ho-
, eer.an ooruement for sorb o farther grant may be mode hetween.
the persons procid, fl by claaw (4) of 'hix sahnretion and the
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original grantee o Jfix suceesso after the notice of termi-

nation has Fur screed pmri(hyl by clause ( ;) of sabvernoll (a).

(Z) Termination of a tyrant under this section offeets only those

rights corered by the !want that arise under this Ole, and in no

way affectx rights origin!, wks' atilt Other Federal. Mate, or for.

Pigs lass.
(0) Unless and until termination is effected under this section,

the !leant, it dues not provide otherwise, continues in effect for

the .term of copyright pywided by this title.

§204. Execution of transfers of copyright ownership

(a) transfer of rOpyigh! ouw whip, other than by operation of

low, L., not valid unless an instrument of eon reyanee, or a note or

nuaytiolom of the teunmfee. is in writing and signed by the owner

of the riyhts roarer.," or hi" dilly authorized agent.

(h) .1 reef; licitly of acknouledgesnent is not required for the valid-

ity of a t ranafer, hat ix prima Pei(' eidence of the execution of the

transfer if:
( I) in the ease of a transfer eeented in the United States, the

certificate is ',amid by a person authorized to administer oaths

within the idled .taes: or
(J) in the cvse of a frank& erecated in el foreign country, the

vs 'Wilco, is issued by a diplomatic or consulai. officer of the

United Sta#,s. or by a person authorhed to administer oaths

whose authority is prored by a certificate of such an officer.

§ 205. Recordation of transfers and other documents

(a) raynirross FOR REcoRDArtoN.Any transfer of copyright own'

ership or allif doana pertaining to it copyright may be recorded

fh. 0,1,y,;qhf (Iffice if the document filed for recordaoion hems the

Nignal are of the pcxon who e.recated it, or if it ix accompanied

hy fell I'M a, (10.1 1.(11 rerlitieglloot 11,,11 it ix vi trier copy of the original

signet /, flora ment.

(6) CERTIFICATE OF RECORDATION.The Register of Copyrights

shall. upon iv rri pf of a dotament ax proided 1,lt sabsertion (a) and
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of the .fee reos.avd by seetioo ,ii'. record lhr dooment and return it
with certifiesste of recordation.

(c) RECORDATION AR ('ONSTRITTIVE NOTIrE.ilecorriafion of a doell-
lot ;nth, l'upyriyht I I fliers all persons constroctiv miller of the

farts stated in the l't rorded Arum, nt. Ind only ;f:
11) th doomnt. or material 'Warhol to it. xperifiridly

firs the *ok to irlarh ;1 pertains so that. of ter the dorument in
indexed by the lergiNter of Col 1114,0 ts, it would he rereoled by a
PrOxonahh ..rosh under the Ole or registration number of the
work: and

reoimt ration has been mode for the work.

RECORDATION AS PREREQUISITE TO INFRINGEMENT SUIT.- -NO
person eloiming by virtue of o transfer to the owner of copyright or
of any exasisier right owlet. n copyright entitled to institute an in-
fringement action under this title until the instrument of transfer
sunder which he claims has been recorded in the Copyright (Pee, but
milt may he hoodoo/ oftee 'arch revordotiois on vi Callt4e r,f 111.1;Oil

oroxe hrforr r, (WrIbahm.

(e) PRIORITY BETWEEN CONFLICTING TRANSFERS.As between two
conflicting transfers. the one executed first pre rails if it is recorded, in
the nioniser required to gire eonsteisetire notice under subsection ()
within one month otter its execution in the fruited States or within two
months after ;Is e.recation abiwisel. or at any time before recoldotion
mveh Ms bstv hon.(' e.t)therwise the bit, r transfer prevails

yard, Norh ',wooer. will if taken %/g flood fll;th foe
olds rowthleotioo th, hoxis of o h;m1;lly loomixt to /my roy

dm' Of the earlier transfr.
(1) l'RtoRtn. BETWEEN CONPLIeTING TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP AND

Noy p xeirsivE none.relmvire nefliqe. Whether reearded
us. not, Iseesill. or, r i ti,9 tellsovfer of eopyright owner.hip
the lies isme ix es.idenesd hl/ d writto ion /, ',fig'', ha/ tae n ','', r
the r;f1hlx Nes OW hi*: slob, mithori:d ot. mol if:

I the 1;1"0 o.cr OION bib hrfore ,.rrcolio,, ti, Impsfe: fn.
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(.1) the license was taken in good Pith fore recordation of

thr transfer and without notice of it.
. .

Chapter 3.DURATION OF COPYRIGHT

Prc-couption with respect to other laws,
undion of copyright: Works rtratud on or after January 1. DWI.

10.1. Duration of copyright: Works created but not published or copyrighted
Wore January 1. 1975.

10.f. Duration of ropyright: subsisting copyrights.
.105. Duration of copyright: Terminal date.

§ 301. Pre-emption with respect to other laws
(a) On. and f Jr r January I. I975. all rights in the Datum of copy-

411,1 ;,, orkm that come within the subject matter of copyright as

verified by seetions la; ma 10.1, whether receded before or after /hat

date uod whether published or me rahlished. are yorerned exclusivel y

by this title. Thereafter. Ho ',colon is c»titled M copyright. literary

/"PeriN 14f/hts. or llny ego; ell1ent legal or eguitoble right ,n any such

ftek under the common law or +distaff's of ony

(b) Nothing in this title annals or limits any rights or remedies
under the commonn law or statatcs of any is'Iote with respect to:

(1) unpublished moteriol that does not come within the subject

matter of copyright as specified by sections 1 14.? 'mil HU. ;101111;09

'corks of aathorship nut reel in any tangible medium. of ex-

pression;

(2) any cause of action arising from undertakings commenced

be fore J 1.1975 ;

(.1) activities violating rights that are not equivalent to any of

the eclusice rights within the general scope of copyright as speci-

fied by section 106, including breaches of contract, breaches of

trust, in rosion of pri racy, deft, motion. and deceptive trade prac-

tices mach as passing off and false representation.

§ 302. Duration of copyright: Works created on or after Janu-
ary 1, 1975

(a) IN GENERAL.Copyright in a work created on or after January

1975, subsists from its creation and, except as provided by the
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fidloiiag subseetions. endures for a tow, consisting of the life of the
a Oho,. ,md fifty years after his death.

(b) JoINT the ease of a joint work prepared by two

or more mahoes who dill not work for hire. the copyright mlures for

trrns ronsisting of the life of the last surriring author and fifty
years after his death.

(c) ANONYMOUS WORKS, PSEUDONYMOUS WORKS, AND WORKS MADE

FOR HIRE.In the case of an anonymous work, a pseudonymous work

or a work made for hire, the copyright endures for a. term of seventy-

fire years from the year of its first publication. or a term of one
h mired Years from the year of its creation. u'hieherer expires first.
f. before the end of such term, the identity of one or more of the

',whops of un anonymous or pseudonymous work ix revealed in the
reords of II regtat:on made for that work under subsection (a)
ur (II) of seetion .p17,, or in. the records prorided by this subsection.
the copyright in the 'cork endoes for the term speiPd by subsections
(a) or (6), homed on the life of the author or (Whorl, whose identity
has been rereoled..Iny person haring an interest in the copyright in
an anonymous or pseudonymous work may at any time 'word, in
,,,costs to be maintained by the Copyright (Iffire for that purpose. a
statement identifying one or more authors of the work: the statement
shall also ith salty dor person filing it. the nature of him interest, the
mourn of his in formation, and the particular work affected. and shall
omply in form and ~tent with requirements that the Register of
Copyrights shall pmseribe by isgulatiwi.

(d) Rreoxns RELATING TO DEATII or AUTIIORS.Any person having

rex, in II l'IPpyr;g1It 115111/ aJ any time reemq in the Copyrigle

offire II statement of the date of death of the author of the copy-
righted work, or a statement that the author is still living on a par-

.
t;rulae date. The statement shall identify the person filing it, the
nature of his Intl rest, and the sourer of his information. and shall
remold!, in form and eontent with requirements Ma the Register
of l'opyr;ohls shall prescribe by regulation. TIge Register shall
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maintfan current records of information relating to the death of
authors of eopyrighted works. based on such recorded statements

and. to the extent he considers preset/cable. on data contained in any

of the records of thy Copyright Ogee or in other reit more sources.

(e) PRESUMPTION AS TO AUTHOR'S DEATH.After a perimi of seventy-

fire yenta from the year of first publication of a work, or a period
of one hundred mars fmos the year of its creation. whicherer expires

first. any person who obtains from. the Copyright Office a certified

e, port that th ropily peided subseetion (II) disclose nothing

to indicate that the author of the work is tiring. or died less than fifty

yews la for, entillid to the benefit of a presumption that the author

has been dead for a least fifty years..11elionee in good faith upon this

pr mini pia,' shall he romplrte,h.frnxe to any action for infringement

ander this title.
§ 303. Duration of copyright: Works created but not published

or copyrighted before January 1, 1975
ropyright go treated below .100 00,y 1. /975,but not there-

tofore in the ',oldie domain or copyrighted. subsists from January 1.

mu/ I ',dupes for the term pwrided by Nee tion .102. In no ease,

how, err, shall the terns of copyright ; such a work xpire befor
flecembee .11.1949: and. if the 'Pork ;If plIbl;Nheil on or before Perrin-

her 31. 1999, th t, ros of rnpyrighl shut/ no/ 'Tile b fore P c as-

ber 31.2a24.

§ 301. Duration of copyright: Subsisting copyrights
(a) COPYRIGHTS IN THEIR FIRST TERM ON JANUARY 1. 1975.Any

copyright. the first term of which is subsisting on onstory 1. 1975.

shall culla'e for twenty-, ;oh/ y ," Pena the elate it seam originally

serured : Prorid That in ti,, cas of any posthallimix ,cork or of any

perindieal. cyclopedic. or other eon, posit(' stork upon which the copy-

right was originolly secured by the proprietor thereof. or of any work

copyrighted by a eorporot bod y (otherwise than as assigner or li-

censee of th, indieidual author) or by Oil e11114111 r for whom Notch

work is made for hire, the proprietor of such copyright shall be en-
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064 to a eoical and extension of the copyright in such work for the
further tern, of forty...1 reit years when application for much renewal
find extension shall hare been made to the eopyr;ght Office and duly
maiden d them ir, irithin one year prior to the IVIdratiOn uf the origi-
nal h rill of copyright : .1m1 provided further, rho, in the ruse of any
other copyrighted geOrb, including a contribution by an indiridual
author to a periodical or to if cyclopedic or other composite ,cork. the
author Of Ruch work, if still firing. or the widow, widower, or children
of the author, if the author be not tiring, or if xueh author, widow,
widow( r, or children he not firing. then the athor's executors, or in
the abseno- of a will. his next of kin shall be entitled to a renewal and
xtenskIn of the opyright in such work for a further term of forty-

stern years when application for such renewal and extension shall
hare been made to the Copyright Office and duly registemel therein
within one year prior to the expiration of the original term of copy-
right: ;Ind rorided 'milk's. That in default of the registration of
much application for reneged and etexioo, the ropyright in any work
shall ternilnale at the (VT11'01011 Of tenty-eight years from the date
copyright was originally secured.

(b) COPYRIGHTS IN THEIR RENEWAL TERM OR REGISTERED FOR RE-
NEWAL BEFORE JA,WARY 1, 1975.The duration of any copyright, the
renewal term of which ix xotbsisting at any time between ecember 31,

and lIceumbe .1/. 1974, inelusire,or for which renewal registivt-
tion made hetween Peeensher 197.1. and December .11. 1974,
;palmier, ix .etrigilld endure fin. if (IM of 75 pars from the date
copyright wax 01';!/;11011/ Kerlin II.

(e) TERMINATION OF TRANSFERS AND LICENSES COVERING fex-
TEN PEP RENEWAL TERM.-- In the eae of any eopyr;yht subsisting in
if& r its first ur r, ;wod! ',Tut 055 ThillIllry 1, 1975, other Malt a copy-
ight in a work made for hire. the exclusirm or nonexelasirc good of a
(ran.", oe MI' 11 nr leIll 11)11.11 0.110 M. of any right ;t.
ertel, till fore ofIllflOtry 1. Pri;;. 10.11 any of the pl exams gle49100ted by
the NI rim', Iwo.* ...vt) o f xlih.vr triino 101) tIf thI.X Othe 1.01.;Xe than by
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will, is subject to termination under the following condition:

(1) In the rase of ra grant exeented by a person or persons other

than the author, termination of the grant may be effected by the

servicing person. or persons who executed it. In the case of a

grant executed by one or more of the authors of the work, termina-

tion of the grant may be effected, to the extent of a. partieular

author's share in the ownership of the renewal copyright, by the

author who executed it on if such author is dead, by the person or

persons who, under clause (I) of this subsection, own and are

entitled to exercise a total of more than one half of that author's

telyn;aat ;an hi/v.'60.

(2) Where an author ix dead, his or her terminatioa. interest is

owned, and may he exercised. by 1118 widow (or her widower) and

ehgdren or gmndehihlren as follows:

(A) The widow (or widower) owns the author's entire

termination interest unless there are any surviving children

or grandchildren of the author. hi which ease the widow (or

widower) owns one half of the author's interest;

(It) The author's *arriving children. and the surviving

children of any dead child of the author, own the author's

entire termination interest unless there ix a widow (or 'wid-

ower). in. which ease the ownership of one half of the author's

interest ix di rid& among them :

(e) The rights of the author's children and grandehildren

are in all 111:10i divided among them and exercised on a per

stirpes basis according to the number of his ehildren repre

soiled: the share of the children of a dead child in a termi-

nation. interest ran be exereised only by the action of a ma-

jority of them.
(.1) Termination of the grant may be effected at any time dur-

ing is period of flee years beginning at the end of fifty-six years

from the date copyright was originally secured, or beginning on

January 1, 1975, wh iche ver ix biter.
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1.0 The termination shall he effected by "erring an advance
notice in. writing upon the grantee or his nowessor in title. In the
ome 0/ a grant executed by a pr rson or person.v other than the
author. the notice shall be signed by all of those entitled to termi-
nate the grant under elause (1) of this subsection. or by their duly
authorized agents. In the case of a grant executed by one or more
of the authors of the work. the notiee me to any one author's share
shall he signed by him hix duly authorized agent or. 4 he i8
dead. by the number and proportion of the owners of his termina-
tion int, rest required under (looses (1) and (I) of this subsection.
Or h y th ;r day ',Whorl :y(1 agents.

(A) The tant;ee shall state the effeetire date of the termi-
nation. t-hich shall fall within the flee-year period specified
by douse (.1) u f this Niamernon. and the untiee shall be *erred
not hss than. e0 11501.1' than ten years before that date. :1
edqw o tin notice shall he 1 I (yarded in the Copyright Office
before the effeetire Illth of termination, 08 0 COIlditi00 to it8
taking effect.

(B) The notice shall con, ply. in tom,. content, and manner
of sereiee, 'Pith requirements that the Register of Copyrights
shall preseribe by regulation.

(5) Termination of the grant may be effected notwithstanding
any agreement to the contra/ y. including an agreement to make a
ill Or to mob, any four,. grant.

(II) In th case of a grant rxerated by r1 person or persons other
than the ',Ohm.. all tights ander Mix titir that were coered by
the terminated grant re Pert, upon the (*dire date of ferliihiation,
to rill of those entitled to terminate the rimed ander clause (1) of
this subseetion. In. the ease of a yant executed by one or more
of the dottnors of the work. all of a particular nethor's rights
ander thix title that were torero, by the h imbedded giant revert,
upon the' effeetiee dote of termination. to that author or. if he is
dead. to the persons owning his termination interest under clause

3S.497 o. 74 4
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(I) of this subseetion. including those on'u's' g who did not join

in signing the notice of termination under clause (4) of this sub-

s, (Won. In all rases flue er es esion of rights is subject to the follow-

ing limitations:
(.1) .1 oh rieatier work prepared under authority of the

grant before its termination may rontfnue to be utilized under

the terms of the grant sifter do termination. but 'hill pth'ilege

aloes not rrtend to the preparation after the termination of
other derleatiee trosks based upon the copyrighted il'OPA'

(We I ell by the terminated grant.

(11) The future rights that weed upon termination

of the grant vow, retort on the date the notice of fermi-

natu'on has been steered us prorided by clause (4) of this

subsection.
(I') Where an author's rights revert to two or snore per-

sons under clause (..?) of this subsection. they dial pest in

those persons in the proportionate shares ',swilled by that

dowse. In such fl case, and Hstbjert to the prorisions of sub-

clause (II) of this autos( , a further grant. or agreement to

make Is further grant. of II ',articular author's share with

respect to any right roeered by us terminated grant is ealid

only if it is signed by the 8M/Or number and proportion of

ihr owners. ir, whom th, right has 'listed under this clause.

as are required to terminate the grant under douse (.1 of

this sobs, Surh further grant or agreement i8 effetiee

with ,'expert to all of the persons in whom the eigh! it

corers has rester/ under this sahrlause, including those who

did not join in signing it. If any person diem after rights

under us termi,,atud gesso, hoes, rested in him. his legal &pee-

xe ntat; rex. legatees. or heiss art Mw represent him for purposes

of this subs lass.
(P) .1 further grant. or usgeeem, nt to make a farther

grant. Of ugh!, ight soeeeed hy d teminatud grant in raid
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only if it is made after the effeetire date of the termination.
.1s an exception. howerer. an agreement for such a further
grant may be made between the author or any of the per-
sons provided by Flu first sentene of clause (f) of this
[subseethm, or bet wren the persons provided by subelause

(C)1 of this clause, and the original grantee or Iris sarcessor

;1ti title, after the notice of termination has been served as

provided by clause (4) of this subsection.

(e) Termination of a gaud under this subsection affects

only those rights corered by the grant that arise under this
title, and in no way affects rights (wising under any other
Federal. State, or foreign laws.

(F) rnless and until termination is effected under this
section. the grant, if it does not pro ride otherwise, continues

in effect for the remainder of the extended renewed term.
§ 305. Duration of copyright: Terminal date

All teems of copyright prorided by 'tedious 10.1 through .104 run to
the end of the (wield''' year in whieh they would otherwise expire.

Chapter 4.COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DEPOSIT, AND
REGISTRATION

Rre.

401. Notiee of copyright: l'ixually perceptible copies.
10.?. Notice of copyright: Phonorecords of sound recordings.
303. Notice of copyright: Publications incorporating Uuite,l States Gorernment

works.
40i. Notice of copyright: rontributiona to collectire works.
$0.5. None(' of copyright: Omission of notiep.
.400. Notice of copyright: error in name or date.
407. Deposit of copies or phonorecords for Library of Congress.
408. Copyright regiktramn in general.
409. Application for registration.
;10. Rryixtrntion of claim and issuance of certificate.
4/1. Registration as prerequisite to infringement suit.
$12. Registration as prerequisite to certain remedies for infringement.

§ 401. Notice of copyright: Visually perceptible copies
(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.Whenerer a work protected under thin

title is published in the ['sated States or elsewhere by authority of
the copyright owner, a notice of ropyright as provided by this section
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shall be plated o,t rtll publicly distributed copies front which the work

ran be visually perry; veil, either directly or with the aid of a machine

or device.

(b) FORM or NOTICE.The notice appearing on the copies shall con-

sist of the following three elements:

(1) the symbol (the letter (' a circle), the word "Copy-

right," or the abbre riation''Copr.";

(2) the year of first publication of the work; hi the caw of
compilations or derirat ire works incorporwting previously pub-

lished material, the year date of first publication of the compila-

tion or dery rid; re work is sufficient. The year date may be omitted

where a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work, with eteeompanyiny

text matter, if any, is reproduced in or on greeting curds, post-

cards, stationery, je terlry, dolls, toys, or any useful articles;

(.1) the name of the owner of copyright in the work, or an ab-

bree;ittion by which the name can be recognized. or a generally

known alternative designation of the owner.

(c) Postrtos OF NoTteg.The notice shall be afized to the copies iu

such mann( r and !oration as to girl. reasonable notice of the claim

of copyright. The Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regula-

tion, as ixamples, speilie methods of affixation and positions of the

now, on raiowt types of works /hat will satisfy thin requirement, but

these tqweilicalionx shall not &considered xhaustiee.

§ 402. Notice of copyright: Phonorecords of sound recordings
(a) GENERAL REQUIRRMENT.Whenerer a sound recording protect-

ed under this title ix published hi the ('nited States or elsewhere by

authority of the ropyriyht re a notice of r opyright as provided

by this seetioi, shall be played are all piddle& distributed phonorecords

of the sound recording.

(6) FORM OF NortcR.The notice appearing on the phonorecords shall

eorisist of the fol lowing there drnerietx;

11) the symbol ® (the lr tte P in r, circle);
(J) the year of first publication of the sound recording:
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(.1) the range of th owner of copyrights in. the sound record-
ilog,(w ithheeiatimo by orlileh the polar ran hr rerOgniZed. or a

k Idtf IIIR;11111111;011 Of the owner: if the
produer of the sound recording is Hanle(' on the phonorecord
;abets or containers. and no other name appears ill conjunction
?th the notice, his name shall be emisidered a part of the notice.

(c) PooTtON OP Norte R.The notice shall be placed on the surface
of the phonorecord, or on the phonorecord label or container, ire sue/.

airrllrnrr find 10eatiOli OS to glee reasonable notice of the claim of
17)11.1/1;ght.

§103. Notice of copyright: Publications incorporating United
States Government works

Whenever a work is published in copies or phonorceords consisting
preponderantly of one or snore works of the rnited states Gorern-
went, the notiee of eopyright proridcd by section 401 or 402 shall
also include a st rtentent identifyi»g. either otfirmatirefy or negatirely.
those portions of the copies or phonoreeords embodying any work or
works protected ruder this title.
§ 404. Notice of Copyright: Contributions to collective works

(a) A separate contribution to a collecHer a.04 may bear its own
notice of cop? /right, its pmeided by sections 401 through 40.1. now-
erer, a. single notice applicoble to the olleetire work 08 a ?Phole ;8

sufficient to satisfy the mplieements of sections 401 through 403 with
respect to the separate contributions it contains (not including adrer-

tisements inserted on behalf of persons other than the master of copy-

right in the eollectier otk), regardless of the ownership of copyright
in the contributions owl whether or not they hare been previously
published.

(b) Where the person nowt/ in a single notice Applicable to a col-
lertice ?cork 08 rl whole ix not the oner of copyright in a separate

eontribution that does not bear its o), notice. the ease is gorcrued

by the proeixions of section ;W(a).
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§ 405. Notice of copyright: Omission of notice

(a) EFFECT OF OMISSION ON COPYRIOHT.--The omission of the copy-

right notice described by sections J01 through 303 from copies or

phonoreconls publicly distributed by authority of the copyright owner

does not inralidate the copyright in a work if :

(1) the notice has been. omitted from no more than a Mailer&

small number of copies or phonoreeonls distributed to the public;

or
(2) registration for the work has been made before or 18 made

within fire years after the publication without notice, and a rea-

sonable effort is made to add notice to ald copies or phonoreconls

that air distributed to the public in the 170(W Rates after the

omission has been discovered; or

(3) the notice has been omitted in violation of an express re-

quirement irr. writing that, as a condition of the copyright owner's

authorization of the public distribution of copies or phonoreeords,

they bear the prescribed notice.

(b) EFFECT OF OMISSION ON INNOCENT INFRINGERS. Any person

who innocently infringes a copyright, he reliance upon an authorized

copy or phonorecord from which the copyright notice has been omitted,

haws no liability for virtual or statutory damages under section 504

for any infringing acts committed before reeei ping actual notice that

registration for the work had been made ander section 308. if he proves

that he was misled by the omission of notice. In suit for infringe-

ment ha. such a ease the court may allow or disallow recorery of any

of the Infringer's pm/its attributable to the infringement, and' may

enjoin the mothmation of the infringing undertaking or may require,

as a condition for permitting the infringer to continue his undertak-

ing, that he pay the copyright owner a reasonable license fee in an

amount and on. terms fixed by the court.

(c) REMOVAL or NOTICE.Protection under this title is not affected by

the remora, destruction. or obliteration of the ?Wire, nithout the
authorizutifm of the copyright owner. from any publicly distributed

copies of phonoreeords.
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§ 406. Notice of copyright: Error in name or date
(a) ERROR Is NAME.Where the person named in the copyright notice

on copies or phonommrds publicly distrThated by authority of the
copyright owner is not the owner of copyright, the ralidity and own-
reship of the copyright are not affected. In. such a ease, however,

any person who innocently begins an undertaking that infringes the
copyright has a complete defense to any action for such infringement
if he proves that he was misled by the notice and began the undertak-
ing in good faith under a porported t ramjet. or license from the person.

named therein, unless before the undertaking was begun:

II) registration for the work had been made in the name of
be owner of copyright; or

(4) a document execoted by the person named in the notice
and showing the ownership of the copyright had been recorded.

The person Hunted in the notice is liable to account to the copyright
owner for all receipts from purported transfers or licenses made by
Hint. under the copyright.

(b) ERROR IN DATE.When the year date in the notice on copies or

phouomeolvls distributed by authority of the copyright owner is
earlier than the year hi which publication first occurred, any period
completed from the year of first publication under section 302 is to be

eomputed front the year in. the notice. Where the year date is more
than one year later than the year in which publication first occurred,
the work is considered to hare been published without any notice and
ix gorerned by the pmisions of section 40.5.

(c) OMISSION OF NAME OR DATE.Where capie.+ or phonorecords

publicly distributed by authority of the copyright owner contain no

name or no dote that could reasonably be considered a part of the

notify.. the work is considered to hare been published without any
notice and is go eerned by the M01'140118 of section 405.

§ 407. Deposit of copies or phonorecords for Library of Congress
(a) A.J'rept a.r peorided by subsection (e), the owner of copyright

or of the rxdoildre right of publication in a work published with no-
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tke of copyright hi the United Stoles shall deposit, within three

months after the date of such publication :

(1) two complete copies of the best edition: or

(2) if the work is a. sound recording, two complete .phono-

records of the best edition, together with. any printed or other

risually-ereetible material published with such. phonorecords.

This deposit is not a condition. of copyright protection.

(b) The required copies or phonoecords shall be deposited in the

ropyright Office for the use or disposition of the Library of Congress.

The Register of Copyrights shall. when requested by the depositor

and upon. mimic nt of the fee mseribed by section.708, issue a receipt

for the deposit.

(e) The Rcg;ster of Copyrights may by regulation exempt any

eatryories of material from the deposit requirements of this section.

lie require deposit of only one ropy of phonorreord with 'expert to

any rittrflOr;eN.

, f t any tune after puhlleathm of a work as prorided by loth-

"teeth», (a). the Register of Copyrights nay make ritt, demand

For the required deposit on any of the persons obligated to noakc the

dposit ader sahsectio (a). 1 ideas deposit ix made within three

months after the Juniata, he ree;red. the person or persons on whom

the demand wag made are liable:

(I) to a fine of not more than R.I..;0 foe 1 aril len : nil

!) to pay to Ow !Ary of ronyress the total retail prier of

the copies m phonon, cords demanded. 01, ii HO rebid price has

he. n fixsd. the imionable lost to the Library of Congress ol

m.quirilly them.

§ 408. Copyright registration in general
(a) REGISTRATION PERMISSIVE.-4-11 any time during the subsistence

al copyright in any puhll.shril 01 1111b1hthed WM*, the aayr of ropy-

e;yt or of any cr1/u see right ill the work may obtain eeyistivition of

the eopye;yht claim by deli eeehig to the Copyright /Iffier the deposil

spre;fi, d by this section. toyethr, with the application and fee verified
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by nectionx ,inb and Ms. Nohject to the prorinionn of nection 405(0),
nue egintration in not rt eondition of ropyright proteetion.

(6) DEPOSIT FOR COPYRIOUT REOISTRATION.Ezcept as provided by
nahncetion. (e), the material deponited for igintration inelade:

(I) in the came of an unpahlinhed work, one miplete ropy Or
phOlfOrre0r11;

(4) ;IA the mane of gs publinhed 'Pork, two complete topics or
phonowordn of the bent edition;

(3) in the come of a work first pablinhed abroad. one complete
copy or phonorecord an no published;

(;) the caw of a tvgatibation to a collcetiec work, one eons-
plebr ropy or phonorecord of the hint edition of the alluelier
wog h.

Copien ug phonoecoedn di posited fog the I ;henry of Congress ander
scrt;on .$1,7 may be axed to *stinty the deposit proix:ons of this 'militia,
if they are accompanied by the peencribed applitation and fee. and by
any additional ident;finil apatr;a1 that the itry;Ntel- may, by regula-
tion. Pei /Prim

(c) D.VINISTRATIvg CLASSIFICATION AND OPTIONAL DEPOSIT.The

h'eginter of Copyrights in gsathorized to verify by regulation the
oentinistrati re classes into enkieh works are to be placed for purposes of
deposit and registration, and the notary of the copies or phonorecordm
to hr depomitggl in the earioon chnowx The regulationn may
require or permit, for potienlar ehmnen. the deposit of identifying
material inntrad Of ropier or phonoreordx, the deposit of only ow' copy
or phonorecord where two would normally be ropier's!. or 'tingle
registration. for a. group of related works. Thin adminintratiee Must-
Manorr of works has no signifirano. with 'Ivey, to the mobjeet matter
of copyright or the exclunie rights prorided by this title.

(.1) l'ORRECTIONS AND AMPLIFICATIONS.The Register may also
establish. by regulation. formal p.m-edam. for the filing of an applica-
tion foe supplementary regintration. to COrrret ugr. esros in n l'Opyr;yht

rey;XtOtiOn Ur to amplify the information giren IA a registration. Ruch
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application shall be accompanied by Flu fre pmeided by xertion 708.

and shall dearly identify the registration to be eormrted or amplified.

The information contained in. a supplementary regintratioa augments

but does not supersede that contained in the earlier registration.

(e) PUBLISHED EDITION OP PREVIOUSLY REOISTRIIRD WORK.Refl-

istration for the first published edition f a work previously regstered in

unpublished .form may be made even though the work as published is

substantially the same as the unpublished version.

§ 409. Application for registration
The application for copyright registration shot! be mode on a form

prescribed by the Register of Copyrights and shall include:

(I) the name and address of the eopyright claimant;

(I) in the case of a 'Pork other than are aanun yrrrommx or pseudony-

mous work. the name anal nationality or thnicile of the author or

authors and. one or more of thr authors ix dead. thr dates of

their deaths;

(.1) if the Demk ix anonymous or imendonymoom. thr nationality

Or dom;e11e of the author or authors;

CO in the ease of a mot* »nide for hire. a statement to this

effect ;

(4) if the copyright claimant is tad the author. a brief state-

ment of hone tin elaingant ohtained otettership of the copyright:

(6) the title of the work. together with any precious or alterna-

tire titles under which the worA ran be identified ;

(7) the .0 ue eratioa the work seas completed:

(8) if th 4. has been published. the date and nation of its

gest put Fig.,'

(9) in the a of a smnpllathog ur tIrrirat1rr work. un 1denti-

lieat;an of any per -1.4s1;ny work or works that it is hosed on. or

;nrorpoatrs. and a hr;f, yurral statement of the additional
material ern., rt 'I by th enpyrhiht chum being roistered;

(ll,) in the ram of o rohlbthrd work containing material of
whieb eurit sio; d by se etion 691 is be utnnuktelueed in
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the Crated Stabs, the names of the persons or organizations
who per the processes specified by subsection (e) of sec-
tion Gil with respect to that material. and the pliers where those
process, .v were pa rformed arid

(11) any other information regarded by the Register of Copy-
rights as bearing upon the preparation Or identification of the
awl* or thr c.ristenre, ownership, or duration. of the copyright.

§ 10. Registration of claim and issuance of certificate
(a) When, aft, r r.eaarinaliun, the &Otter of eopyrights deter-

s that. in arrordancr with the prorisions of this t Me, the material

deposited constitut,s copyrightable subject nuttier and that the other
legal and formal revair, ',tents of this title hare been met, he shall reg-
ister the claim and isvae to the applicant at rrrillieftte of re9;811W6011

under the scut of the Copyright Office. The certifleate shall contain

the information girl is in the application, together with the number

and effecticr date of the registration.

(b) In any rime in which the Register of Copyrights determines

that. in accordance with the ',mentions of this title, the material de-

posited does not eonxiilaic ropyrightable subject matter or that the
claim is inealid for ay other reason, he shall refits,. registration and

shall notify the 1,1,1,1;1.00 in writing of the r11180,14 for his action.

(1) In on judicial proceedings the certificate of at registration mode

Wore or within fire years after first publication of the work shall
con:dilute prism, facie rent( flee of the ralidity of the copyright and

_III fOr.iAt ;II Ohl 11;liefltr. crid, ',Holy 'Plight to be
openly!. d 'he 111.01'11dr of is registration made thereafter shall be
within flu alisreriion of the coml.

(d) The ',Felice date of a eof,right registration. is the day on

sch;r1, an application. deposit. and fee. which are later determined by
the labyrinth e of Copyrights by a marl of eon, petent jurisdiction to

hr ,,,arephilde fur reghttention. bore all blest ,.,'reheat in the Copyright
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§ 411. Registration as prerequisite to infringement suit

(o) sobjeet to the prarbdaas of subsection (b), no action for in-

.frings mesa of the copyright in any so.ork shall be instituted until

registratims of the copyright claim hos been made hi accordance with

this title. In any hOirlwhere the deposit, appl;cation, and fee

required for registration have been delivered to the Copyright ()flier

in ',miter form mod registra tion has been refused, the applicant is

entitles? to institute an 'teflon for infringement if notice thereof. with

o copy of the complaint, ix served on the Register of copyrights. The

Register May. at his option. herahle a party to air Mims irilhlY'liperf

to the issue of tryistrability of the copyright claim by entering

appearance within sixty days after such NelTke, but Isis failure to do

no shall not deprive the coltrt of jurisdiction to determine that issue.

(b) In the ease of a work consisting of sounds, images, or both. the

first fixation of which is mode simultaneously with its transmission,

the copyright owner may either before or after such fixation takes

place, institute Wm action for infringement under section 501, fatly

subject to the remedies prorided by sections 502 through 506, if. hi

fuTonlasser 111;/if Prqfilrelifellfil flu,' the Register of Copyrights shall

prescribe by regulation. the copyright owner
(I) serres notice upon the infringer, not less than ten or more

than thirty duys before such fixation. identifying the work and

the specific time owl 80fIrte of its first transmission. and declar-

ing an intention to SPCM'e copyright in the work; and

(I) usa/em registration for the work within three months after

its lirxt transmbodon.

§ 112. Registration as prerequisite to certain remedies for

infringement
In any action tinder this title. other than. an (Whin instituted under

section PI(b), no award of statutory damages or of attorney's fees. as

prorided by sections :1)4 and 505. shall be mode for:

(I) any infringement of copyright hi an. unpublished work

rommenced before the effective date of its registration: or
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(1) any infringement of copyright commenced offer first pub-
lication of the work and helm the eireetie elate of its registra-
tion. alarms mach regint ratio', is node withio th after
;I; PR, ribllefitiOn.

Chapter 5.COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES
Arre.

401. Infringement of copyright.
:102. Remedies for infringement: Injunctions.
503. Remedies foe infringement: Impounding unit disposition of infringing

art Wes.
504. Remedies for infringement: Damages and profits.
105. Itelirdi8 for infringement: Command attorneg'S fern.
TOG. Criminal offenses.
.T07. Limitations um odious.
5014. Ntifiration of filing and determination of actions.

§ 501. Infringement of copyright
(a) Antoine who eitiaten any of the eclusire rights of the ropy-

ight °WWI nx pacidd by Nu (inos through 117. or mho his pods
copies or phoson meth into the rnited States in eilation of section
61)1, ix an infringer of the eopyright.

() The legal or beneficial owner of an exclusire right under a
ropyright is entitled, maNet to the requirements of sections 205(d)
and ;11. to institute an (teflon for any infringement of that particular
right committed while he is the owner of it. The court may require

fo ;tepee written otiee of the action with a copy of the complaint
lion any person shown.. by the records of the Copyright Office or
otherwise. to hare or chant on interest in the eopyright, and shall re-
fp, ire that nosh notice he screed upon any perROS, whose interest is
likely to be fleeted by a derision, hi the case. The court may require
the joitah.r. awl shall permit the intereention, of any person haring
or elaiming an. interest in the copyright.

(r) For any secondary tronsission by a cable system that em-
bodies a performanee or a display of a work which is actionable as an
act of infringement under subseetion (e) of section 111, a television
inynnleipd xtatio holding a copyright or other license to transmit or
per the same version of that ?cork shall, for purposes of subseetion
(h) of this 'tertian. he treated as a legal or beneficial owner if such
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secondary transmission occurs within the local serrice area of that

lelerisionstation.

§ 502. Remedies for infringement: Injunctions
(a) Any court hoeing jurisdiction. of a 441 fletiOl flPhafig under

this title may. subject to the prorhtiona of section 1498 of title ZS%

grant temporary ,Ind final injunctions on surf terms as it may deem.

reasonable to preernt or restrain infringement of a copyright.

(h) Any much in junctim, may he nowd anywhere in the United

states on the person enjoined; it shall be operative throughout the

'nit& States and shed! be enforceable. by proceedings in contempt or

otherwise. by any I 'oiled States court haring jurisdiction of that per-

hon. the clerk of the court granting the ;is :martian shall. when
requested by any other court in which enforcement of the injunction in

Neagh,. transmit promptly to the other court a certified copy of all the

pipers in the ease on file in his office,

§ 503. Remedies for infringement: Impounding and disposition of

infringing articles
(a) time while on 'Wien( under this title is pending. the

ourt may order the ;of pounding, on such Mona OR it may deem refs-

sonabk of all copies or phtmorecords claimed to hare been mode or

axed ill riolot;on of the copyright owner's exelusire rights. and of all

plates. molds. mut masters. topes. film ne9atire.r. or other artirles

hp woos of whirl; xoeh ropier or phonoeecords mat/ be reproduced.

(h) .Ix port of final judgment or decree. the court may order the

flestruetim, othrr wommoble dixpositio of an copies or phono-

reemyls found to hare been made or poled in. violation of the copyright

oim and Of all plates.

hopes. clap. oegat;ers. or other articles by manx of fehirli mown ropirx

rh000rreords may he re prod geed.

§ 50 .1. Remedies for infringement: Damages and profits

(a) IN GENERAL.Ercept as otherwise provided by this title, an in-

f ;09,., of ,opyight ;..,/,',/ble for tither:
(1) th, copyright 011'he r's artmsl tionillgrx mid fisiy additiomil

pru/ilx Pf Jh, ;19 f ogee. proeided solowetion (h) or
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statutory dantoyes. Olt m.014(1111 by subsection (r).
(b) ACTUAL DAMAORS AND PROF1TS.-7'he copyright owner ig entitled

to 'Truce', the yirtod flonyugcn suffered by him flit O resridt of the in-
fringelm nt. and any profits of the infringer that ore attributable
to the infringement and an, not taken into account in computing the
actoal damages. In estoblishing the infringer's profits, the copyright
owner b4 Mill;red to pxent proof only of the infringer's gross reeenue,
and the infringer ix repair,/ to pawl, his deductible expenses and the
elements of profit altributoble to priors other than the copyrighted
irork.

(C) STATUTORY DAMAORS.

( 1) Except on prorided by daunt' ( ) of this subsection, the
copyright owner nmy elect, at any lino. befotr final judgment is
rendered, to PIPOerr, instead of actual damages and profits, att
award of statutory damages for all infringements involved in
the ortion, with respeet to any one work. for whieh any one
Wringer is liable individually, or for whieh any two or MOH'
;11114194"I'S are lialile jointly and sreerally. i I a. RUM of Not lens
Ihan 5140 or 'Hwy than S10,0e0 Its the court considers just. For
the purposes of this subsection, all the parts of a compilation
or derirotiee en constitute one work.

(..?) In a case where th copyright owner sustains Ho' harden
of peor;ny. and the iourt finds, that Wring( ment WISIS committed
.rill fully, the (wort in its discretion luny ;Hereon', the award of
statutory damoyes to a son, of not snore thou $.51000. In ra l'Illte
where the infringer sustains the hodn of pruning. and the ourt
finds. 'kat h, was Hot MOM' and hod no moon to bellece that his
acts constituted 5111 infringement of copyright, the court in its
disen,tion may r, duce the award of statutory damages to it sum
of not bait than S100. In a cane where on instruetor, libmion or
aerl,;,44 ;,, a al.agprOlit 5 darathEall ;1141.1OfTha, artily, or
ehires. who ;Mein c,/ by reproducing I, opyrighted work id
copies or phunorecoeds, ostoins the harden of proving that he
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believed and had reasonable grounds for believing that the repro-

duction was :1 fair one under section 107; the court in its discretion

may remit statutory Annoy, x in whole or in part.

§ 505. Remedies for infringement: Costs and attorney's fees

In any vied 'alio), ander this title, the court in its discretion may

allow the 'Tracery of full costs by or against any party other than

the Ilnited States or an officer thereof. Except as otherwise provided

by this title, the court may also award a reasonable attorney's fee to

the prerailing party as part of the costs.

§ 508. Criminal offenses
(a) CRIMINAL INFRINORMENT.Any person who infringes a copy-

right willfully owl for purposes of commercial advantage or ',pirate

financial gain shall be fined not mow than $4,500 or imprisoned not

more than one y, inn, or both. for the first such offense. and shall be fined

not more than siltfinti or imprisoned not more than three years. or

both, for any Kulmcqut offense. procided howcer. that any person

who infriugrx willfully und for purposes of commercial adenntage

Or priair financial !pan the copyright in a sound recording afforded

by salmections (I) and (4) in Section 101; shall be fined not wore than

$25.00) or imprisoned for not more than three years, or both, for the

first such offense and he fined not snore than $50,000 or impris-

oned not more than merely 1 /ivies. Or both, for any sabsequent offense.

(b) FRAINLRNT COPYRIGHT OTICR.Any person who, with .fraud-

alent int, nt. plates on any article is notice of copyright or 7r0YIR of

the manic purport that lie knows to be false, or who. with fraudulent

intent. publicly distributes or imports for public distribution any

article bearing such none, or words that he knows to be false, shall be

fined not more than

(c) FRAChrLRNT REMOVAL OF COPYRIGHTNoTleR.Any person who,

with fraudulent intent. rrmorrs or alters any notice of copyright

appearing nn a ropy of a copyrighted work shall he fned not more

than SZ500.

(11) PALsI BRIREsENTATIoN.Any person who knowingly makes a



false representation of gt material Pict in the upplieution for copyright

registration prorided for by seetion 409. or in any written atatement
Ith el ;II sown, 'ion with th application. shall he fend not more Miro

$2.500.

§ 507. Limitations on actions
(a) ('ItI.VINAL PROCEEDINOS..Vocrintinal proceeding shalt be ?Min-

Nino, neuter the peoeisionx of this title unless it is coming nced within
thrf e ye ars after the cons, Of action arose.

(b) ('ira Icruan. NO ciril action shall be maintained tinder the
porisions Uf this title esnh Ifs it is VOW IIII need within there years after
the claim accrued.

§ 508. Notification of filing and determination of actions
(a) ll'ilhin one month after the filing of any oct Lan moth.). this filly.

the eh eb4 of the courts Of flee failed Mots nholl nem! written notified-
Jim, to the Is'eyistee of Copyriyhtx setting forth. 04 for as Nholn
by the papers filed in the court. the N feel guldrensen of the parties o

and the Jibe, (Who", and regiatrot;an member of earl. work in rol red'
in the tuition. If any ode, r copyrighted work ix later igghuled in the
action hg army lame ot. answer. or other pleading. thr dr,* shedl abut

semi It notification l'OneerlilOy it to the Register within one month
sifter the ',kali; ng

(h) Within one mouth after any final girds r Or PayIneld ;it ;NSW',
;IS the cas I. the clerk of the e oar, shall notify the Register of it.
Arne/illy hi??? It copy of the order or joelgtoo at tog, the r W;fif the frellti

opinion, f any, of the court.
(r) 'roil iv eri ring the notiliegitionn type eilied ill thin seetion. the

Rry;st, p shall woke them it port of the pithily meweds of the Copyright

Chapter 6. MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENT AND
IMPORTATION

So%

itun upset are, importation. and ',HMI. dixtribution of certain copies.
OZ. Infringing importation of copies or phonorceordx.
003. Importation prohibitions: Enforcement and disposition of excluded artietra,

1-4.7 r.. 74
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'1601. Manufacture, importation, and public distribution of cer-

tain copies
(0) E.rrept /woe did by subsection (h). the importation into or

distihottiot, in the I tilted States of copies of a work consisting

ph pond( 'molly of ?undramatic Id, ropy material that h$ in the English

language and ix protected usher this title is prohibited unless the

port/ems consisting of such material hare been manufactured in the

(*ailed Mate's or ('anada.

(6) The provisions of subsection (u) do not apply:

(1) when. on the date when importation IN sought or piddle

distrilattion in the United States ix made, the author of any sub-
stantiol part of mach material ix neither a. national nor a domiil-

iary of the roiled ,dales or. if he IN a national of the limited
states, has been domiciled outside of the 1' tilted States for a
continuous period of al least one year immediately preeeding that

date: in the case of ?rot* made for hire. the exemption prorided

by this , home does not apply unless a substantial part of Hu, work

wax prepared for an employer or other person who ;4 not a na-

tional or donardiary of the l 'sated Stabs or a domestic corpora-

tion ore nterprise

(,e) whew the Boman of Customs is presented with an import

statement issued under the seal of the Copyright Office. in which

ram a total of no more than two thousand ropier of any one such

work shall be allowed entry: the import statement shall be issued

reyoext to the copyright owner or to II person designated by

him at the line,. of registmtlan for the work ender section .PS

or at ally time thereafter:
(.1) where importation is xolight under the atthority or for the

axe, other than in schools. of the gore, tam tot of the l Mat, x

or of any State or political subdieision of is State:

(I) where importation. for are and not for sale. is sought :

(.1) by oily perms ordh rexpert to no 1110re than one ropy

of any one woo* at any one time;
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(II) by any person arriring limn abroad, seith respect to
copies forming part of his personal baggage: or

((') by an organization operated for seholorly. edam-

tional. or religions ',wrote/4 and not for prirote gain, 'with

respect to copies rote nded to form a part of its library;

(5) when the cold's are reuluced in twined characters for
the use of the Mind:

(6) where, in addition to copies imported wake clauses (3)
and (4) of this xabseetion. no more than two thousand copies of

tiny one such work. whieh hare not been. manufactured in the
!'niter! Storm or dhdilfed in the United
States.

(e) The requirement of this section that copies he manufactured in

the rated States or Canada ix satisfied i f :

(1) in, the case where the copies are printed directly f rout type

that has been set. or directly from plates made .from such type,

the ',Hang of the pe and the making of the plates hove been
performed in the /'Bite(' Stoles or (vvinado; or

(4) in the rime where the making of plates by a lithographic

or photoengraring process ix (epos! or intermediate step preceding

the printing of the copies. the making of the plates has been per-

formed in the United States or Confab; and
(3) ;many cam . the printing or other final process of producing

multi pie copies awl y indioy of the copies hare been performed

1.11 the United States Or ('anada.

d) Importation or public distiotioa cola*, s ire iolat;on of
!his fine.; ;lierIndide prOtt rt;Olf fur a 1/4 Moder this tith .
How, rev. is any r; ati.00 Or hithull prOritilly for
of 'hi. I !ware rights to repro, /arc and distribute ropier of the work.
the in /ring, g. /,as a complete defense with respect to all of the non-
divitoot;e iltedsy mot, viol ootreis,(1 in the work and tiny other 'wets
nf the fenr1. in which the exlusie rights to reprodm, and distribute
(111;e flee Mrsord by Mr some proom who on.. ma h v.ebodre right"(

is tla sanalmmatie literary owl, riot, if he prox:
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(1) that copies of the work hare been imports d into oe publicly

'1;4,41,0, d in the ['silted States in eiobstion of this section by or

,/;ill th, oothor;ty of the ()lei Orr (If .Ob .1111ieC eights: and

(1) Mot the infriny;ng opl'es or, iv manufactured in the ['silted

States or Canada ;,, accordance with the 'wort...4;mm of somee,;00

(1): and

(.1) thnt the ;nfringesnent teas COW ln fort the a ffeetiee

Jul, of efq;.teation for an authorized edition of the the

cold, pi of 111ilh hare bus monssfactured in the Visited States or

ronada in. accordance with the prorisions of "subsection. (e).

(e) Ire any arthu, fur infringement of the ea.losiee rights to repro-

ducr awl dixtribute copieg of truck containing mate'sl required by

th:s cPtios, h, h, oeuemortured tlw [silted States or Conatlis. the

copyright Mehl r :did/ Xel .forth ill the complaint the names of the per-

xon.1 ory.,..i.:atioux who ',r etools. d the prol.sss speeifed by subsce-

t;on () with respect to that mate44. and the plows scheee Mame

prneeas, A

§602. Infrinping importation of copies or phonorecords

Imiwrbithm ioto the roiled States, without lhr aathority of

th, mm, of porgeight under this title. of cop', or ',honor, cards of

od that /wee In, I, acquired abroad ;Of r;Ilyt Of Me

.e blx; i;111 lu (1;Xllluile rbOOOrel'Oedx Mid( NeethfrO Mil.

/;1 ,,,,, ,rail, e Me( 1;011 :111. Ms subsection does not apply to:

111 ;Inpoctathal of copies or phonorecords and, r the authority

s.' for th, ii.%1 Of I he 1/010 rffWeld Of thr fidil Stith /I or of any

Stoic oe. pulilirnl subdie.isioo of it Stole but oot including copies

III. ph ,,,,,, e..0e.dx foe n.ve is, ',plumb,. or oph Of wog asselioei"osal

work in, port, ,1 for purposes other than nerhical us, :

() ;Ininletat;oss. th, pc;,.otc IOW Of Ibi ;Op pOder ernrl IfO1

fur Instdust;on. l,, ,iny person will, revert to no WOW How one

,opy or phonor«usl of any one Work oft uny ow. time, or by any

p, 'woo Jeeicing teem, abroad 'Pith revert to coliles or pbOl00-

revOribf 10111;111 pOl Of his personal baggage: Or
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(.1) impothition by or for on organization operated for Achy/.
fiely. education's!. or religioum poquoiem and not for prifside gob,.
frith temp, et to no MOP, MOB One ropy of on anillornual 'Pork
solely for itm firehiral /,o /,ones. and no on than flee rOp;r8 Or
phImfIrcrisiVIN of guy 11th,,r04 for ;h4 rhlry Or Or/4;1W,
1,111 /,An

(h) In a came 'elicit' the makiog of the eopien or phonoeordn would
hare fooditidfd infriog mild of copyright if thin title hod beef,
applicable. /In i importation in prohibited. hi is cone usher,. the (widen

or phonoreeords were lofully mode, the Pomo', of Custom hos
aothority to peers nt their importation ',dens the prorinionn of section,
1111/ are upplieulde. either ruse. the Secretory of the rrefinnrY its
',Whin %Zed to pi., scribe, by regulfition, Il prmyyluris 'miler which gay
person claiming on interest hi the copyright hi a rirlirldilr work may,
ups», paymfnt of n mineilh II fee. he 'Willed to notification by the

Burton of the importation ni orticlem that oppeo to be eoplem or
phonon, sonar of the work.

§ 603. Importation prohibitions: Enforcement and disposition of
excluded articles

() The Seerebow of the Treasury and the Poelmanter Genend
nepaeotcly or jointly make regautions for the enftwerment of the po-
ishmx of this tine proh portotion.

(h) Them. gigolotionm may replier. am n rontlition for the exclusiom
of spell( h n ah'is meet ion Old

(1) Hod thf 11a rmon king f.eclusion ohtoio a court order en-
jnininy ;wportution of the fie/irks:0P

I.!) that /IP forninh proof, of o speifird nature and in accord-
off, e with pc's, rilnd proediiren. 'hot the eopyright ill which he
elainfm an inters 'ft in 'wild awl lbw the importotioo would riohite
the pad'Aition meetho he folly also he required to pont ft
Naleety bond foe nu!, injury find mg.,/ r, suit if the detention or
exelus;un of the tides ismer, to be un justified.

(e) .felihs I'm ports d riolotion of the huportation prohibitions
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of this title II If ubjett to seizure and forfeiture ill the same manner as

prop sly imported in violation of the customs l'e ?MC hl For-

felted a, ticks shall he destroyed IM directed by the .vetretary of the

Treasury or the court. as the ease may he: hoer, res.. the as tie lex may be

rut owned In the emssetry of export whenever it ;it known to the sothijne-

lion of the Secretary of the Treasury that the Importer had no reason-

able grounds for beliceing that his arts eonstitseted 11 violation of Mu

Chapter 7. COPYRIGHT OFFICE
xre.
101. T he 'opyrigh Offiec: Ornrni rexponxibitilicx mot orynnivit

Cop yrigh /iffier myosin t ionic
115.1. !Milli re doh. of art ions; in Copyright Office.

his hot Om mot disposition of or, ivies; de vomited in Copyright Office.
745. Cop yrigh Office record*: feim nee, pnldir iaxpcl'lluu, mid

*cool, i ng
7156. 'topic se Copprigh t lifer sword*.
7557. c yrigh 1 OAT forms 55 Rd lot hi Ira ionx.

itrigh Office fel 55.

70!), Deftly in delivery roused by disruption of ;modal or other Rerrices.

§ 701. The Copyright Office: General responsibilities and orga-

nization
I it) .11I os ; o ixt rot iee tinseling* and 51 55 I :gm 55 puler this 'Me. ea,

rep, uth 'wise specified. are the responsibility of the Register of

Copyrights as director of the Copyright OMIT ;se the- lihrary of Cou-

r/1'0M. The llegister of Copyrights. together with the noborvlinate of-

firers and employees 14 the Copyright Office, shall be appointed by

the Lihuecias, of Congress. and *bon act (taller his general direction

unel supervision.

lb) The llegister of Copyrights shall adopt it meal to he (theft on

nod a flee January 1. 197.5. to II Oft hen! irate all certified documents issued

by the Copyright Office.
(r) The Register of Copyrights shall make on annual report to

the Librarian of rongress of the Jew* and accomplishments of the

Copyright fl/fire during the previous Area year. The annual report

of the llegister of Copyrights shall be published separately and as

us lig et of t 5# o Dial re port of the L ro rid o of Cony resx.
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§ 702. Copyright Office regulations
The Register of Copyrights is aothorized to establish regulations

not inconsistent with low for the administration of the flenetions and

duties made his responsibility singer this regsdations .1.8Mb-

/billed by the l?egister sander this title are vubjeet to the approral of the

Librarian of Congress.

§ 703. Effective date of actions in Copyright Office
a

In any case in which time limits are preseribed ander this title
for the per of an artion in the Copyright °Pe. and in
whirh the That day of the prescribed period falls on a Saturday. gun-
day, holiday or other non-hasiness day within the District of Co-
lumbia or the' F'eder'al llorernment. the action may be takers on the
next succeeding business day. and is effeetire as of the date when the
period expired.

§ 704. Retention and disposition of articles deposited in Copy-
right Office

(a) r fhp00 in the Copyright OAT lender sections 407
and 4118.1111 copies. ',honor( cords. and identifying material. ineluding
those deposited in connection with chasms that hare been refused
registewtiao. are the property of the rnited States Gorernment.

(b) In the case of published works. all copies. phonorecords. sisal
identifying materiell deposited are esanalde to the Library of ros-
grout foe its colh.tionx. or for exchange or transfer to any other
Ornery. In the case of osepldished works. the /Awry is entitled to
se ler! .1,,y pa:41m far its ildirril01M.

Ihlioxibi #411 xr'l,Bled by the 1.1/,. sr!/ under siihmition (h). or
;dent fy beg portions or cepodese.tions of the ne shall h.. retained ohdr
the control of the eopyight Office. ;deluding retention in Goren-
mesa stoney, faeilitics. for the long, s, priod lplix;drri'd procthalde
and desirable by the lleoister of Copyrights and the Librarian of

1711yr.V.V. flies' that pi rim/ it is within the joint discretion of the
/,',11;wter tihraiaio to ()ph r their ilex, rortioo or other d;..pll..;.
/ion: hat. in the ',rse of unpuhilshe el works. no deposit shall he de
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:amyl, or otherwise disposed of during its terns of copyright.

(d) The depositor of ropiest.' phonoreeords, or identifying material

siinlr r section Pa. or the copyright 0111114T Of record. may request

'sleuths's. under flu' control of the eupyright //f/r'. of one or wow

of sorb articles for the full tern of opyright in the work. The &gists r

of Copyrights shall prescribe. by regulation. the conditions under

which Koch requests are to be made and granted, and shall flr the

fee to in s haeged under xcelion 708(0)(1.1) if the request ix granted.

§ 705. Copyright Office records: Preparation, maintenance, pub-

lic inspection, and searching
(a) The lleybilf e of 'opyrights shall lowisdr and keep in the ropy -

right ()err errOMIN Of fill deposits. registrutions. recordations.and

oda r onions NATO older this nisei shall prepare in x of all

saris es coeds.

(h) .`ark records in,/ isalc.res. six IN flit' O, GI/PA( th pomited is

PristOet;OP WWI consents led copy, ;gist es yixtiatimat awl intained ',oder

the mit thy t'opyeight fillies shall be apes to public jump efloo.

J'pos, gaxi ,,4 poly IM id of lb, frr xr rifler/ hg se0;01,

the 'opyeight (//fire shall wale, a Ks arch of its rermlx, ;sided., x.

dm, ds pwiix, soul shall f arssish rs iv port of the in formation they fin-

udh xpert aily joill;ralor deposdx. yhdrilt;Oily. Or /el

1/011110( s,/x.

§7O6. Copies of Copyright Office records

(a) l'oph..q may be made of any pubis's. records or indexes of the

Copyright Offiee: fohlitiooml eret;fieates of ropyriyht registration and

copies of silly patine eerosylx ; ade.n Mai/ hr tarnished upon 01po

and eigns.',11 of the /yrs sprrilies1 by xectiOn MR.

(h) tiOpir.1 on Ivpollaction.v of ilepoxdrit onillux neta;ord nod( r

thy- conical of the t'opyright iiSt shall he authors' ed or faroixlied

only antler the rossditions xpeciiisd by the Copyright Ogee re.1/04;00X.

§ 707. Copyright Office forms and publications

(a) l'Anuna Or 1.0PVRIOUT ENTRIES. The Register of l'opyightx

shot! comps'!(' and publish at pnr;ovil iotneeals catalogs of all copy.
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eight req;stratioon. These eotaloya abaft he Illeh Int ;oto parts in
aerordaore l ;th the eaioas ehmseR of works. and the Reffiater has
Maeret;o0 deteem;Ile on the hamb4 of potet;eahMty amt usefulness.

the form. am! frequent!, of aidiraf ;Oa of radi parlicalar part.

(b) ()MEI: Pritur ArtuNs.-- -The Ittifiit 1' shall .turnish,.frer of ehrtryr

upon request. opplicotioo forms for copyright iribtfpni ond
lirrld fOrinil f;011td blderhil hi connection with thr fartios of. the

Copyright ttlfier. llr olso has aothority to publish compilations of
;nine/notion. hihiloyeaphieN. Mod oth, r material he eons/Wes to he
of palm to the pahlie.

(e) MSTOW loS PlBLIATIONS.--.111 ubGeatifins of the Copy-

ri.gh t tttlier shall he I lieoWsed to de poa;twy !Arai S SIX rec;lird ander

setion /9,,.; of title 4;, ris;ted statrx Cude.and.aside .fro those for-
vished free of charge. shall he offi red foe sole to the politic of prices
hosed on the cost of re 'wad artian awl dist rihatiow.

§708. Copyright Office fees
(a) Th, fedlowing fee:, ',hall to lot;,/to the leeg;atre of Copyrights:

(1) for the registration of a copyright claim or a supplementary
eegisteothof inner Nri;0,1 4,18. ;Mind Dy the ;10111liner of ttnt;fi-
e(Ste

(2) for the ecgisteot;on of o claim to renewal of a sohnisting
copyright ,*o ;1.s first 1, rot ,,,,,Ire section .11)1(a). including the
hoommy of o r rtiVieote Of regiNtralloo. :41;

() _foe the ;xs000re of a rerript for a deposit under seetion
407.

(4) for thc recordation. ,,A, pro ucd by section .J115. of ,t
of copyright ntiiterith;it or Other doronti ni Of six pinieR or h.a.a.
roreeioy no (Ston than one Ole. N.5 for earh page over si.r
for each Oh' Or( e on, ...;1) (Tots ,oblit;onal ;

(;) for the piing. ander seetion II5(h).of a notice of intention
to make rmrdx..s.1:

(6) for the rf rflrfhill.011. anrlrr sertio,, of a atatenorat
thr id, laity of sin iiiii1117, 14 'in anon plutons or Imes,-
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don pious work, or for the recordation. ander seetion 30:(r1), of a

statement relol;ng to the death of an anlhor;84 for adornment of

4.,e pages or Ir bor. 1.01'esilig ?HP MOW MUD? allf. Ole; .fOr each page

oeee Ina for carp lillr twee one. :ill rents additionol;

(I) for the ;10101illsee. finder section of on import stole-

ment..,4;

(8) for the insoance. s, (lion 706. of on additional certili-

cote of reyists.atims.+;1:

(9) for the 188tiviiire of any other certification, $J: the Register

of copyrights has discretion. on the basin of their cod, to fix the

fill; for preparing copies of copyright ofpy, records. whether

they are to he certifier /or out;

(10) for the making and reporting of a march art provided by

section ;14.mo! fo any related nereices.$.5 for earn hour or frac-

tion of on hone consumed ;

(11) for any other special services requiring rt nubstantial

amount of time m. expense...web teen an the Register of Copyrights

may fix ea, the basis Of the runt of proriding thr sereire.

(ls) The fees prescribed by Or Muhl' this section are applicable to

the 1. Ailed Staten Gorernmcot and any of its agencies, employees, or

but the Register of Copyrights has diserrtion to ;mire the

reva;rrinent it tliln nabseetim, in ocasiooal or isOhltrfl rases inroleiny

rulatie, ly small ansuillitx.

§ 709. Delay in delivery caused by disruption of postal or other

services
hi (lily rose in a'pis'h the Register of Copyrights determinrs, on the

hasi.x of such ecidenre as he may by reyalation Mot as deposit.

ppliat;on. fee, or any other material to be th /lured to the ropyright

()See ass/ rs partirahse date. arouse/ haee heels rewired in the l'opyriyht

(Iffier in riot' time 'wept for flelgelVd diseoption Or swipe nsion of

pontol or usher' transportation or ommonieatioon services, the WIWI,

0,e; pt Of moth oodto.r;o1 in. the Copyright otp, within our' month after
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the date on 'chicle the leeyister determines that the disruption or sus-

pension of such xerrires has terminated, shall be considered timely.
Chapter 8.COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL

nee.

sot. Copyright Royalty Tribunal; Nstublishntrut and purpose.
SW. Petitions for the adjustment of royalty rates.

Membership of the Tribunal.
.sai. Procedures of the Tribunal.

Compensation of members of the Tribunal; expenses of the Tribunal.
.no. Reports to the Cougrom.
SOL Effeet Ire date of royalty adjustment.
Nutt ffertire dote flf royalty distribution.
xotk Judicial reriet.

§ 801. Copyright Royalty Tribunal: Establishment and purpose
(sr) There ix herrhy rrroted in the Li/miry of onytwo. a Copyright

!loyalty T 14bos end.

(b) Subject to the porisions of this chapter, the purpose of the
Tribunal shall be: (1) to make determinations coneccning she adjust-
ment Of the copyright royalty rotes specified by sections 111, 114, //4,

and //1 SO IM to liSSure that "loth rates are reasonoblr and in the ecent

that the Tribunal shed, determine that the statutory royalty rate. oe

ex rate preciously established by the Tibunol. or the reenue basis in

respect to section. 111. does not piwride ri reasonable royalty fee ,for

the se trite of proridiny ss roodory tealuenassions of the primary

broadcast transmitter o ;8 otherwise nnreasonalde, the Tribunal may

change the royalty rate or the 'reenter boxes on whit!, the roya11.1 fie

shall he assessed or both no as to assure o ma:muddy royalty fee; ass/
(.1) to deft twiny ho certain cicnntstoncen the distribution of the eoyal-

1 y fees deposited with the Re giste of Copyright": under sections 111.
114, one! 118.

§ 802. Petitions for the adjustment of royalty rates
(a) (ht July 1. 11175. the Register of Copyrights shall cause to lie

pnhlished in the Frekral Register notice of the tommenci meld of pm-

teedinys for the ey, ce'en. of the ioyalty rates specified by sections 111.

1/i.115 ow! 116.
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(b) !luring the calendar year 198.1, and in each subsequent fifth

calendar year, any owner or MCI' of a copyrighted work 'chose royalty

rates are specified by this title, or by II role established by the Tri-

bunal, may file a petition with the Register of Coyriyhts declaring

that the petitioner requests an adjustment of the mfr. The Register

shall make fi determination. as to whether the applieant has a signifi-

cant interest in the royalty rate in ufhieh an adjustment is requested.

If the Register determines that the petitioner has a signiPant interest,

he shall cause notice of his derision to be published hi the Federal

Register.

1803. Membership of the Tribunal
(a) In accordance with Section 804 or upon (vilifying the existence

of a controversy concerning the distribution of royalty fees deposited

porsmint to sections Ill, II and 116, the Register shall ef good the

A nicrieun Arbitkation Association or any sinah siaressor organiza-

thm to furnish a list of three members of said ilssociation. The Reg-

ister shall eommunicote the names together with such in fomotio as

may be appropriate to all parties of intemst. Any such party within.

twenty days from. the date said tommunieution is sent may submit to

the Register written objections to any or all of the proposed names.

If no such objections are rereired, or if the Register determines that

said objections are not well founded, he droll ef slily the appointment

of the three designated indiriduals to constitute a pane, of the Tri-

Initial for the eonsiderotion of the specified rote or royalty distribu-

tion. Such pond shall function as the Tribunal established hi section

ROI. 11' the Register determines that the objections to the designation

of one or mow of the proposed iadirielnrals are well founded. the Reg-

ister shall request the American Arbitration Association o any sim-

ilar snecessor oeganizotion. to propose the neeessory number of sub-

stitute indiriduak l'pon receiving Noel, additional names the Register

shall constitute the pond. The Register shall di xigneilr one mi tuber of

the pole/ vex rhailiall.
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(b) I f any member of panel heroines ?suable to perform his duties.

the Bewilder. after constellation with the parties. may proride for the
selection. of n MitreMOW in the ',tanner prescribed in subsection (a).

§ 804. Procedures of the Tribunal
(a) The l'ibuttal shall time and plee for its peeedinys

shall rause notice to be girt n to the parties.
(i) Any organization or person entitled 10 partiripettr in the pm-

eeedings may appear directly or be represented by counsel.

(c) Eire( id an otherwise prorkled by law. the Tribunal shall deter-
mine its open procedure. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this chapter, the Tribanal may hold hearings, administer oaths,
and require, In fn. Othertime. the attendance and testimony

grdllessus and the prodaction of documents.

(d) erey final elet We,, of the Tribunal shall be in writing and
Min/ /4 le the reasons therefor.

(e) The Tribunal shall render a lined decision in each proreeding
within one year from the certification of the pane/. I pot? a showing
of good cause, the Sr mete (*owno Wee on the udiktry and the noose of
lie prescestatirex Cettomitle r on the Judiciary may metier this require-
mei»,

§ 805. Compensation of members of the Tribunal; expenses of the
Tribunal

(a) 10 poceedinqx for the elistribottion of royalty fees. the rout pen-
sat;on of on tubers of the !am', and other expenses Of the Tribunal
shall eletlatt el prior to the distribution of the fiends.

(h) I,r pe»ceedingx for thr cif royalty rates, there ix
hereby atethorl.:,e/ to be uppropeketed sesh sums us may he neressary.

() The Library of C'osign's "; ix authorized to furnish facilities and
hieidenfill 81 r eI. VP to tht Tribunal.

(el) The Tribnmel ix teathoized to prneinT temporary unel inter-
mittent serrices to the same e.rtent rr.y is otelhorized by section 109 of
title d States (*ode.
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§ 808. Reports to the Congress
The Tribunal immediately upon making a final determination in

any proee, ding for adjustment of statutory lty shall transmit
its decision. together with the ONWIR therefor, to the Secretary of the

Senate and /hr (Trek Of the House of Reines, s for ref' mire

to the Jdiciary Committees of the .Vf Mite 111111 lbllilit of
Representatives.

§ 807. Effective data of royalty adjustment
(11) Pr;or to the expiration of the first period of ninety calendar

days of continuous mission of the Congress. following the teansmlitsd

of the e, pert xr, rip', It mref joie MI6. either House of the Congress may

,dole! e Silbithilire that the House 41% IfOt favor

re, um nded royalty adjustment. and such adjustment. therefore.

shall not In ralif
(h) Foe the purposes of moths, (lion (a) of this section

(I) Continuity of la ssio xhall be ronsaered as broken only by

Nn fldjUlirlonsent of the Coop., sin sine die. and

(J) In the computation of the aini ty-day rim/ there shall be

'vapid'', the days on which r ilh, r House is not in session because

of an rid jolirnilli tst of more than there days to a day certain.

(r) hi /hr ohm nee of the passage of such a sysolution by either

IIIIINr ,/,rein,/ wad ninety-day period. the final determination by the

Trihunl of a p, titio for adjustment shall take r ffert on the first day

following ninety calendar days after the expiration of the period xpeci-

,1 by salmertion (a).

(it) The y;xt, r of Copyrights shall !lire notice of such effective

date by puldition the Fed, ral Register not less than sixty days

hefo, said date.

§ 808. Effective date of royalty distribution
.1 final di t, iination of the !Whi's! colic( ening the distribution

of MI/Of,/ f, x th pi)Nded idh thy Reyistee of Copyrights pursuant to

x, rt;onx 111. 11 ;, gm/ 1 shall hr runt, elfretiet thirty Cloys following

lih 101 filderiS prThr to Mit title aM arpilrlit;10/ has been
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filed mimosa to section 809 to pantie, modify or correct the detennina-
tiott. and notice of Ruth application has been stirred upon the Register
of Copyrights. The leryish r upon the expiration of thirty days shall
distribute -such royalty fern not ItIfilket to any applieation filed pur-
suant to section 809

§ en. Judicial review
In any of the foilooriny rases the Visited States District Court for

the District of Colninhia may make an order 'wolfing, modifying or
rorructiny a final determination of the Tribunal concerning the 11104-
holism of royalty fern

(a) Irk re the determination was procured by corruption, fraud,
or undue no WIS.

inhere three Wax evident patianly or corruption in any mena-
he of tlo panel.

(t.) Where ally m, nthe,. of the pond ll'qx gildly of any misconduet
hy which the' riyhts of any party hare hero preudired.

Tit INSITION.41. .1SO sr l'I'14:11ENTARY PROISIONN

.BEY. BP.!. this Oh. la.comex effretire on January 1. 1974. except as
oth, , ;xe p,oeided by Neetion .ft).11(h) of title 17 as
anondrd by this title.

Sri.. lat. This title do, s not proid, ropyriyht piwt, ethos for any
work that fon s into the politic domain he fore January 1. 11175. The
e.rrinsi re righ IR, as peorided by section 11)/i of title 17 as amended
by this title, to reproduce a 'cork in phonorecords and to distribute
phonon-fords of the work. do not extend to any nondramatir innxiral
work copyrighted In f on. .11,1,1 191,9.

`'. 111;. .1/1 prolonsations issm el by the President ',mfr,. sertions

1(e) or 9(b) of title 17 as it existed on Decem-ber 31, 197.i, or sunder

precious rapt /right statutes of the United Ntates shall continue in
/Piero. mail teem ina1rd. Nopxpendo el. 01' 11-,P'm d by the Pruxidcht.

sr, 114. (a) (1) Section .7d15 at title l Ord states rode. .Nup-
clemeot ro ,III ,Ix foliosen:



so

"§ 505. Sale of duplicate plates
The Poddie !Wade shall Nell, ander ecyalations of the Joint Com-

mdtee fie;nt;ny to persons who may apply. mhntional OP' duplicate

stewolype or etellrotype plates from hirh a Gooemment ihtiration

ix print( 1/.4 a pries' not to excel,/ the cost of composition. the meld.

and woking to the (lorernment. plait 10 lice an,. and the fall

amount of the price shall he paid when the order be Ned."

(1) The item relating to section .505 in the sectional analysis at the

gio;oy of chapter 5 of title f4. ("tilted States ('ode. Ix amended to

read as folloll'N

-505. nate of duplicate plates."

II) Nerthns JI 1.1 Of t;tle 114, 1' niter, Statem ear. in amended to read

rlx foltoos
"§2113. Limitation on liability

11-lon letters am! other produetions (exeldRipe of

patented matt riot, pahlished works under copyright protection. and

nnpohNshed works for whieh copyright regixtration has hero mo(1e)

ene into the custody or possession of the .1dnthilstrotor of General

Services, the United States or its agents are not liable for infringe-

ment of copyright or analog oos rights arisiny nut of ase of the 'nate-

4als for 111,4 play. nspeet;on. irked reb es. p rod art ion, or other parpomex.

(c) In 4ction t;PS h) of fitly ,J of the l'oitcd States emir. flu:

ph nix, low Jul is ) of Oh. /7" ,*.s amended t read "section ,;(111(e)

of Idle 17".

Sert;011.5113(a)(4) of the Internal Ilerenie rode of 195.i. vIR

amem1,11.,'s on nd, d y steikiny oot ..(oth than hy fI'o Of NI I:

11.011 Or 6 Ibrre0 f ).%

01 SI a) cif Oh .0 I, f His d States rode is

(mended by striking nut douse (5). Section 3200(e) of title 39 of the

State', Cod, bard out rh,SI (r). Sreh.01

. ;.1011 ;l d ) Min n'd (r).

(1) 8: laon 6 of flu Slumlord flu fee, nes Pahl Afl (m, clim

190(e) of title 15 of the United States Code, Supplement IV), sub-
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Keegan (r1) anictfird to df lete the refv.rence to 6Ncrti011 8" and to
suhstit ode therefor the pheaxemcction 104.

106. ln any (IMP where 1,110re J ?Idly 1. /117.5, a person has
lawfully made ports of instruments serving to reproduce mechani-
cally a copyrighted work under the compolsoy license peocisions of
section. 1(e) of title 17 ow it existed on December 31, 1974, he may
cowingle to make and distribute mach pads embodying the same me-
chanical rerodntion without ()Wining et new compulsory license
nanhr the terms Ill sert;on 11.1 of titlf. 17 as ann soled ht/ this title.
Ilow, er P. such poets made on or otter Januas.y 1, /117.i, constitute
ph000rucocils and are othurise subject to the pmcisions of said
suction 11:7.

SE. 117. In the ease of any trOrk in Whirl? OP ad interim copyright
is almixting 441 ix rrlrrihle' of 111y Nerilred on breeinhrl. .1 /. 11174.
Wit/r Nee, ;Mt .!.; of 1;11 17 as it e.l'hdell On /hat dale. copyright pro-
tection is la why /slender/ to endow for the term or terms prorifled
hy .ret n .111; of lo l i oln +JIM- by this

SKr. UM. The notice provisions of sections 401 through 403 of title
1; !IN /tile ildf d by Flux t ilk apply loaf! rOpitS Or phonoreeords publicly
dist rihati d on fir II fur r JO to Miry 1. 1974. Hairy err. ill the eu....e of a 'cork
pa/dishd Fat of.c lonaay 1. 197;, /,l ;elms' Wit h the notice prci-
Pions of t itle 17 either as it existed on Dereber 31,1974, or a.v amended
hy this lit// ix ittliviit1f. with re Sprel 111 (Writ M pliMk1.11 ill.Virg)Ifted
lab 1.1.)1Cetilill.l..11. 197 II.

SF, 111.9. The ri gistrativill of ellthliS 141) copyright for whirl. the
111, yaind aepo.vit. a lhation. and frf scree ecccir,d in the Copyright

ogle, hcfor, .111itelel Cy 1. 197.i, and thl coedation of assignments of
copyright Or p ; Wel rilillf h'i rl ;n flee ('oryri!/ii1 oifire hefore

filii?1 1 Mr. VIs fill be' made Jle fteflirililit frith title 17 as it existed
11, mher.il. 197 ;.

.t'/'e.. 1111. The demand and penalty pmeisions of section 1.1 of title
a.v it existed on Per, olher 1971,apply toasty work inlchieh copy-

right has heels Nei/Pell by pahlieation with notice of copyright on or

1%.1.1; ft . 74
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before that date. but any deposit and reyistration made after that date

in response to a demand under that section shall be made hi aerordance

with the proeixiolsxo f title 17 as anu ruled by Fhb( title.

SW. 111. Ser(100 MIN of 1111r 114 of the rated States ('ode ix

amended to is lvi as follows:
12318. Transportation, sale or receipt of phonograph records

bearing forged or counterfeit labels
hoe re s. knots...ugly and with fraudulent intent transports. rouses

to be transported. reee;res, sells, or offers for sale in interstate or

foreign commerce any phonograph, record, disk. trier. (11111'. lam, or

other article on which sounds are rerorded. to which or upon whieh is

stamped. pasted, 0r affixed any forged or rounterfeited label, knowing

the 1ah1 to hoer heels /41,0 y made. forged, Or 1011011.11rited 1111011 br

1110.11 001 11001f 11010 ,'41.'5.0,11) 01' 101pligOord fur 1101 more thole three

yi ors. ue hot h. pr the firm, Koch off elow ond Rho,' be fined not more than

11).1110 or imprisoned not snore than seven years or both, for any sub-

segon ill offense."

. 11.:..' it causes of action that arose under title n he fore .1 on-

miry 1. 1.97.,. shill! he yor, ivied hy title 17 as it existed when the ramie

of Or1;00 Or00.

Saw. 11.1. if off!, prori.4,111 of /ill, 1 i. ax ',mended by this Oh.. ix

der/arid alseumvtitut;01,01. the validity of the remainder of the idle

is Hot 'life, telt.

TIT 1.1.: II- -.V.171().1" .11. C(1.11.111SsI(1.1. (41. .1.1;11'

l'SEs ('(11'1111611TE1) WitilICS
rx11111.1:411111:S1' ASO rusrosf: ol1.1110sION

11 heel /II/ ,/ in the /Awry uf Congress

.1'111.0011 re1l11111.S81.101 Ulf .1.11* rev hnutoyien/ (*Rex of 11 'opt/1491i led

11- mks I I,rer if It s' milli ti HO ('OM lo;x4OO).

1h) Th. rplive th 'OW ;SX;(01, if/ Shay ant/ onspilf 'Into On

th, sow of ropyiyhted work of 0,11h01.-

shi /,
) co0:11/01;110 tr;th 1101010111; mystt 111s rap/1d,' Of RtOr-

;OO. plOrt N.thly re11'h t';11y. *1101 te111vferr;111/ ;11f0r11011;00. 11'4
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(I1) by various forum o f nuichine reproduction, not includ-

ing reproduellon by or at the request of instructors for use
in fare-to-law te,tehing utirities; and

(.1) the emotion of new workshy the application or intervention
of ',Womanr systems or machine reproduetion.

() The Commission shall make recommendations as to such
changes in copyright law or iproredures that may he neressary to
assar for sueh purposes amiss to ropyrighted works, and to provide
recognition of the rights of copyright owners.

uKunt..R.IIIP of ME CO.11.11110410.V

Sri% jai. 0) 7'h, Commission shall he composed of llarti rOthig
WM/WM a/1)1,0;11,rd fm folio lion:

414 oll win rs, to he appoint,",! by the President, selected
.f emu 'follows Om/ ottoce copyright owners;

(.!) 1'0w. members, to he es pp(); ',fed by the President. selected

f ns, es nj ropy, yo sem ;

(.1) Poor lowyOrf O/Of Ohl, rn, OfbrrN to be appointed by the
Peeshb I, tail f the pahlie g,

(1) TIo of I 'onyeess.

(b) The Pe, path i,t shall fippeiiiil a (114441.1i14114. and a lire Cht1;114111
Who MIMI, art 418 ( .1144;; rnol, ;14 114/ ANCiall. Or disability of the Chairman
oe in the PI /It l,f a roil Mery hi 'hal Offirr. from among the Ifn? MI OP"
bees sslect,,1 from the pnbI i, y, ,o rull y, as prorllled by awls, ( .1) of
snInieet inn (is . 7. he /,'twister 'opqr;ghts shed! xe ree

non rut; nil nlrgrl15r of the roll, no;sx;eno.

44 ) S el Is y lo, Bi% rs of the commission shall constitute II

id ) .1 Porosity io th,. I ion oo ;48;o0 x//a// not affet its powers
,1,011 h, ph al ;,, th, th, original appoitani, nt
14.1114

I '0 lir S TioN or MEMBERS Hr (WWII s
. ,Phf. (a) if. thy Com naimmion. olive,' than officers Or

4 ii, of th, Is rot Goer, of oo 415111 rill
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the mite of SIllo per day while engaged in the actual performance

of Commission duties. plus reimbursement for trued, subsistence,and

other Pi fl :Mary rreloSen ilaaa Ilion start

(b) Ail members of the Consiaisidoa who ore officers or employ-

ees of the Fut leral Gar, 'wiliest shall scree on tier Commission. with-

out copensatiou. hat mach au ushers shall he reimbursed for tror-4,

sishaistence, and office aersion?, expi lairs ia eon la dim. ir;th the per-

fornianec of th;riluticii.
RrArr

Sri ...94j. (a) a Nxxi>al if. its 'dailies. the ronia;i0i;ois may appoint

a staff l hieh xhall he all minthasleatiee pad of the L;bmry of Con-

!Irems. the stair shall he headed by all Executier Myelin, who shall

he respoiisAle to the Coniiiihisifilo foe the udniluistratiou of the duties

cut mstill to the stall.

(h) The Com ;xx;oa way pearaer tempai;/ey and ;tiler/adieu! seri.

;et x to the xona extent ax tiodhorhed hy Keel lou .11011 of title 5. 1 'Dated

states hat at rates not to ex, eed elfin per day.
t:NPENsi:x ot eliitillssloN

SiT.105. There ae hen ha/ authorized to he appropriated xueh Stints

as may he neer...Nar hi I clay(/ oal dhe prorWeals of this title.

RI:urs
..:Iii ;. (ii) Within on, year aft, r the first intet;ny of the Cola-

m imPtiOn it .41111 NlhInd t,, tho Pri'xideld 'anyp ss rI prel;inhairy

report on its ,ictiedii x.

(h) Within Mil ;pars offer ti,, rnarttn, ut thi's .1,1 the Com-

m:wain, shall sahmit to the Pri 8ideal am! the Congress N fine/ report

on its study awl ineestiyation ivlijrlt shall incloule rucominciahi-

t;ons am/ prOpOsOlS for iefihdllt ;op ilia Oilohdrllit, Ol;01

may he m eexSary to ea rry out its return mendatiosm.

(r) 1 afhlitiou to the prelimiunry re port awl /Fool re port I yips; red

y ttilx xert;on. the ,;an. may piihnsh sorb interim reports as

it may iltermha ;aria, hal not 1;110111 to eonsaltant's reports.

!,,taxer; ptx la f looli.olooy. se01;o111* ripthol.V. ilia Other ellinilliMS1.011
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POWERS or TUN l'0.11.1118RION

Srf-. J117. (a) The Cortina:01;0o or, with the authorization of the
efillillibtX;On, any three or more Of its members. may, for the fiurpose of
carrying oat the poisions of this hold howl's!" administer
oaths, a sal require, by subpoena or otherwise, the oft( 'alone(' and testi-
mony of wit nestles and the 'wan( (ion of documentary moterial.

lb) With the consent of the Cononilxidoo, any of ;tit incinherg may
hold any meetings,. Re In ;SHIM, or Ponferrnrls l'IMAtillerrd OrprOprhlte

to procide ft forum for discussion of the problems with which it ;8
dealing.

71:11.111N.ITION

1111 the sixtieth day after the date of the submission of its
final report, the Commission shall terminate and all offices awl
utp/oyment iindrr it shall expire.

7'17'1X 111P1N7'111-4770.1' 011.1'.1.111.:X7'.11. lIESIGXR

VSE1.171. .111TICLEA'
111:SIONR PROT1:e71:11

SF . 44. (o) 7'lle author or other proprietor of an original orna-
mental desi'yn of a useful article may scculy, the protection proehled
hy Mix Ville upon complying aith and subject to the proisions hereof.

(h) Pm. the pa quotes of this illic

it) .1 `useful ort;c1c- is do article which normal use has VIII il,-

/r;nn;l rntarhill fuhrtion that is not merely to portray the appearance

of the drI;rle or lo rollrey hiformolion. An uptick which normally in
ts egt tt ts.veltd ar1P1e shall he deemed to be a useful alide.

I!) The dcx;yo of a '1,44 artile'', hereinafter referred to as o
-eh ..4%!1,,...roasislx I, f those axpccts lent, tax of ,F, tali, le. hicilifling
;fit hro-dinicimiutud or three-dimensional /Mums of shape and sur-
face. which make lip the appearance of the odic',.

. .
(.1) .1 ,lx;yo m.oamegdol" ;." it is ;llteoded to make the article

oil pletiee or distinct in tseitegof glee.

.1 air .y;111, ;.t "Us ;y;i0,11. if 1.1 ;It 1 he 100 of fiii
(WM (Is' fihu f /ill HIS fArlily ;11 f IS fillthVi 41M
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DENIUNN Nor RUBJCT To PROTECTION

SFr. .11)2. Proluttioy fouler this title ithall not be available for a

'limit'', that ;s-

(a) not original ;
(b) staple Or commonplace. math as a standard geometric figure,

familiar symbol. emblem. or twilit, or other shape. pattern, or

configuration whih km become common, pre iolent, or ordinary;

(e) different from a design excluded by ,mbporayph (b)

',bore only in insignificant details or in elements which are ruri-

anJx commonly ?Mill in MI' rcicrant tr inks; or

Id) dictated solely by is utilitarian function of the ',slide that

l'Olb011;114 ;I ;

(e) COW pOSell of 'hoe-dimensional features of shape and our-

fare with Aspect to men's, women's. atul rhilrlri,I M opparri. hi-

OnfIcCfplCinentS and 011frtccU.

RI:1'1.1,41(as. All.iTATIoNN. ANSI REARRANOEMENTR

SFr. 30.1. Isiwtrelion .fo a design under this title shall be amilable

not withstantliny the rnoplognocut in Her design of mahjet matter ex-

lsard from prat, t;01, antler section the delay n is a substantial

revision. oda ',bairns. or CrfICCIlloyl meat of SOid 8111):101 Matter:

fl. niat peare/;01, :jail be aeadabh. /0 a design employing

silkket watt, r laoto fled and,, title / of this .1el. or title 35 of the

m .(gle n1. /his mob/ if Mach potecti d subject malty,

is eft, ploy, II with the consent of Jhr prop;/ for thcr, of. Slid, pm-

tretion shall he independrot of any salmi.sting protection ir1 subject

matt, r ployed in dsifin and shall not he IM II 1,8 Neellhly

any right tls NO/b1.1.11 111.111, irons IO'lltret;011 Y8 eall'011;Oy

MO/INo.M, ;119

CO11011: vrE.0 rs'r or.ruorc(Tto.v.

.`*t f-. id) la pro', etion prohlrd for a -1,-sign antler this litic

se,/11 /wino), III, Op011 Ai lbt IP the It/ 8;yll ;X lirSt Pgibne.

I I,) /mar h. O. by Mr loC of Me tlf y

lir fro., 111, liNef the fif'Sl.gll
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in anywhere publicly exhibited. publicly InNtr;bilird, or offered for
soh' or *old to the public.

T'.RiI tor :Tort:erica
xi,. 14. (0) sohjeet to the powebtionot of Hobs title, the protection

herein proehled for o df,dyu ?dud! routium, for o term of fee years
from the (bile of the room( prevalent of protection as ',melded in see -
tiurc but if a proper upplimtion for renewal ix receieed by the
Adni;nixtmtor dor;oy the !pa prior to the f.phyttion of the fire-year
term. the plyiteetiou herein pmeided shall he extende,' for an addi-
tional period of flee years from the date of expiration of the first fire
years.

(11) I If the design wiler actually opplitti shoors It dote ropily,. than
the date of the commencement of protection as prorided in section
44(a). protection shall tv rnthffitt'IM thosigh the term had minim need
at the earlier date.

(e) Where the distinguishing elements of a design orc in substan-
tially Me same .form in a number of Jiff, rent useful ortieles, the
de.siyn shall be psydected ox to all smelt articles when peotected as
to one of thim, but not more thus' one registration shall be Iv yuired.
pon expiration or termination of protection in a particular design

us provided in this title all rights under this title in said design shall
teeminate. regardless of the number of different artieles in which the
de,agn limy hare her utilized during the tern, of its protection.

run 10:$10N NOTICE

Nrc. 306. (II) Wh, r any design for which protection is sought
wolf r this title is made public us procithd in s. (Won i();(b), the
proprietor .shall, subject to the prori.4010 of section mark it or
hare it marked legibly with a design no /lee consisting of the following
three elements:

(1) the words "Protected Design-. the ahhr, eiat,CA "Piyird
Den.- or the I, thee ,r;thin a circle thus q;

(2) the year of the dote which the design was firs0 made
public; and
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(3) the name of the proprietor., as ahlweehflion 'Hach the

mne roll hr 1 eeoyni.7ell. or a yrnerolly oreepte,1 ',it,. nuttier flexiy-

,,,d;(111 ,,f ill,. propri, tor; 'toy di.tinetie, hie fitiliegitim, of /1,,

proprietor wily he axed if it /1111) 1)1 I'll (11,pOill 111,1/ 1'1,111'11111 hi/

the .111m;aistrtop he fore fley o marked with &melt ill, otillea-
.

/1011 04 Moile./016The.

.1/10 p per/Wrath'', the paistpation nanylo.p may ln moll ;onion! of

fheelem, ;, al () hereof.
(4) The notice nhall he A() torah ft vinyl 1111/6111 MI hi q;11

of IleX;911 1011Ptert;011 while the 'metal artich

1,,sthig through ityy normal rhaoph, of rooll 1'1. :1.111.X

,111;e, way hr fidIni I/. 111 Ih 'Wm,' 1,1 hIlv

hariml 1, :14;,, lir ai,I;igswax dodylim of Ihr notirr

/11 I, I, I, p, Iv, Iv, th, s,9, . e, e,e Nifh fff the ma-

,;,,l III bib ,1.111.V. hJr to l,///x op lalnlv 1,1fi.ppyl lt,

14111 111,llrial #11 ,1111 11 ;11/1.1',IN.

(,-) 11. huls ihr isr1Ill,;(4111' of a deyy;,/,, hag eanyi,l;y.,/ ,e;t1, the Ayawei-

,y;,,,,,, IJt th;.`i ',Oder th;h t;tle mhal/ pat ill' atirel,f1 lilt

ermaal. 1 /estroy-1 '' iiii . ohliterotioll ha (/t1/, f.f the flat's, 111111.1.

sill 111111

1:171..11 1PI IIIINSIIIV Norm:

The 1,115:,ra.,,,, ill, /WO Se, ills 11 Ne1;111, 401; 8111111

1*1rr' V.MM, ,1 ,,,* 111.1 f ;Pi 1;lige,,,1 Ilt

,/ill/ 11. ,11. sill, r' sre;t1I'll 11,11;,1' 111. 1l N1q1, 1,,y1t,"11;11,,.

111.11;11N 1111 111,1111'11.';111/ if ,111;11,1 ;14111111, Weld /11.111 ;,441. 7 1,11 .4,11h

1.1,5111 pryer's/ ',fly I. rue, ry 1111(11', 422 1,X/o,

,"1,,y la oily an le,111;,,,, ;,,f,.;,,,nroteof sir ',b.', ,r,.,;e;ny

,,,,f;,.,- i the ,Is;ao peotpet;my. old iai,,,Yetiffig he

10,1; f1I, 1yr1.1,,pefor 1 /if' yleNlYin xholl eeiyilha. said In 1.111111

1,, Ills 1/ res1X111,s11111' 111' 1-111,,,',1111111 1,41;,111,;1,1, ;11

VIII 11111,11.1' 1111.11111 111111.11 11.1 111.M;1 111.

1,1"111,1111110. th, ',me! ;,, ;tyy ,','ti,,,, shall l'he harden

1,1,ye;ny ,er;111 1, r .41115111 011 th:' proprietor.
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IATIMO I' ill:NT
%14, 10S. 1 11) Il "than lo ;Hiring, Meld Of O dosig prvilrrl, d Wilke

lo iv 1 We /*O any lorrxop, a;thel#,, eCioNll of the proprietor of
thy design, within ,/,, !niter/ Stootoo or ilx le 04,00'04 or' possession"
and do ing the krill of Mffll ll)h s 1;011.

1) make. how(' made. or import. for sale or for use in trade.
ony infringing ,,x defined in lood.sre lion (d) hereof; or

(1) 11 rrr distiloolle for sale or for axe in trade any Koch
satin ft fig ti, : /'o 1,0 wo Pee, T hat a Neller or distributor

of olift Nor,' arti, le who did not make or import the same shall hr
',wooed II, Isle; Miler mil,/ if

;I h.' Wore,/ or ovh d otholiot, With si /WOW farb, re /15

wok( , ;m porter hi ias pod nrrrh (erely poorrhas-
;no g; e;ny an order to port home ;0 the oein hoe!, e0OeNe of

bov;isexv shall wit of itA, I f IMO; fide NO, h indorement or
oodloAion); or

(11) lie refits, x or fails ;yore the request of the proprietor
of the dexign to make o prompt and full disclosure of ;,;"
sonee of "oorh artile, and he orders or reorders sach article
softer haring r reived r hr/ registered or certified moll
of the protection sabsisting in the de.si,gn.

(11) It shall he not iofriorno tot to make, hare motile, import, sell,
or distrihoto any odie!, cm hod/tiny a design re. wolf without knowl-
edge of, owl eopyiou lion,, o protected d, Papo,

r I .1 proton who iHrorporoiex into his own prods et of noon-of whore
an infringing article otropoiro d from Who rs in the ordinary/ roarxr of
bomb?, s". or who,. withoot knowledge of th protect, ol drxigro, mobs or
pow, (ores an infringing oeti 1e for tho aro ont of onothee person iv the
ordinary coorve of Li ;hoes". shall not he deemed on infringrr except
ander Mr r000lit;ons of rhoox (i) and (ii) of paragraph (a)(..!) of
this sertion. .1roo piing an order or rowed. r from the NIMire Of the ;n-
fr;luiimi shill he 'let no d fordo ring or omit, ring onithio. this

meaning of claaso, (ii) of raagoaph (o)( 2) of thi" (on.
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(d) An "infringing article" as used herein is any article. the design

of which has been topied from the proteeted design, without the con-

sent of the proprietor: Prorided hoverer. That an illuctration or

picture of a protected design in an ad retisement, book periodical,

newspaper, photograph. broadcast, motion picture, or similar medium.

shall not be deemed to he an in article, A» article is not an

irrfrvnging article if it embodies, in common with the protected design,

only elements described in subsections (a) through (d) of setio

(e) The party alleging rights in a design in any action or proceed-

ing shall hare the burden of affirmatirely establishing its originality

whneer the opposing party introduees an earlier work hieh ix

identical to such design, or so similar as to make a prima /aria show-

ing that soda design was copied f rum such work.
AppLirArfox PeR RROIRrR.IrloN

Spc..1011. (a) PPOleetion under this title shall in' lost if application

for registra. Ion of the design is not made within six months after the

date on whirl, the design wax first wade publh. as ',melded in seetion

(h) Application for registration or renewal may be node hy the

proprietor of the design.

(e) ?'Ire application for registration shall he mode to the dapin-

from, mut ghat/ 8/1r11. (I) the Hanle and adds I ss of the aathor or

aothors of the desiyn : (4) the name owl address of the proprietor

if different from the author': (.1) the spec,* goome of the article. in-

diiding its $) the date when the des;Ilii ores first Made 'Mbar

as proehled in. section .10(0: eta (5) such other information. as may

h, qii;17 d h he .111inini.trato. Th, applirofion for registration

Ind,/ dew rip, hpis selthifl forth the salient features of the de-

xian, hat th, sae!, a thwipt;on shall not ',wren, registra-

1;on 11,1111 r thiv

(of ) h, for r, a;vteatim, hr/ rt

:dab MI Ift filffh fpfith thf alapi;dlit 111' 1);:i did.11 Mith014.TI'd agent to'

Neofbiliee..w 1111!/ fordo ih,a. I,, the he.-It of his kno,,./,,lq, and l,,
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lief (I) the ilidysi Ind INNS emoted by the author or authors
',doily/ hi the oppliothm; (.0 the lb s;9,1 has vot pre 'slowly been regis-
tered Ol, hehalf of the it pplirOnt or him ',reds r :40,. in Ole; (3) the dr.
sill II hos o moth pohlh. sot' woes's', ist suction .104(1,): gild (4) the
oppllesint ;11 the pursuit , ot;tled to protection mot to registpot;on wok'.
this . f th, ,/,slop ha, hero wade loth& w;11( the design )(oiler
prrneril ,sethm th, stab (Hunt shall also deserihe the e.t.a&
/WWI Sine! ',Oration of the ,It sign notice.

() Error il, 15, stilts loco, or HMV, 11;Ogi ON NI& Wilily of the orth.le
owned hi th, orpliesition. the II,-N;os, elf whiph sought to he regis-
t, d. shall out olferl Ih, profretioss xestileed ander this Nile.

( I) Errors in omitting )0;0 sflithOr Or in minting on allege(' joint
maim, shot, not off, thr g Nf the r imIra11011. Or the victual
msie,,b;1, or his pott;lio of thr sh Wrist: Proeidd, That the noose of
oor 10,1;eislool who iesis i forl III, smithy,. is slated in the opplIeot ion.
Wh, thi. ,b,ilys, (Pox made within lhe regalae sewn. of th owhop's

t of th, Ili sign is diffleolt or in,-
possihh. smeribe and the application so stoles. the name and address
of the 0 15,1010Y, Whfills the elrAtigi, 110, may he stated instead
of Mil of the indie;dnal author.

app11,-.11.on fm. registiat;on shall he otrom pooled by two
cups's.% of " rail.; Mt Or lit her 1s;t114111 eI 15/0 ellteit;011 of the n.sefol
otirls. Fiorillo Moe or MOW riewx. ,oletplette to SbOW the design. in 57
io n 1 Mill, vo;tuht, for ,rhh.h shill he deemed a
pail of thr opplis

h ) levhded fal aet;uhs common design featores may he
Ms As0111,' 011,101;r01;01, Milk, Vial snditiOlis fig miry be prr-

Arrib, sI by go. .1,1,,,;,,,..wtrolor.

nr.rrit 1:411(1.11.4( 111.1NO nit!: I% lerION roNTRY
1 11). n. 'Till llt;illl 101. re,/ ;41.111;1/11 of 11 deN11/11 Pled in this

oontry by on y ll, rmOn who /,s n. o'hONC legal o presewsine or prs
es es..sor mows iis Ole has pree,40iisly yolorly fled an opidira-
tion foe i.sys'slortiois of 111. 5, fors ;on mold 171 lh;eli of
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fords similar prieileges in the rose of oppllrations filed in the foiled

Stoles or to citizens of the Coat( d States shall hoe(' the same led

os filed in this (woo on the dote on hieh (hr' opplirotion moo

first filed in any smell foreign country.; f the Ispplieation in this eontry

;8 filed within six months from the (oiliest dole on which on such

foreign o pplication os
0.1T118 !NO .10KNOWLPhOlIENTK

Sri.. 311. Oaths Iti/d1/400Wh flys/lei/18 required by this title may be

made hrfore tiny person in the roiled Stoles authorized by lam to

odminish r oaths, or, who( mode in r, foreign eonnty before any

diplomo.tie romodo officer of the l'hited States onthorized to ad-

ministy r oaths, or before any official authorized to administer oaths in

the for( iya rafintry roneered, whose authority shall proud by o

reetiliole of is diploniotil or (yowl/fir offiee of the l'llited States,. and

shall be rand if they comply 'Pith the Mows of the Witte or 'won's'

where made.
PX4M1NATION OP APPLICATION IND ISSUE OR RKPCS:11. OP RPOINTRATION

.F.7...112. (o) rpm, ths filing of on opplie tion for registration ki

proper form as proeided in setion .10.9. and ',poi, payment of the fee

provided is section 315, the Administrotor shall determine whether

or not the appTh (Won &lobs o design whirl; on its fore appear* to

he sabjet to protertion o'r'der this lige. and if so. he shall register the

design. Rey;strotion under this sidiseetion shall he announced hl/

pohliyatioo.

f f. in his jadynil ot. the oppllealion foe rgistrotion whites to

a design Yeh;eh on its Pry is not sohjett to prOtrrtitni mole). th;n

the .1diny'strotor shall send the upplieunt 0 notiee of MR ',just,' to

eyhtter and the g rounds there for. Within three months from the date

the noir( of refosol is sent. the, opplipool too!, regotxt. ;,, writing. )'r-

h;..y ppI;eyytion. .111( reansidemlion at midi a riplod.

the .111ily;n;stryyto shall r rey;sty e the design or s. nyl thr applicant

o nigh, of is ;.V final re joins! tyy egisty r.

() .1ny regfm iet, !relic el X he is Trill he 10,00.0 yy egistm-
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lion wolf.). this title may. 11/11)11 payn-ent of the pmse rihed fee, apply

to the Adoiluisteatoe at any time to tytnecl the registsvition on the
ground that the dcsig a is oat soh), s.t psyd, 'Won ander the proeisions
of this title, stating the reasons Mc eefor. 'pm, meeipt of an opplica-
lion. for MurcllaGon, the Administrator shot, send the proprietor of

a the design, OM 81,10r, ill Me records of the OffiiI* of the 1d 'n;st rator,a
lefatiee Of Maid epplicOtiOn. send Mc proprietor dial, bare a period
Mat. MOOMN POO. the dale Salle 1ffit;f1' WaS Moab d hi which to peened

arguments ell support Of Me ediddy of fhe Ofra1i0O. /1 Sb/d1 480
be W; t /an the authority of the Administrator to establish, by regula-
tion, conditions under which the opposing parties may uppear and be
heard in support of their argument v. I f. aft( r the periods ioided for
the lows, ntat;,1, of art /l//N( nts hoe, ,-.epircd, Mc Administrator deter-
mines that the appliont for cane, ltation /,u estoldish,1 that Me de-
s;g1, %.V fl hi protection poeisions of this title, he
shall order the pistcation sti, ,, from record.
an(1c, !Vs vat.,, shall he anima need hy publication. and notice of
the .I viii tin,/1i'lll;Oft! ion with r, spec! 10 any opplirolion,
for saw, llot;,,,, sin/1 In sent to th, applicant find to the popi( tor
of

(d) Remedy ,niaiost a final ad,.. e.vc (1, termination 'Nub r sohpara-
ora (IP) eIbeee may / had by means of a vied nelion.
dy,,;nst th, pnesnon.' Mr liff,01.8joil of seet;01, Nu of
title Is. States rode. if row wenced width, sach time after:m(4
deeisio.n, not less than 60 fhlys, 08 I Admin;drator appoints.

(r) ,, Niyi, has heel, eca,%0,-,10,1 ',mice this &Tilos,. the lurk
at,'1;:g elf sing which :t has h, e I IIIIMIller° Shan In'

defense to an infringement action ander sectioa 320, and no ground
for cancellation and( r silo (e) of th;.., section or ander ser-
/ion

f 1:k i WIT ION Or OraftelO t fox
St, . ales of reelhel reeqem eelmll Lioelleel is the hie SOW Of

eede wills the Well of /he Hire of th, . fi/Oipistralor;ehel
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shall be recorded in 11u, official reords of that Office. The certificate

shall state the DOW of the useful article, Ow date of filing of the a ppll-

eat ion. the dote on. which the design was first inode pobli as prorided

in serthm Ai (b) or any twiit's. date as set forth in section 40.5) (b), and

shall contain a reproduction of the drawing or other pictorial repre-

sentationt showing the design. When, a description of the salient fea-

tures of the design appears in the applimtio. this description shall

also appear in the certificate. .1 renewal certificate shall contain the

date of renewal registration hi addition to the foregoing.," certificate

of initial or renewal registration shall be admitted in any court as

prima facie cridenee of the facts stated therein.

PrOLIVATION or ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INDEXES

St'''. 31 (a) The ...Idminixirafin. poblish lists and indexes of

registered designs and cancellations thereof and may also publish the

drawing or other pictorial representations of registered designs for

sale or other distribution.

(1,1) The .111minitarnior Athol/ establish and maintain a. file of the

drawings or other pictorial representations of registered designs, which

file shall he (lendable foe use by the public under such. conditions 08

the Administrator wily preseiht.
r

Srf...11.;. ) Them shall lie paid to the .11/m/i,ixtratm. the following

fees:

(I) filing each upplication foe registration or for renewal of reg-

i.stratiol, of rr design. N14.

(.!) aeh additional Irbil, rl otieh iise1oded in one oppIhwtio,

(.1) For rs voiding isignient.s.; for the lie st six pages. esnd for eoeh

odditional tiro pity, x or less,

(4) l nr a rr rt;7h.,th tarsi 'lion of error not the for& .af the

free.

(51 For ertiti(ation ropie of etiWrIA. S

() On "'lig roe!, ondirotion for conellotion of a reghilIVIliDS,

$15.

c.
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(h) The Administrator may establish rharges for materials or serv-
ices furnished by the /?free. nut sper-ifed above. reasonably related to
the cost thereof.

1s:011..171XX
SF, The .IdlithohdrillOr Indy t RtrlhliRh regolh160101 110/ 1I1C01?

SWent With lam for the administration of this title.
conga ItHeonnn

,sfry. .117. I. pose pool, nt of the prescribed fee. any person may oh-
fain rtified copy of any °Pia, record of the Office of the Admhlis-
trten.. which copy shall he admissible epidemic with the snore' effect
as the original.

RIINTIN OP 1111101IS IN CERTIPICATIM
814%318. The .144014117110r may correct any error in a registration

incurred through the fault of the Office, or, upon payment of the re-
yahoo, fee. any error of a elericid or typographical nature not the fault
of the °Mere oefwering in good faith. hy cotifirale of eorrection wilder
.real. sad, registmtion. together ?Pith the reetifieate. shall thereafter
hare the some elfeft us if the scum r ha heel( originally issued in such
eon., tied form.

0WNI:'R.4llll' TRANNFER

.1111. (a) The propety right in a delaflos subject to protection
ware this title shun vest in. the author. the legal represenlolir(s of a
dereased author or of one under legal incopacity, the employer for
whom. //u withiur created the design in the ,,,,,, of a design made
,cith;,, the ee,mble scope of the (Indoor's employment. tie N persOn to
whew, the rights q. the viothm or of sot h employer hoes, heen trans-
.?, I rid. The i.,on p, owns in whom the ploprety eight i8 rested
shall hr , onside 01 the propel, for ist the design.

(h) The prupurty right in N ?!'gists rut! fl,si!,n. Or n rat Nip, foe whirl,

nn (Ippl;v1i1;011 fin* trybd 1711;01# 'ills been Or Ithly be Ned. may be ON-
pi,/ iv., (I. iob (1. rlhope d by an instrument in welling.
siasna by the proprietor. or fluty lu hegoteallu rl by

le) in arknowlella, went ax proeided in seetion 311 he prima
Iqdem-r lair r.rrr'llliol? tit tip (INNiqIum let. yr', riMrcyllne,

or 111114011/v .
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(d) .1)) onnignent. grant. (Imre/poet.. or mortgve mho!! /n' eoid

ax 10:41 y solImeopol rchOmee Or 1110elf/Oge fU rl elOINOhle ron-

silleeld;OO. without naive. unless it is recorded ia the ()Nee of Ilse

.1dmioixtrator within thro. looathm limo dm dote of 1 XII( '111101) or prior

hi the date of sods msohm, yin fo psi whom or mortgage.

RA.11K111* FOR ANATIGI:A:N7'

Ire) l'he proprietor of It draign shall hare 'rowdy for ko

fr ;ngr meld leg vied artion inntitoted after innonlore of a eetifientr of

fryistratioo er f flu de.if/o.

II)) The proprietor of desiyo may hurl. joollitt1 rhea. of a final

r, ionol of the .1dminintrolor 10 reginter the derd.on. by o ell action

hemsyht aN for ;hiring, went if ronsno need within the time xperified

;II Nil .j12(11) 110011 :4111111 hoedy for int ringement 11g the Moline

recliner if the r r net odindoe.v /hi desiyi, subject to protection eerie/re INN

1;11 ProPifif ol. %'h01 (1) he leas peer; INII/ dal, filed ond doily lout-

, rod, el to ?Me 4 lima re omat mo to p ;on in limper form for el yhtl

1#4,110#1 of 1 ht Mod (4) hi' rollOON ol copy of the rum 'Aloha in

'olio's, to In 1, lie, red to lhr m ; toixf palm. within h lo days qtrs. Ilse

ell00 5(5 111 1110' 044110. 1111 (.;) the deft lohlot has rOMOI;11vIllie;X

;10 eeNpf to the flesigio lhieh would constitute infringement ?Pith

es reef Jo vi siyoo rod, 1.1 ril oi loth I. Aix Ole.

INJI NVT1(iN

.141. The meet ol yowls hoeing istrindietion u f aetioos

thht tith nosy groat ioaortions oecordoace with the ploipIes of

',Indy to prevent frioorm, ineloding io their dixer) lion. prompt

relief by Ir Inporaly rentrnining orders and pri.linfintoeg Moo,.

RATOTRI* Full INPRIAYMMENT. ANS) NO PORT //

Sf.'t 32,1. (II) Upon finding for the rThinsolot the (wat shall ',word

/sine donsayes adeplote to romp, oxide foe the infringement. Ind in

no ere)), less than the reasona le odor the court shall assess thew.

10 r cresol the rood moy inerrant. the domogen to each amount.

not e. rending $.-LOIN) or $1 per ropy. 'eh iehe err iN greoter. on In the
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roffi to by Thu (1,1111flgem OWIMIrd any Of the
aboe irennistanees shall constitute ropensation and not a penalty.
l'he emir, may ree ire expert testimony as ills Ohl to Iles Itrtel'llall10;011

elanutyes.

(h) .1.1, revile' f/ partlybiplo (a) xlalll h. bent fur any ;101409u-

'Held CO11111011 VI IllOrt 11111.1 tf) of the
complaint.

(r) l'Ire vow./ inoy oword I.ros000hh otto,ry's fe, x to the prerad-

log party. l'he road Beefy also award other expenses of sail to es

preraillny ;to an action hotje e. section .4.1;(11).

(el) l'he v meet may teeth r that all infritly:Ify etrlieh.x.il till /)lutes.
ill ',it'll, inO(148, al' Other lneunN Nilelltrillly adapted fur mak-

iny the some he eh !leered op for destruction or other elisposllion as
the court may direr,.

roll 01 lualRT OrEll RI:(11147RATION

SF+ . hi+ any alion ;steain!, a ilts;yit for erhih proteetior
sooyht 'inner this title, the roll11 Whell'approprittle. way ulv1. r rey;xto
/tun of o fles;fin or the roorellotioo of rogistrot;oh...luy soch note,.

shall he ertiM,1 by the rurlrt to the .1111,o;nistrolor. who .hall nooke

appropriate entry upon /hr rel'OlYiN Of lei./ ()Per.
FM? ArT/la RIVisTRATIOS l'IMI1111.,311.1 falerilNia)

SAr. 12.j. Any presto, who shall twiny rlr, rfrliar, fo infrinyement

knowing that r, ylst ration of the fleshy', wax ohtalso el fry a false oe

.1 raeoloh at rrieresenttion mate ially a/feeling lir, lyhts Iion.the's
shall he liable in the sow 01 *1.11110. or sw-h port thi Si of ON Mr

ems el may del, 'wane. as pomp, losation to the ele leafleted. to In chary, el

ayaltist the ',Mail, mon poin to the defendant. in vanilla, to siteh

costs god attorney's fees of the fiefewlant Os may he ossysseel by the

run el.
PEN:11.11 l ilk P .11.14E Minn'

(a) 11' barrel% for the; purpose of der;rilly the pohlie,

Ax upon. or applies to. 01. uses in ea rerlisiny in ronnertion with any



es
0

article nook, axed, olAtrilsoftrd. for Kohl Iqi Mr de.doo of wh,,11

ix Bat prudehd olub r thIA Adyn IlOtiri Nx Aierifird ;11 nerNMO

406 1)5 ooy other worth or itywholx Imparting that hip (kid, II pro-

tected mod, r th,:x klloorIug that th slowly', IN 'WI .140

Idol', in fluid foot MOW Mao S.-0(110e, rrry Yll, h olfroOle.

(11) Ally ermot way Nor .for the penalty, ill felah

?dial yol to the ero011o toasty alai the other to the onfe of the Moiled

state's.
ro:v.to.n. eon vas,: urrimo:s1arATI0IN

SFr. .4.,11;. Who, ere o.lior;loodil IlooleN ol bilge et perNeOlolt;011 mote-

fIally sob ct;m1 the ;ghtx taImohle finder thIx Ole for till poiium,
of l,hhlillil,y regIstratiof, of a doily,' SU,iler thix title 815011 be lived

but is x. /hill, .':solo tool Rol omit- /IMO SIMN). Old e;yhIR Or 111414-

Ifvf x fir losoy lo,,./' II, the dexIao am!, r this tille MIMI/ ht

NI:1.17 %. To 1.1)111.111OOT L.if .1.1th;11, il, 1118.14 fill- Nh8111 difet y 1.1.011 (Sr rented y

'sow or ho r. after held by ail /51 'woo 10,80h-1. Idle I of th;N Art.

(h) too it so phtoeioll. Oroophh or xreilplural 'pork io whirl, rop -

, job, metht/.01 toothy 1;11e l of lIax 0.A1 01.1%.1301 ill *lb 014yiloll

:;,8 ll. i,/lo 1)% ,o so. till ortilr. !II/ 1h, oityrighl proprh.for or ander

oo pe, xx 1;eooxe from hill,. tho' (1, x;ou h, lowlerllon

eolith 11,r poeiiiitoitit of th; t .

ITI %Y, le irt.. r 1. 1 Iv

St, ( .1 ) ;1/ ,,y 115'

1 kg, lig y 158 'WWI Ole of the I01ilet1 Slab*

I 'toile..

h i The ;v.velo tow of el ,/, rth id for ell, torioinirithil for

ISIS ode, 1, tit iiiiii,eitstutori .,lid 1;11t .7 811,111 ft 1.11111110r wig

;,,ii of 11/,' owl, his Oh%

slim loot. I. 1.".18 tol'IlEIC WWII'S I .V.IPPI:CTE18

.root ;to I hip: Aohooll 01.1,0 or lino'', 1 I) hi,
too' ',Poi o' riyhIN on' oi too ,r,. \', ; any tIo elllItolo- 111 Oar hi hg 11515/ /0, mu),

forfeItf.d.
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with retipeet to o hot( not beets mode piddle as peoehled

ill xect;Oss 40;(b). or (2) any trodensorA right or right to he pmtreted
ofio holt unfair ((1555 petit ;on.

.101IININTRAT1111

. the Adininixtralne ()tiler of the ..liluihtitrotor re-
fern to hi t/i;u nth such offiei r trod office itx the Pro:Mild
may dex;ytaittr.

NEVERA811.1 TT 1'LAVRE

Nave. 331. If oily provision of this titk or the application of Ruch

prorision to any per8011, or circumetance is held invalid, Cher remainder
of the title or the application to other per110111 01' dre1111111filliee8 shall
not be offeeted

AMENDMENT OP OTDER 1TArrrnx

NE,, (N) SilhdlPhann 0(2) of aertion 70 of the Bankruptcy
Act of July 1, 1808, as amended (11 U.S.C. 110(a)), is amended

hime.rthly -flemignm." qtrs. -patent r;yltit.- and "t1r8;yti
Hon," after "application for patent,".

(h) Title of the roiled "arm Code ;x amended--
(1) by hoierthiy"demigitx.- offer "pot, tax:* the find 'widener

of section 1.1.18(it):

(.t) by intierting ". dexiyo." after ' "potent- hi the ',mond lieu-
pore of metiosi 1.1.18((1):

(.1) ;iixertby "iles;gli." offer "ropyr;yht.' mert;on 1.14N

(1:
(;) 1,11 ;ox, ,11g egidt r m;yoN** ofti r "ropy r;y11114" ;Si

rt ;OH I S.1,0 ;

(.;) 1.;X;ii 11;mo 1 ;AY (is) 41 I VW, followx:
-(0) Whrtierer erq;dered desioti Or ;Iii*ilt101, ?Merl Or IMMO-

bleb? ?WI by or for 1/s, oil(,/ Stoles w;thoot roar of the °leper
thereof of hlofol sight to ow or Immo (orlon. dir same. the on.o rx
ottiedit mholl be by iset;oli ityithmt the !ode,/ hi the root/ of
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PuRPOSE

The purpose of the proposed legislation, as amended, is to provide
in Title I for a general revision of the United States Copyright Law,
title 17 of the United States Code. Title II of the bill provides for the
establishment in the Library of Congress of a National Commission
on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works. Title Ill of the
bill creates a new type of protection for ornamental designs of useful
articles.

STATEMENT

The present Copyright Law of the United States is essentially that
enacted by the Congress in 1909. Many significant developments in
technology and communications have rendered that law clearly inade-
quate to the needs of the country today.

he enactment of legislation "To promote the Progress of Science
and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and In-
ventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Dis-
coveries", is one of the powers of the Congress enumerated in Article
I, section 8 of the Constitution. Some commentators on the Congress
in recent years have expressed concern that the legislative branch has
too frequently yielded the initiative in legislative matters to the
executive branch. This legislation is exclusively the product of the
legislative branch and has received detailed consideration over a
period of several years.

The origin of this legislation can ultimately be traced to the Legis-
lative Appropriations Act of 1955 which appropriated funds for a
comprehensive program of research and study of copyright law re-
vision by the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress. This com-
mittee's Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights
published a series of 34 studies on all aspects of copyright revision,
which were prepared under the supervision of the Copyright Office.
In 1961 the Congress received the Riport of the Register of Copy-
rights on the general revision of the U.S. Copyright Law." The Copy-
right Office subsequently conducted a series of panel meetings on
copyright law revision. On July 20, 1964, Senator John L. McClellan,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copy-
rights, introduced. at the request of the Librarian of Congress, S. 3008
of the 88th Congress, for the general revision of the copyright law.
No. action was taken on this bill prior to the adjournment of the
Congress.

In the 1st session of the 89th Congress, Senator McClellan, again
introduced at the request of the Librarian of Congress, a general copy-
right revision bill S. 1006. Hearings on this legislation were com-
menced by the Subcommittee on August 18, 1965, and continued on
August 19 and 20. When the hearings were recessed, a large number of
witnesses remained to be heard. During the 2d session of the 89th
Congress there were important developments relating to the possible
copyright liability of cable television systems under the Copyright Art
of 1909. in order to ascertain whether immediate and separate legis-
lative action on the copyright ('A'I'D' question was necessary and
desirable. the Subcommittee commenced hearings on that subject on
August 2. 1966. These timings continued on August 3, 4 and 25. No
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further action was taken by the Subcommittee during the 89th
Congress.

In the 1st session of the 90th Congress Senator McClellan again,
at the request of the Librarian of Congress. introduced S. 597, for the
general revision of the copyright law. Hearings on this bill commenced
on March 15. 1967 and continued on March 16, 17, 20, 21, April 4,

11. 12 and 28. During the Subcommittee hearings more than 100
witnesses were heard and many suggested amendments were submitted
for the consideration of the Subcommittee.

On April 11, 1967, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 2512,
for the general revision of the copyright law. This bill was subse-
quently referred to the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and
ropyrights. Although the Subcommittee completed the public hear-
ings on copyright revision during the.901 It Congress, no further action
was .tOcen by the Subcommittee because of problems with certain
pronsions of the legislation, and because of the pendency of the cable
television judicial proceedings.

One of the problems that preventod Subcommittee action (luring
the 90th ( longress was uncertainty concerning' the impact of the legis-
lation on the use of copyrighted! materials. in computers and other
forms of information storage and retrieval systems. The Subcom-
mittee recommended and the Senate passed on October 12, 1967, S.
2216 to establish in the Libralry of Congress a National Commission
on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works. The Commission
was authorized to study this subject and recommend any changes in
copyright law or procedure. No net ion was taken on this legislation by
the House of Representative:.

On January 22 ((legislative (1..y January 10), 1969. Senator McClel-
lan S. 54:1. Title I of this bill, other than for technical
amendments. was identiral to S. 597 of the 90th Congress. Title II of
the bill incorporated the provisions of S. 2216 providing for the

blishmen t ed the Nat hood 'onunission on New TerlatOlOgleal Uses
of ( 'op% righted Works.

Ou...Pecember 10, 1969, the Subcommittee favorably reported S.
543. %sill' an amendment in the nut ure of a substitute. No further
art ion was liken in the Committee on the Judiriary, lima* !w-
eans.. of the cable television issue.

ha February IS. 1971. Senator McClellan introduced S. 644 for the
general revision of the copyright law. Other than for minor am nd-
mew. the teat of that bill was Wellhead to the revision lull repotted
by the' Subconunit Pe in the 91st Congress. No action was taken on
general et i-ion legislation during I he 92nd Congre.s while the
Subcommittee was awaiting the formulation mid adoption by the
Federal Communications Commission of new cable television rules.

IVhile action on the general revision bill was neressanly delayed,
the 'mouth( 1:ied duplication of sound recordings herniae alespirl.
It WIN accordingly dell mined that the creation of a hooted copyright
in sound reeording should not await action on the general revision
lin Senator McClellan introduced, for himself and others, S. 644 of
the 92nd Congress to an title 17 of the U.S. ('ode to provide for
the (vendor) of a limited copyright in sound recordings. An amended
version of this legislation was enacted as P.14. 92 140.

Ora Nlarch 20. 1973. Senator McClellan introduced S. 1361 for the
general revision of the copyright law. Other than for technical amend-
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performance is dismissed below in connection with section 114 of thebill.
The eQpyrightable elements in a sound recording will usually,though not always, involve "authorship" both on the part of the per-formers whose performance is captured and on the part of the record

producer responsible for setting up the recording session, capturingand electronically rocessing the sounds, and compiling and editingthem to make the final sound recording. There may be cases where therecord producer's contribution is so minimal that. the performance isthe only copyrightable element in the work, and there may be cases(for example, recordings of birdcalls, sounds of racing cars, et cetera)where only the record producer's contribution is copyrightable.
Sound tracks of motion pictures, lbw a nebulous areain America's

copyright, law, are specifkally included in the definition of "motion
pictures" and excluded in the definition of "sound recordings." "Mo-tion pictures," as defined, requires three elements: (1), a series ofimages, (2) the capnbilitz. of showing the images in a certain successiveorder, and (3) an Impression of motion when the images are thusshown. Coupled with tip basic requirements of original authorshipand fixation in tangible fotri, this definition encompasses a wide range
of cinematographic works embodied in films, tapes, and other media.
However, it would not include: (1) unauthorized fixations of liveperformances or telecasts, (2) live telecasts that are not fixed simul-taneously with their transmission, or (3) filmstrips and slide sets
which, although consisting of a series of images intended to be shown
in succession, are not capable of conveying an impression of motion.

On the other hand, the bill also equates audiovisual materials such
as filmstrips, slide sets, and sets of transparencies with "motion pic-tures" rather than with "pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works."
Their sequential showing is closer to a ' performance" than to a "dis-play," and the definition of "audiovisual works," which applies alsoto "motion pictures," embraces works consisting of a series of relatedimages that are by their nature, intended for showing by means ofprojectors or other devices.
Nature of copyright

Copyright does not preclude others from using, the ideas or infor-mation revealed by the author's work. It. pertains to the literary,
musical, graphic, or artistic form in which the author expressed intel-
lectual concepts. Section 102(b) makes clear that copyright protection
does not, extend to any idea,.plan, procedure, process, system, method
of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the formin which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such
work. The term "plan" in this context refers to a mental formulation
for achieving something, as distinguished from a graphic representa-
tion diagramming the mental concept..

Some concern has been expressed lest copyright in computer pro-grams should extend protection to the methodology or processesadopted by the progrommer, rather than merely to the "writing" ex-pressing his ideas. Section 102(b) is intended, among other things, tomake clear that the expression adopted by the programmer is thecopyrightable element in a computer program, and that the actual
processes or methods embodied in the program are not within the scopeof the copyright law.
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Section 102(b) in no way enlarges or contracts the scope of copy-
right protection under the present law. Its purpose is to restate, in the
context of the new single Federal system of copyright, that the basic
dichotomy between expression and idea remains unchanged.

SECTION 103. COMPILATIONS AND DERIVATIVE WORKS

Section 103 complement section 102: A compilation or derivative
work is copyright able if it. represents an "original work of authorship"
and falls within one or more of the categories listed in section 102.
Read together, the two sections make plain that the criteria of copy-
rightable subject mat r stated in section 102 apply with full force to
works that are entirely original and to thosc containing preexisting
material. Section 103(b) is also intended to define, more sharply and
clearly than does section 7 of tin present law, the important interrela-
tionship and correlation between protection of preexisting and of
"new" material in a particular work. The most important point here is
one that is commonly misunderstood today: Copy right in a "new
version" covers only the material added by the later author, and has
no effect one way or the other on the copyright or public domain status
of the preexisting material.

Between them the terms "compilations" and "derivative works,"
which are defined in section 101, comprehend every eopviightable
work that employs preexistieg material or data of any kiwi. 1 here is
necessarily some overlapping between the two, but they basically rep-
resent different concepts. A "compilation" results from a process of
selecting. bringing together. organizing, and arranging previously
existing material of nil kinds, regardless of whether the individual
items in that material have been or ever could have been subject to
copyright. A "derivative work," on the other hand, requires a process
of recasting. transforming, or adapting "one or more preexisting
works"; the "preexisting work" must come within the general subject
matter of copyright set forth in section 102, regardless of whether it
is or was ever copyrighted.

The second part of the sentence that makes up section 103(a) deals
with the status of a compilation or derivative work unlawfully em-
ploying preexisting copyrighted material. In providing that. protection
does not extend to "any part of the work in which such material has
been used unlawfully," the bill prevents an infringer front benefiting,
through copyright pro.erti in, from his unlawful act, but preserves
protection for those parts of the work that do not employ the pre-
existing work. Thus, an unauthorized translation of a novel could not
he copyrighted at all, but the owner of copyright in an anthology of
poetry could sue someone who infringed the whole anthology, even
though the infringer proves that publication of one of the poems was
unauthorized. Under this provision, copyright could be obtained as
long as the use of the preexisting work was not "unlawful," even
though the consent of the copyright owner had not been obtained.
For instance. the unauthorized reproduction of a work might be "law-
ful" under the doctrine of fair use or an applicable foreign law, and if
co the work incorporating it. could be copyrighted.

SECTION 104. NATIONAL ORIGIN

Section 104 of the bill, which sets forth the basic criteria under
which works of foreign origin can he protected under the U.S. copy-
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right law, divides all works coming within the scope of sections 102and 103 into two categories: unpublished and published. Subsectionimposesmposes no qualifications of nationality and domicile with respectto unpublished works. Subscetion (b) would make published workssubject to protection under any one of four conditions:(1) Ile author !s a national or domiciliary of the United Statesor of a country with which the United States has copyright rela-tions under a treaty;
(2) The work is first published in the United States or in acountry that is a party to the Universal Copyright Convention;(3) The work is first published by the United Nations, by anyof its specialized agencies, or by the Organization of AmericanStates; or
(4) The work is covered by a Presidential proclamation ex-tending protection to works originating in a specified countrywhich extends protection to U.S. works "on substantially thesame basis" as to its own works.

Subsection (c) provides that the expropriation by a governmentalorganization of a foreign country, of a copyright, or the right to securea copyright or any right in a work for which a copyright may be se-cured, or the transler of a copyright from the author or copyright ownerto a governmental agency of a foreign country pursuant to any lawrequiring such transfer shall not be given effect for the purposes of thistitle.
The purpose of this subsection is to implement the basic principlethat an authors United States copyright in his work shall be securedto him, and cannot be taken from him by any foreign government. It isthe intent of the subsection that the author or copyright owner isentitled, despite the expropriation or transfer, to continue exercisingall rights under the United States statute, and that the foreign govern-mental organization may not enforce or exercise any rights under thisAct. For purposes of this subsection, if a foreign government condi-tions the right to secure copyright on the elimination by the author ofportions of his work such action may be construed as an act of ex-propriation.

A "governmental organization" includes departments, agenciesand other official or quasi-official organs of the government., or anycorporation or organization designated by the government to servesuch a function.
It may sometimes be dill' .lult to ascertain if a transfer of copyrightis voluntary or is coerced by covert pressure. But subsection (c)would protect foregin authors against. laws anti decrees which woulddivest them of their rights under the United States Copyright Act.It would protect authors within the foreign country who choose toresist such covert pressures.

SECTION 106. 1.7.S. GOVERNMENT WORKS
The basic premise of section 105 of the bill is the same as that ofsection 8 of the present lawthat works produced for the U.S.Government by its officers and employees should not be subject tocopyright. The provision applies the principle equally to unpublishedand published works.
A Government official or employee should not be prevented fromsecuring copyright in a work written at his own volition and outside
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his duties, even though the subject matter involves his Government

work or his professional field. A more difficult and far-reaching prob-

lem is whether the definition should be broadened to prohibit copy-

right in works prepared under U.S. Government. contract or grants.

As the bill is written, the Government agency concerned could de-

termine in each case whether to allow an independent contractor or

grantee to secure copyright in works prepared in whole or in part with

the use of Government funds. The argument against allowing copy

right in this situation is that the public should not be required to pay

a "double subsidy," and that it is inconsistent to prohibit copyright

in works by Government employees while permitting private copy-

rights in a growing body of works created by persons who are paid

with Government funds.
The bill deliberately avoids making any sort of outright, unqualified

prohibition against copyright in works prepared under Government

contract or grant. There may well be cases where it would he in the

public interest to deny copyright in the writings generated by Govern-

ment research contracts and the like; it can be assumed that, where a

Government agency commissions a work for its own use merely as an

alternative to having one of its own employees prepare the work, the

right to secure a private copyright would he withheld. However, there

are almost certainly many other cases where the denial of copyright

protection would be unfair or would hamper the production and

publication of important works. Where, under the particular circum-

stanes, Congress or the agency involved finds that the need to have a

work freely available outweighs the need of the private author to

secure copyright, the problem can be dealt with by specific legislation,

agency regulations, or contractual restrictions.
Section 8 of the statute now in effect. includes a saving clause in-

tended to make clear that the copyright protection of a private work is

not affected if the work is published by the Government. There is no

need to restate this principle explicitly in the context. of section 105;

there is nothing in section 105 that would relieve the Government of

its obligation to secure permission in order to publish a copyrighted

work. and publication or other use by the Government of a private

work could not lam its copyright protection in any way.

While the intent of section 105 is to restrict the prohibition against

Government copyright to works written by employees of the United

States Government within the scope of their official duties. In accord-

ane with the objectives of the Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, this

section does not apply to works created by employees of the United

States Postal Service.Vhe privilege of securing copyright in its publica-

tions does not extend to restrictions on the use of postage-stamps on

mail carried by the Postal Service.

SECTION 108. EXCIXSIVE RIGHTS IN COPYRIGHTED WORKS

General scope of copyright
The five fundamental rights that the bill gives to copyright owners

the exclusive rights of reproduction, adaptation, publication, per-

formance. and displayare stated generally in section 106. These

exclusive rights, which minimise the so-called "bundle of rights" that

is a copyright. are cumulative and may overlap in some cases. Each

of the five enumerated rights may be subdivided indefinitely and, as



discussed below in connection with section 201, each subdivision of an
exclusive right may be owned and enforced separately.

The approach of the bill is to set forth the copyright owner's ex-
clusive rights in broad terms in section 106, and then to provide various
limitations, qualifications, or exemptions in the 11 sections that. follow.
Thus, everything in sect ion 106 is made "subject to sections 107 through
117," and must he read in conjunction with those provisions.

The exclusive rights accorded to a copyright owner under section
106 are "to do and to authorize" any of the activities specified in the
five numbered clauses. Use of the phrase "to authorize" is intended to
avoid any questions as to the liability of contributory. infringers. For
example, a person who lawfully acquires an authorized copy of a
motion picture would be an infringer if he engages in the business of
renting it to others for purposes of unauthorized public performance.
Rights of reproduction, adaptation, and publication

The first three clauses of section 106, which cover all rights under
a.copyright except those of performance and display, extend to every
kind of copyrighted work. The exclusive rights encompassed by these
clauses, though closely related, are independent; they can generally 613
characterized as rights of copying, recording, adaptation, and publish-
ing. A single act of infringement may violate all of these rights at
once, as where a publisher reproduces, adapts, and sells copies of a
person's copyrighted work as part of a publishing venture. Infringe-
ment takes place when any one of the rights is violated: where, for
example, a printer reproduces copies without selling them or a retailer
sells copies without having anything to do with their reproduction.
The references to "copies or phonorecords." although in the plural, are
intended here and throughout the bill to include the singular
(1 U.S.C. 1).

Reproduction.Read together with the relevant definitions in sec-
tion 101, the right "to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or
phonorecords" means the right to produce a material object in which
the work is duplicated, transcribed, imitated, or simulated in a fixed
form from which it can be "perceived, reproduced, or otherwise com-
municated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."
As under the present law, a copyrighted work would be infringed by
reproducing it in whole or in any substantial part, and by duplicating
it exactly or by imitation or simulation. Wide departures or variations
from the copyrighted works would still be an infringement as long as
the author's "expression" rather than merely his "ideas" are taken.

"Reproduction" under clause (1) of section 106 is to be distinguished
from "display" under dense (5). For a work to be "reproduced," its
fixation in tangible form must. be "sufficiently permanent or stable to
permit it to be' perceived. reproduced, or otherwise communicated for
a period of more than transitory duration." Thus, the showing of
images on a screen or tube wouid not be a violation of caluse (1),
although it might come within the scope of clause (5).

Preparation of deriratire ivorkx.--The exclusive right to prepare
derivative works. :pecified separately in clause (2) of section 106,
overlaps the exclusive right. of reproduction to some extent. It is
broader than that right. however, in the sense that reproduction
requires fixation in copies or phonorecords, whereas the preparation
of a derivative work. such as a ballet, pantomime, or improvised j)er-
romance, may be an infringement even though nothing is ever fixed
in tangible form.
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To be an infringement the "derivative work" must be "based upon

the copyrighted work," and the definition in section 101 refers to "a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization,

motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

condensation, or any of her form in which a work may b' recast,

transformed, or adapted " Thus, to constitute It violation of section

106(2). the infringing work must incorporate a portion of the copy-

righted work in some form; for example, a detailed commentary on

a work or a programmatic Mika! eomposition inspired by a novel

would not normally constitute infringements under till clause.

ne in informat;nn storage and retrieral ortemnAs section 117

declares explicitly, the bilt is not intended to alter the present law with

respect to the use of copyrighted works in computer systems.

public ifigfribation.('lause 01) of seetion 106 establishes the exclu-

sive right of publication: The right "to distribute copios or phono-

records of the cop% righted work to the public bv sale or other transfer

or owner -hip. or ity rental, lease, or lencling.'r Under this provision

the copyrigio Myllibr would have the right to control the first public

dist ribut it or of an authorized copy or phonorecord of his work, whether

by side, gift. hum. or some rental or lease arrangement. Likewise,

any uncut lio:iZed public distribution of copies or phonorecords that

were mil:m:101y made would be an infringement. As section 109

makes clear, however, the copyright owner's rights under section

106(3) Cestim with respect to a particular copy or phonorecord once he

has parted with ownership of it.

h'iyhI. of puht;e performance and display

Performing rights and the "for prnfit" limitation.The right of

performanee miller section 106(4) extends to "literary, musi-

cal, dramatic.. and choreographie works, pantomimes, and motion pie-

tores and other audiovisual works and sound recordings" and, unlike

the equivalent provisions now in effect. is not limited by any "for

profit' requirement. The approach of the bill, as in many foreign laws,

I, first to -tare the public performance right in broad terms, and then

to provide specific exemptions for educational and other nonprofit uses.

This approar h is more reasonable than the outright exemption of

the 1909 statute. The line bet Ween rOMMeri:11 Ana "nonprofit"

organizations is inereasing1% difficult to draw. Many "nonprofit'

organizations are highly sufisidized and capable of paying royalties

and the widespread public. exploitation of coffrighted works by

educational broadcasters and other noncommercial organizations is

likely to grow. In addition to these trends, it worth noting that

performanees and displays are continuing to supplant markets for

printed copies and that in the future a broad "not for profit" exemp-

tion could not only hurt authors but could dry up their incentive to

write.
The exclusive right of public performance is expanded to include

not only motion pictures but also audiovisual works such as filmstrips

and sets of slides. This provision of section 106(4), which is consistent

with the assimilation of motion pictures to audiovisual works through-

out the bill, is also related to amendments of the definitions of "dis-

play" and "perform" discussed below. The important issue of perform-

ing rights in sound recordings is discussed in connection with section

114.
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Right If public disp/ay.---Clause (5) of section 100 represents the
first explicit statutory recognition in American copyright law of an
exclusive right to show a copyrighted work, or an Image of it, to the
public. The existence or extent of this right under the present statute
10 mieertain and subject to challenge. The bill would give the owners
of copyright in "literary, musical. dramatie, and choreographic works,
pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works", including
the individual images of it motion pi'''pe(' or other audiovisual work,
the exclusive right "to display the ropy righted work publicly."
Prjinitionx

Under the definitions of 'perform," "display," "publicly," and
"transmit" in section 101, the concepts of public performance and
public display cover not only the initial rendition or showing, but also
any further act by which that rendition or showing is transmitted or
rommunieated to the public. Thus, for example: a singer is performing
when he -logs a song; a broadcasting network is performing when
it trate,mits his performance (whether simultaneously or from rec-
ords) ; u Ifleal broadcaster is performing when it transmits the net-
work broadcast: a cable television system is performing when it
retransmit. the broadenst, to its subscribers; and any individual is per-
forming whenever he plays a phonoreeord embodying the performanee
or eonummientes the performative by turning on at receiving sit.
Although any het by which the initial performance or display is
transmitted. repeated, or made to recur would itself he a "perform-
ance' or "display" under the bill, it would not be actionable as an
infringement unless it were dope IL: &titled in section 101.
Certain other performatives and displays. in addition to liaise that
are "private," are exempted or given qualified copyright control under
sections 107 through 117.

To "perform*" a work, under the definition in scream 101. includes
reading a literary work aloud, singing or playing music, dancing a
ballet or other choreographic work, and acting out a dramatic work
or pantomime. A performance mey he areilltIpli.-hell "either directly or

of boy device or proses." including all kinds of equipment
for reprodueing ur amplif mg sounds or visual images. any sort of
transmitting apparatus. any type of electronic retrieval system, and
ani. tither techniques and systems not yet ttl use or even invented.

The definition of "perform" in relation to "a motion picture or other
audio visual work" is "to ..ho its images in any sequence or to make
the ollnel, aecmpanying it audible.- The showing of portions of a
motion pie, ore, filmstrip. or slide set must therefore be sequential to
ennui lite a "performanre" rather than a "display", hut no particular
order need be maintained. The Purely aural performative of a motion
pietune sound track, or of the F.mul portions of an audiovisual work,
would constitute a performance of the "motion picture or otlwr audio-
yisoal work"; but. .t. where 01110 of the Noland. !1a e been reproduced
sellarately on kilionoreeords. a performance fpin the lohonorecord
would not rontitmite performance of the motion picture or audiovisual
work.

The corresponding definition of "display." covers any showing of a
"ooRy" of the work, "either directly or by means of a film. slide,
telisvision image. or any other devise or process." Since "copies" are

. 4 '
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df fined as including the material object "in which the work is first
fixed," the right of public display applies to original works of art as
well as to reproductions of them. With respect to motion pictures
and other audiovisual works, it is a "display" (rather than a "per-
formance") to show their "inflividual images nonsequentially." In
addition to the direct showings of a copy of a work, "display" would
include the projection of an image on a screen or other surface by any
method. the transmission of an image by electronic or other means,
and the showing of an image on a cathode ray tube, or similar viewing
apparatus connected with any sort of information storage and retrieval
system.

Under clause (1) of the definition of "publicly", a performance or
display is "public" if it takes place "at a place open to the public or
at any place where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal
circle of a family and its social acquaintances is gathered." One of
the principal purposes of the definition was to make clear that, con-
trary to the decision in Metro-Goldwyn-Afar,. Distributing Corp. v.
Irquit, 21 C.O. Bull. 203 (D. old. 1032), performances in "semipub-
lic'' places such as clubs, lodges, factories, summer camps, and schools
are "public performances" subject to copyright control. The term "a
family" in this context would include an individual living alone, so
that a gathering confined to the individual's social acquaintances
would normally be regarded as private. Routine meetings of business
and governmental personnel would be excluded because. they do not
represent the gatherinF of a "substantial number of persons."

Clause (2) of the definition of "publicly" in section 101 makes clear
that the concepts of public performance and public display include
not only performances and displays that occur initially in a public
place, but also arts that transmit or otherwise communicate a per-
formance or display of the work to the public by means of any device
or process. '('he definition of "transmit"to communicate a per-
formance or display "by any device or process whereby images or
sound are received beyond the place from which they are sent"--is
broad enough to include all conceivable forms anti combinations of
wired or wireless communications media, including but by no means
limited to radio and television broadcasting as we know them. Each
anti every method by which the images or sounds comprising a per-
formaeee or display are picked up and conveyed is a "transmission,"
and if the transmission real the public in any form, the case comes
within the scope of clauses (4) or (5) of section 106.

Under the bill, as under the present law, a performance made avail-
able by traft.mi.sion to the pi Vie al large as "public" even though
the recipient. are not gathered in a single place, and even if there is
no direct proof that any of the potential recipients was operating his
receiving aparatu. at tin' time of the trattsmis4ion. The same princi-
ples apply whenever she potentiall recipients of the transmission rep-
rt.geot a limited .11,1111`111 of the public. 'mph as the occupants of hotel
room-; or the .0111.4.riher, of a cable televkion service. elainte (2) of the
definition of -publicly" 1. applicahle "whether the members of the
public rapthip of rvcciving the performance or display receive it in the
same place or in .earate place. and at the same time or at different
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SECTION 107. FAIR USE

General background of Me problem
The judicial doctrine of fair use, one of the most important and

well-established limitations on the exclusive right of copyright
owners, would he given express statutory recognition for the first tame
in section 107. The claim that a defendant's acts constituted a fair
use rather than an infringement has been raised as a defense in in-
numerable copyright actions over the svars, and there is .ample case
law recognizing the existence of the doctrine and appbrmg it. The
examples enumerated at page 24 of the Register's 1961 Report, while
by no means exhaustive, give some idea of the sort of activities the
courts might regard as fair use under the circumstances: "quotation
of excerpts in a review or criticism for purposes of illustration or
comment ; quotation of short paseages in a scholarly or technical work,
for illustration or clarification of the author's observations; use in
a parody of some of the content of the work parodied; summary of an
address or article, with brief quotations, m a news report; repro-
duction by a library of a portion of a work to replace part of a dam-
aged copy; reproduction by a teacher or student of a small part of a
work to illustrate a lesson; reproduction of a work in legislative or
judicial proceedings or reports; incidental and fortuitous reproduc-
tion, in a newsreel or broadcast, of a work located at the scene of an
event being reported."

Although the' courts have considered and ruled upon the fair use
doctrine over and over again. no real definition of the concept has
ever emerged. Indeed, since the doctrine is an equitable rule of rea-
son, no generally applicable' definition is possible, and each case rais-
ing the que.tion must be derided on its own facts. On the other hand,
the courts have evolved a set of criteria which, though in no sense
definitive or determinative, provide some gage for balancing the
equities. Theip criteria have been stated in various ways, but essen-
tially they can all be reduced to the four standards which were stated
in the 1904 hill and have been adopted in section 107: "(1) the purpose
and character of the else; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3)
the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the
potential market for or value of the copyrighted work."

The. underlying intention of the hill with respect to the application
of the fair use doe trine in various situations is discussed -below. It
should he emphasized again the t, in tho:e situations or any others,
there is no purpose of either freezing or changing the doctrine. In
particular, the reference to fair use "by reproduction in copies or
phonorecords or by :any other means" should not be interpreted as sanc-
tioning any reprodnetion beyond the normal and reasonable limits
of fair use. In making separate' mention of "reproduction in copies or
phonoreeords" in the section. the provision is ci it intended to give this
kind of use any special or preferred statics as compared with other
kinds of uses. In any event. whether a use referred to in the first sen-
tence of section 107 is a fair use in a particular case will depend upon
the' appiieation of the determinative factors, including those mentioned
in the second sentence.
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Intention behind the provision
In general.The statement of the fair use doctrine in section 107

offers some guidance to users in determining when the principles of
the doctrine apply. However, the endless variety of situations and
combinations of circumstances that can rise in particular cases pre-
cludes the formulation of exact rules in the statute. The bill endorses
the purpose and general scope of the judicial doctrine of fair use,
as outlined earlier in this report, but there is no disposition to freeze
the doctrine in the statute, especially during a period of rapid tech-
nological change. Beyond a very broad statutory explanation of
what fair use is and some of the criteria applicable to it, the courts
must he free to adapt the doctrine to particular situations on a case-
by-ease basis.

Section 107 is intended to restate the present judicial doctrine of fair
use, not to change, narrow, or enlarge it in any way. However, since
this section will represent the first. statutory recognition of the doc-
trine in our copyright law, sonie explanation of the considerations
behind the language used in the list of four criteria is advisable. This
is particularly true as to cases of copying by teachers, and by public
libraries, shire in these areas there are few if any judicial guidelines.

The statements in this report with respect to each of the criteria of
fair use are necessarily subject to qualifications, because they must be
applied in combination with the circumstances pertaining to other
criteria, and because new conditions arising in the future may alter the
balance of equities. It is also important to emphasize that the singling
out of some instances to discuss in the context of fair use is not in-
tended to indicate that other activities would or would not be beyond
fair use.
The purpose and nature of th urge

copyright recognized.Section 107 makes it clear that, assuming
the applicable criteria are met, fair use can extend to the reproduction
of copyrighted material for purposes of classroom teaching.

Nonprofit element. -- Although it is possible to imagine situations in
which use by a teacher in an educational organization operated for
profit (day camps, language schools, business schools, dance studios,
et cetera) would constitute a fair use, the nonprofit character of the
school in which the teacher works should be one factor to consider in
determining fair use. Another facto: would be whether any charge
is made for the copies distributed.

Spontaneity.--The fair use doctrine in the case of classroom copy-
ing would apply primarily to the situation of a teacher who, acting
individually and at his own volition, makes one or more copies for
temporary use by himself or his pupils in the classroom. A different
result is indicated where the copying was done by the educational in-
stitution, school system, or larger unit or where copying was required
or suggested by the school administration, either in special instances
or as part of a general plan.

Single and multiple copying.Depending upon the nature of the
work and other criteria, the fair use doctrine should differentiate be-
tween the amount of a work that can be reproduced by a teacher for
his own classroom use (for example, for reading or projecting a copy
or for playing a tape recording), and the amount that can be repro-
duced for distribution to pupils. In the case of multiple copies, other
factors would be whether the number reproduced was limited to the
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size of the class, whether circulation beyond the classroom was per-mitted, and whether the copies were recalled or destoyed after tem-porary use.
Orel ;on and a nth ologie4. --Spout neon: copying of an isolatedextract by a teacher, which may be a fair use under appropriate cir-

emustanees. could turn into an infringement if the copies were ac-cumulated over a period of time with other parts of the same work,or were collected with other material from various works so as toconstitute an anthology.
Special axes. There are certain classroom uses which, because oftheir special nature. would not be considered an infringement in theordinary case. For example, copying of extracts by pupils as exercisesin a shorthand or typing class or for foreign language study, or re-nal:lugs of performances by Musk students for purposes of analysisand criticism. would normally be regarded as a fair use unless thecopies of phonorecords were retained or duplicated.

The nature of the copyrighted work
Character of the work.The character and purpose of the work willhave a lot to do with whether its reproduction for classroom purposesis fair use or infringement. For example, in determining whether ateacher could make one or more copies without permission, a newssatirie from the daily press would be judged differently from a fullorchestral score of a musical composition. In general terms it could

be expected that the doctrine of fair use would he applied strictly tothe c la -'room reproduction of entire works, such as musical composi-
tions. dramas. and couliovisual works including motion pictures, whichby their nature are intended for performance or public exhibition.

Similarly. where the copyrighted work is intended to be ''consuma-
ble" in the course of classroom activitiesworkbooks, exercises, stand-ardizesl tests. and answer sheets are examplesthe privilege of fair
use by teachers or mils would have little if any appliratton. Texthonks end other material prepared primarily for the school marketswould he ls.,4 susceptible to reproduction for classroom use than mate-
rial prepared for general public distribution. With respect to materialin newspapers and periodicals the doctrine of fair use should he lib-erally applied to allow copying of items of current interest to supple-
ment and uplink. the students' textbooks, but this would not. extend to
mining from periodicals published primarily for student 11:41.

of Jhr trork. A key, though not necessarily determina-tive. factor in fair use is whether or not the work is available to the
potential user. If the work is "out of print" and unavailable for pur-chase through normal channels, the User tnav have more justification
for reproducing it than in the ordinary case. but the existence of orga-
nizations licensed to provide photocopies of out-of-print works at
reasonable cost is a factor to be considered. The applicability of the
fair USP doctrine to unpublished works is narrowly limited since, al-
though the work is unavailable, this is the result of a deliberate choice
on the part of the copyright owner. Under ordinary circumstances
the copyright owner's ''right of first publication" would outweigh any
needs of reproduction for classroom purposes.
The amount and gubmtantiality of the material axed

During the consideration of this legislation there has been consid-
erable discussion of the difference between an "entire work" and an
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"excerpt". The educators have sought a limited right for a teacher to
make a single copy of an "entire" work for classroom purposes, but it
seems apparent that this was not generally intended to extend beyond
a separately cognizable" or "self-contained" portion (for example,
a single poem, story, or article) in a collective work, and that no priv-
ilege is sought to reproduce an entire collective work (for example, an
encyclopedia volume, a riodical issue) or a sizable integrated work
published as an entity (a

pe
novel, treatise, monograph, and so forth).

With this limitation, and subject to the other relevant criteria, the
requested privilege of making a single copy appears appropriately to
be within the scope of fair use.

The educators also sought statutory authority for the privilege of
making "a reasonable number of copies or phonorecords for excerpts
ry quotations a, provided such excerpts or quotations are not sub-
stantial in length in proportion to their source." In general, and
assuming; the other necessary factors are present, the copying for
classroom purposes of extracts or portions, which are not self-
contained and which are relatively "not substantial in length" when
compared to the larger, self-contained work from which they are
taken, should be considered fair use. Depending on the circumstances,
the same would also be true of very short self-contained works such
as a brief poem, a map in a newspaper, a "vocabulary builder" from a
monthly magazine, and so forth. This should not he construed as per-
mitting a teacher to make multiple copies of the same work on a
repetitive basis or for continued use.

Eired of Pule on potential market for or value of work
This factor must almost always be judged in conjunction with the

other three criteria. With certain special exceptions (use in parodies
or as evidence in court proceedings might be examples) a use that
supplants any part of the normal market for a copyrighted work would
ordinarily be considered an infringement. As in any other case,
whether this would be the result of reproduction by a teacher for
classroom purposes requires an evaluation of the nature and purpose
of the use, the type of work involved, and the size and relative im-
portance of the portion taken. Fair use is essentially supplementary
by nature, and classroom copying that exceeds the legitimate teaching
aims such as filling in missing information or bringing a subject up to
date would go beyond the proper bounds of fair use. Isolated instances
of minor infringements, when multiplied many times, become in the
aggregate a major inroad on copyright that must he pre, ented.

Reproductions: and IMPS for other purposfu
The ronrentrated attention given the fair use provision in the con-

text of classroom teaching activities should not obscure its application
in other areas. It must be emphasized again that the same general
standards of fahr use are applicable to all kinds of uses of copyrighted
material, although the relative weight to be given them will (lifter from
ease to ease,

The fair use doctrine would be relevant to the use of excerpts from
copyrighted works in educational broadcasting activities not exempted
unifer sections 110(2) or 112. In these cases the factors to be weighed
in applying the criteria of this section would include whether the
performers, producers, directors. and others responsible for the broad-
cast were paid, the size and nature of the audience, the size end num-
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ber of exerpts taken and, in the case of recordings made for broadcast,
the number of copies reproduced and the extent of their reuse or ex-
change. The availability of the fair use doctrine to educational broad-
casters would be narrowly circumscribed in the case of motion pictures
and other audiovisual works, but under appropriate circumstances it
could apply to the nonsequential showing of an individual still or slide,
or to the performance of a short excerpt from a motion picture for
criticism or comment.

The committee's attention has been directed to the special problems
involved in the reception of instructional television programs in remote
areas of the country. In certain areas it is currently impossible to
transmit such programs by any means other than communications
satellites. A particular difficulty exists when such transmissions extend
over several time zones within the same state, such as in Alaska.
Unless individual schools in such states may make an off-air recording
of such transmissions, the programs may not be received by the
students during the school's dally schedule. The committee believes
that the making by a school located in such a remote area of an off-tlle-air recording of an instructional television transmission for the purpose
of a delayed viewing of the program by students for the same school
constitutes a "fair use". The committee does not intend to suggest
however, that off -the-air recording for convenienec would under any
circumstances. be considered "fair use". To meet the requirement of
temporary use the school may retain the recording for only a limited
period of time after the broadcast.

Another special instance illustrating the application of the fair use
doctrine pertains to the making of copies or phonorecords of works in
the special forms needed for the use of blind persons. These special
forms, such as copies in braille and phonorecords of oral readings
(talking hooks), are not usually made by the publishers for commercial
distribution. For the most part. such copies and phonorecords are made
by the Library of Congress' Division for the Blind and Physically
lIandieapped with permission obtained from the copyright owners,
and are circulated to blind persons through regional libraries covering
the nation. In addition, such copies and phonorecords are made locally
by individual volunteers for the use of blind persons in their communi-
ties, and the Library of Congress conducts a program for training
such volunteers. While the making of multiple copies or phonorecords
of a work for general circulation requires the permission of the
copyright owner, the making of a single copy or phonorerord by an
individual as a free service for a blind Rirson would properly be
considered a fair use under section 107.

A problem of particular urgency is that of preserving for posterity
prints of motion pictures made before 1942. Aside from the deplorable
fact that in a great many cases the only existing copy of a film has been
deliberately destroyed. those that remain are in immediate danger of
disintegration; they were printed on film stock with a nitrate base that
will inevitably decompose in time. The efforts of the Library of Con-
gress. the American loin Institute, and other organizations to rescue
and preserve this irreplaceable contribution to our cultural life are to
be applauded, and the making of duplicate copies for purposes of
archival preservation certainly falls within the scope of "fair use."

When a copyrighted work contains unfair, inaccurate, or deroga-
tory information concerning an individual or institution, such individ-
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ual or institution may copy and reproduce such parts of the work as
are necessary to permit understandable comment on the statements
made in the work.

SECTION 108. REPRODUCTION HT LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES

Notwithstanding the exclusive rights of the owners of copyright,
section 108 provides that under certain conditions it is not an infringe-
ment of copyright for a library or archives, or any of their employees
acting . within the scope of their employment, to reproduce or dis-
tribute not more than one copy or phonorecord of a work provided
(1) the reproduction or distribution is made without any purpose of
direct or indirect commercial advantage End (2) the collections of
the library or archives are open to the public or available not only to
researchers affiliated with the library or archives, but also to other
persons doing research in a specialized field, and (3) the reproduction
or distribution of the work includes a notice of copyright..

The rights of reproduction and distribution under section 108 apply
in the following circumstances:
Arch; ral reproduction

Subsection (h) authorizes the reproduction and distribution of a
copy or phonorceord of an unpublished work duplicated in facsimile
form solely for purposes of preservation and security, or for deposit
for research use in another library or archives, if the copy or phono-
record reproduced is currently in the collections of the first library or
archives. Only unpublished works could be reproduced under this
exemption, but the right would extend to any type of work, including
photographs. motion pictures and sound recordings. Under this ex-
emption, for example, a repository could make photocopies of manu-
scripts by microfilm or electrostatic process, but could not reproduce
the work in "machine - readable" language for storage in an information
system.
Replacement of damaged copy

4ubsection (r) authorizes the reproduction of a published work
duplicated in facsimile form solely for the purpose of replacement of

copv or phonorecord that is damaged, deteriorating, lost, or stolen, if
the litirery or archives has. after a reasonable effort, determined that
an muses) replacement cannot be obtained at a fair price. The scope
and nature of a reasonable investigation to determine that an unused
replacement cannot be obtained will vary Recording to the circum-
stances of a particular situation. It will always require recourse to
commonly-known trade sources in the United States, and in the normal
situation also to the publisher or other copyright owner (if such owner
can be located at the address listed in the copyright registration), or
an authorized reproducing service.
Articles and mall excerpts

Subsection (d) authorizes the reproduction and distribution of a
copy of not more than one article or other contribution to a copy-
righted collection of a periodical or copy or phonorecord of a small
part of any other copyrighted work. The copy may be made by the
library where the user makes his request or by another library pursuant
to an inter-library loan. It is further required that the copy become the
property of the user, that the library or archives have no notice that
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the copy would be used for any purposes other than private study,
scholarship or research, and that the library or archives display
prominently at the place where reproduction requests are aceepted,
and includes in its order form, a warning of copyright in accordance
with requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by
regulation.
Out-of-print works

Subsection (e) authorizes the reproduction and distribution of a
copy of a. work, with certain exceptions, at the request of the user of
the collection if the user has established that an unusued copy cannot
he obtained at a fair price. The copy may be made by the library
where the user makes his request or by another library pursuant to an
inter-library loan. The scope and nature of a reasonable investigation
to determine that an unused ropy cannot be obtained will vary
according to the rircumstances of a particular situation. tt will always
require recourse to commonly-known trade sources in the United
State.;, and in the normal situation also to the publisher or other copy-
right owner of the owner can be located at. the address listed in the
copyright registration), or an authorized reproducing service. It is
further required that the copy become the property of the user, that
the library or archives have no notice that the copy would be used for
any purpose other than private study, sc:orlarshm, or research, and
that the library or archives display prominently at the place where
reprodnetion requests are accepted., and include on its order form, a
warning of copyright in accordance with requirements that the Reim-
er of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.
General Kremptions

f.l ) of 412hAretion (f ) specifically exempts a library or archives
or their employees from such liability provided that the reproducing
equipment displays a notice thatthe making of a copy may be subject.
to the copyright law. Clause (2) of subsection (f) makes clear that this
exemptinn of the library or archives does not exten.l to the person using
such equipment or requesting such copy if the u4). exceeds fair use.
Insofar as such person is concerned the ropy made is not considered
"lawfully" made for purposes of sections 109, 110 or other provisions
of the 'horse (3) in addition to asserting that nothing contained
in section 108 "affects the right of fair use as provided by section 107 ",
also provides that the right of reproduction granted by this section
does not override any contractual arrangements assumed by a library
or orrhives when it obtained a work for its collections. For example,
if there is an express contractual prohibition against reproduction for
any purpoie . this legislation shall not be construed as justifying a
violation of the contract. This clause is intended to encompass the
situation where an individual makes papers, manuscripts or other
works available to a library with the understanding that they will
not he reproduced.

It is the intent of this legislation that a subsequent unlawful use by
user of a copy of a work lawfully made by a library, shall no make

the library liable for such improper use.
Multiple Copies and Systematic Reproduction,

Subsection (g) provides that the rights granted by this section
extend only to the "isolated and unrelated reproduction of a single
ropy", but this section does not authorize the related or concerted
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reproduction of multiple copies of the same material whether made
on one occasion or over a period of time, and whether intended for
aggregate use by one individual or for separate use by the individual
members of a group. For example, if a college professor instructs
his class to read an article from a copyrighted journal, the school
library would not be permitted, under subsection (g), to reproduce
copies of the article for the members of the class.

Subsection (g) also provides that section 108 does not authorize
the systematic reproduction or distribution of copies or phonorecords
of articles or other contributions to copyrighted collections or periodi-
cals or of small parts of other copyrighted works whether or not
multiple copies are reproduced or distributed. Systematic reproduction
or distribution occurs when a library makes copies of such materials
available to other libraries or to groups of users under formal or in-
formal arrangements whose purpose or effect is to have the reproducing
library serve as their source of such materiiil. Such systematic repro-
duction and distribution, as distinguished from isolated and unrelated
reproduction or distribution, may substitute the copies reproduced by
the source library for subscriptions or reprints or other copies which the
receiving libraries or users might otherwise have purchased for them-
selves, from the publisher or the licensed reproducing agencies.

While it is not possible to formulate specific definitions of "sys-
tematic copying", the following examples serve to illustrate some of
the copying prohibited by subsection (g).

(1) A. library with a collection of journals in biology informs other
libraries with similar collections that it will maintain and build its
own collection and will make copies of articles from these journals
available to them and their patrons on request. Accordingly, the other
libraries discontinue or refrain from purchasing subscriptions to these
journals and fulfill their patrons' requests for articles by obtaining
photocopies from the source library.

(2) A research center employing a number of scientists and tech-
nicians subscribes to one or two copies of needed periodicals. By
reproducing photocopies of articles the center is able to make the ma-
terial in these periodicals available to its staff in the same manner
which otherwise would have required multiple subscriptions.

(3) Several branches of a library system agree that one branch will
subscribe to particular journals in lieu of each branch purchasing its
own subscriptions, and that the one subscribing branch will reproduce
copies of articles from the publication for users of the other branches.

'The committee believes that section 108 provides an appropriate
statutory balancing of the rights of creators, and the needs of users.
However, neither a statute nor legislative history can specify precisely
which library photocopying practices constitute the making of "single
copies" as distinguished from "systematic reproduction Isolated
single spontaneous requests must be distinguished from "systematic
reproduction". The photocopying needs of such operations as multi-
county regional systems, must be met. The committee therefore
recommends that representatives of authors, book, and periodical
publishers and other owners of copyrighted material meet with the
library conummity to formulate photocopying guidelines to assist
library patrons and employees. Concerning library photocopying
practices not authorized by this legislation, the committee recommends
that workable clearance and licensing procedures be developed.
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In adopting these provisions on library photocopying, the com-
mittee is aware that through such programs as those of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science there will be a
significant evolution in the functioning and services of libraries. To
consider the possible need for changes in copyright law and procedures
as a result of new technology, title II of this legislation establishes a
National Commission on New Terhonlogiral Uses of Copyrighted
Works. It is the desire of the committee that the Commission give
priority to those aspects of the library-copyright interface which
require further study and clarification.
Works ercluded

Subsection (h) provides that the rights of reproduction and distri-
bution under this section do not apply to a musical work, a pictorial,
graphic or sculptural work, or a motion piture or other audio-visual
work. Such limitation does not apply to archival reproduction and
replacement of a damaged copy.

ECTION 109. EFFECT OF TRANSFER OF PARTICULAR COPY
OR PHOXORECORD

!effect on ,further disposition of copy or phonorecord
Section 109(a) restates end confirms the principle that, where the

copyright owner has transferred ownership of a particular copy or
phonorecord of his work, the person to whom the copy or phonorecord
Is transferred is entitled to dispose of it by sale, rental, nr any other
means. Under this principle, which has been established by the court
decisions and section 27 of the present law, the copyright owner's ex-
elusive right of public distribution would have no ffeet upon anyone
who owns "a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this
title" and who wishes to transfer it to someone else or to destroy it.

Thus, for example, the outright sale of an authorized copy of a
book frees it from any copyright control over its resale price or other
conditions of its future disposition. A library that has arqvired owner-
ship of a copy is entitled to lend it under any conditions it chooses
to impose. This does not mean that conditions on future disposition
of copies or phonorecords, imposed by a contron between their buyer
and seller, would be unenforceable between the parties as a breach of
contrsct, but it does mean that they could not be enforced by an action
for infringement of copyright. Under section 202, however, the owner
of the physical copy or phonorecord cannot reproduce or perform the
copyrighted work publicly without the copyright owner's consent.

To come within the scope of section 109(a). a copy or phonorecord
must have been "lawfully made under this title," though not neces-
sarily with the copyright owner's authorization. For example, any
resale of an illngally "counterfeited" phonorecord would be an in-
fringement, but the disposition of a phonorecord made under the
compulsory licensing provisions of section 115 would not.
Eject on display of copy

Subsection (b) of section 109 deals with the scope of the copyright
owner's exclusive right to control the public display of a particular
"copy" of his work (including the original or prototype copy in which
the work was first fixed). Assuming, for example, that a painter has
sold his only copy of an original work of art without restrictions,
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would he be able to restrain the new owner from displaying it publicly
in galleries, shop windows, on a projector, or on television?

section 109(b) adopts the general principle that the lawful owner
of a copy of a work should be able to put his copy on public display
without the consent of the copyright owner. The exclusive right of
public display granted by section 106(5) would not apply where the
owner of a copy wishes to show it directly to the public, as in a gallery
or display case, or indirectly, as through an opaque projector. Where
the copy itself is intended for projection, as in the case of a photo-
graphic slide, negative, or transparency, the public projection of a
single image would be permitted as long as the viewers are "present at
the place where the copy is located."

The exemption would extend only to public displays that are made
"either directly or by the projection of no more than one image at a
time." Thus, even where the copy and the viewers are located at the
same place, the simultaneous projection of multiple images of the work
would not be exempted. For example, where each person in a lecture
hall has his own viewing apparatus in front of him, the copyright
owner's permission would generally be required in order to project an
image of a work on each individual screen at the same time.

The committee's intention is to preserve the traditional privilege
of the owner of a copy to display it directly, but to place reasonable.
restrictions on his ability to display it indirectly in such a way that
the copyright owner's market for reproduction and distribution of
copies would be affected. Unless it constitutes a fair use under section
107, or unless one of the special provisions of sections 110 or 111 is
applicable, projection of more than one image at a time, or trans-
mission of an image to the public over television or other communica-
tions channels, would be an infringement for the same reasons that
reproduction in copies would be.
Effect of mere possession of copy or phonorecord

Subsection (c) of section 109 qualifies the privileges specified in
subsections (a) and (b) by making clear that they do not apply, to
someone who merely possesses a copy or phonorecord without having
acquired ownership of it. Acquisition of an object embodying a copy-
righted work by rental, lease, loan, or bailment carries with it no
privileges to dispose of the copy under section 109(a) or to display it
publicly under section 109(b). To cite a familiar example, a person
who has rented a print of a motion picture from the copyright owner
would have no right to rent it to someone else without the owner's
permission.

SECTION 110. EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN PERFORMANCES AND DISPLAYS

Clauses (1) through (4) deal with performances and exhibitions
that are now generally exempt under the "for profit" limitation or
other provisions of the copyright law, and that are specifically ex-
empted from copyright liability under this legislation. Clauses (1)
and (2) between them are intended to cover all of the various methods
by which systematic instruction takes place.

Face-to-face teaching activities
Clause (1) of section 110 is generally intended to set out the con-

ditions under which performances or displays, in the course of instruc-
tional activities other than educational broadcasting, are to be
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exempted from copyright control. Tlie clause% covers all types of copy-
righted works, and exempts their performance or display "by instruc-
tors or pupils in the course of face-to-face teaching activities of a non-
profit educational institution," where the activities take place "in a
classroom or similar place devoted to instruction."

There appears to be no need for a statutory definition of "face-to-
face" teaching activities to clarify the scope of the provision. "Face-
to-face teaching activities" under clause (1) embraces instructional
performances and displays that are not "transmitted." It does not. re-
quire that the teacher and his student be able to see each other.although it does require their simultaneous presence in the same
general place. Use of the phrase "in the course of face-to-face teaching
activities" is intended to exclude broadcasting or other transmissions
from an outside location into a classroom, whether radio or television
and whether open or closed circuit. However, as long as the instructorand pupils are in the same building or general area, the exemption
would extend to the use of devices for amplifying or reproducing sound
and for projecting visual images. The "teaching activities" exempted
by the clause encompass systematic instruction of a very wide variety
of subjects, but they do not include performances or displays, what-
ever their cultural value or intellectual appeal, that are given for the
recreation or entertainment of any part of their audience.

Works affected: -Since there is no limitation on the types of works
covered by the exemption, a teacher or student would be free to per-
form or display anything in class as long as the other conditions of
the clause are met. He could read aloud from copyrighted text ma-terial, act out a drama, play or sing a musical work, perform a motion
picture or filmstrip, or display text or pictorial material to the class
by means of a projector. However, nothing in this provision is in-
tended to sanction the unauthorized reproduction of copies or phono-
records for the purpose of classroom performance or display, and the
amended clause contains a special exception dealing with perform-
ances from unlawfully made copies of motion pictares and other audio-
visual works, to be discussed below.

Instructors or pupils.To come within clause (1), the performance
or display must be "by instructors or pupils," thus ruling out perform-
ances by actors, singers. or instrumentalists brought in from outside
the school to put on a program. However, the term "instructors" would
be broad enough to include guest lecturers if their instructional activi-
ties remain confined to a classroom situation. In general, the term
"viols" refers to the enrolled members of a class.

Aonprofit educational instillttion.Clause (1) makes clear that it
a ?plies only to the teaching activities "of a nonprofit educational insti-
tution," thus excluding from the exemption performances or displays
in profit-making institutions such as dance studios and language
schools.

Classroom or similar place.The teaching activities exempted by
the clause must take place "in a classroom or similar place devoted to
instruction." For example, performances in an auditorium or stadium
during a school assembly, graduation ceremony, class play, or sport-
ing event, where the audience is not confined to the members of a
particular class, would fall outside the scope of clause (1), although
In some cases they might be exempted by clause (4) of section 110.
The "similar place" referred to in clause (1) is a place which is "de-
voted to instruction" in the same way a classroom is; common ex-
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amples would include a studio, a workshop, a gymnasium, a training
field, a library, the stage of an auditorium, or the auditorium itself
if it is actually used as a classroom for systematic instructional
activities.

Motion pictures and other audiovisual works.The final provision
of clause (1) deals with the special problem of performances from
unlawfully made copies of motion pictures and other audiovisual
works. The exemption is lost where the copy being used for a classroom
performance was "not lawfully made under this title" and the person
responsible for the performance knew or had reason to suspect as much.
This special exception to the exemption would not apply to perform-
ances from lawfully made copies, even if the copies were acquired from
someone who had stolen or converted them, or if the performances were
in violation of an agreement. However, though the performances
would be exempt under section 110(1) in such cases, the copyright
owner might have a cause of action against the unauthorized distribu-
tor under section 106(3), or against the person responsible for the
performance for breach of contract.

Projection devices.As long as there is no transmission beyond the
place where the copy is located, both section 109(b) and section 110(1)
would permit the classroom display of a work by means of any sort
of projection device or process.
Instructional broadcasting

Works affected.The exemption would apply only to "performance
of a nondramatic literary or nmsical work or of a sound recording,
or display of a work." Thus, the copyright owner's permission would
be required for the performance on educational television or radio of
a dramatic work, of a dramatico-musical work such as an opera or
musical comedy, or of a motion picture. Since, as already explained,
audiovisual works such as filmstrips are now equaled with motion pic-
tures, their sequential showing would be regarded as a performance
rather than a display and would not be exempt under section 110(2).
The clause is not intended to limit in any way the copyright owner's
exclusive right to make dramatizations,tixations, adaptations, or other deriva-
tive works under section Thus, for example, a performer could
read a nondramatic literary work aloud under section 110(2), but the
copyright owner's permission would be required for him to act it out
in dramatic form.

Systematic instructional actirities.Under section 110(2) a trans-
mission must meet three specified conditions in order to be exempted
from copyright liability. The first of these, as provided by subclause
(A), is that the performance or display must be "a regular part of
the systematic instructional activities of a governmental body or a
nonprofit edurationai institution." The concept of "systematic instruc-
tional activities" is intended as the general equivalent of "curricu-
lums," but it could be broader in a case such as that of an institution
using systematic teaching methods not related to specific course work.
A transmission would be a regular part of these activities if it is in
accordant" with the pattern of teaching established by the govern-
mental body or institution. The use of commercial facilities, such as
those of a cable service, to transmit the performance or display, would
not affect the exemption as long as the actual performance or display
was for nonprofit purposes.
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Content of transmissions.Subelatme (B) requires that the perform-
ance or display is directly related and of material assistance to the
teaching content of the transmission.

Intended recipients.Subclause (C) requires that the transmission
is madeprimanly for:

(i) reception in classrooms or similar places normally devoted
to instructions, or

(ii) reception by persons to whom the transmission is directed
because their disabilities or other special circumstances prevent
their attendance in classrooms or similar places normally devoted
to instruction, or

(iii) reception by officers or employees of governmental bodies
as a part of their official duties or employment.

In all three cases, the instructional transmission need only be made
"primarily" rather than "solely" to the specified recipients to be ex-
empt. Thus, the transmission could still be exempt even though it is
capable of reception by the public at large. Conversely, it would not
be regarded as made ' primarily" for one of the required groups of re-
"ipients if the principal purpose behind the transmission is reception
by the public at large, even if it is cast in the form of instruction and
is also received in classrooms. Factors to consider in determining the
"primary" purpose of a program would include its subject matter,
content, and the time of its transmission.

Paragraph (i) of subclause (C) generally covers what are known
as "in-school" broadcasts, whether open- or closed-circuit. The
reference to "classrooms or similar paces" here is intended to have the
same meaning as that of the phrase as used in section 110(1). The
exemption in paragraph (ii) is intended to exempt transmissions pro-
viding systematic instruction to individuals who cannot be reached in
classrooms because of "their disabilities or other special circum-
stances." Accordingly, the exemption is confined to instructional
broadcasting that is an adjunct to the actual classwork of nonprofit
schools or is primarily for people who cannot be brought together in
classrooms such as preschool children, displaced workers, illiterates,
and shut-ins.

There has been some question as to whether or not the language
in this section of the bill is intended to include instructional televi-
sion college credit courses. These telecourses are aimed at undergrad-
uate and graduate students in earnest pursuit of higher educational
degrees Who are unable to atter(' daytime classes due to daytime em-
ployment, distance from campus or for some other intervening reason.
So "long as these broadcasts are aimed at regularly enrolled students
and conducted by recognized higher educational institutions, the com-
mittee believes that they are dearly within the language of section
110(2) (C) (ii). Like night school and correspondence courses before
them, these telecourses are fast becoming a valuable adjunct of the nor-
mal college curriculum.

The third exemptie:. in subclause (C) is intended to permit the use
of copyrighted material, in accordance with the other conditions of
section 110(2), in the course of instructional transmissions to Gov-
ernment personnel who are receiving training "as a part of their offi-
cial duties or employment."
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Public broadcasting
While the bill grants an exemption to instructional transmissions

meeting the criteria of section 110(2), the amendment to provide a
compulsory license at regulated rates for the use of copyrighted ma-
terial in the programs of public television which are intended for
reception by a general mullei.... was not accepted. The programing of
public television includes an increasing emphasis on programs of an
entertainment or general cultural nature. The committee is not un-
aware of the financial strains of many public broadcasting stations.
Such stations may deserve greater financial assistance, but. they should
not be subsidized by this country's creative talent.

Copyright propriet ON should promptly undertake efforts to improve
procedures whereby public television may secure copyright clearances.
l'he committee understands that the Register of 0.opyrights is pre-
pared to furnish the assistance of the Copyright. Office to studying
clearance procedures and making recommendations aimed at tins
establishment of voluntary clearinghouse arrangements.
Religious serriees

The scope of clause (3) does not cover the sequential showing of
motion pictures mid other audiovisual works. The exemption, which
to some extent has its counterpart in sections 1 and 104 of the present
law applies to dramatico-mthlical works "of a religious nature." The
purpose here is to exempt certain performances of sacred music that
might be regarded us "dramatic" in nature. such as oratorios, cantatas,
musical settings of the mass, choral services, and the like. The exemp-
tion is not intended to cover performances of secular operas, musical
plays, motion pictures, and the like, even if they have an underlying
rellitious or philosophical theme and take place "in the course of
[religions! services."

To be exempted under section 110(:3) a performance or display must
he "in the course of services," thus excluding activities at a place of
worship that are for social, educational, fund raising, or entertainment
purposes. Some performances of these kinds could be covered by the
exemption in section 110(4), discussed next. Since the performance
or display must also occur "at a place of worship or other religious
assembly.," the exemption would not extend to religious broadcasts or
other transmissions to the public at large, even where the transmissions
were sent from the place of worship. On the other hand, as long as
services are being conducted before a religious gathering, the exemp-
tion would apply if they were conducted in places such as auditoriums,
outdoor theaters, and the like.
Certain oiher non prnfit performances

In addition to the educational and religious exemptions provided
by clauses (1) through (3) of section 110, clause (4) contains a general
exception to the exclusive right of public performance that would rover
some, though not all, of the same ground as the present "for profit"
limit at ions.

Scope of exemption.The exemption in clause (4) applies to the
same general activities and subject matter as those covered by the "for
profit limitation today: public performances of nondramatat literary
and musical works. However, the exemption would be limited to pub-
lic performances given directly in the presence of an audience whether
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by means of living performers, the playing of phonorecords, or the
operation of a receiving apparatus, and would not include a "transmis-
sion to the public." Unlike the other clauses of section 110, clause (4)
applies only to performing rights in certain works and does not affect
the exclusive right to display a work in public.

No profit motire.In addition to the other conditions specified by
the clause, the performance must he "without any purpose of direct or
indirect commercial advantage." This provision expressly adopts the
principle established by the court decisions construing the "for profit"
limitstion: that public performances given (yr sponsored in connection
with any commercial or profit-making enterprises are subject to the
exclusive rights of the copyright owner even though the public is not
charged for seeing or hearing the performance.

No payment for performanee.--An important eondition for this ex-
emption is that the performance be given "without. payment of any
fee or other compensation for the performance to any of its perform-
ers, pmmoters, or organizers." The basic purpose of this requirement
is to prevent the free use of copyrighted material under the guise of
charity where fees or percentages are paid to performers, promoters,
producers. and the like. However, the exemption would not be lost
if the performers, directors, or producers of the performance, instead
of being paid directly "for the performance," are paid a salary for
duties encompassing the performance. Examples are performances
by a school orchestra conducted by a music teacher who receives an
annual salary, or by a service band whose members and conductors
perform a:: mot of their assigned duties and who receive military
pay. The committee believes that performances of this type should
be exempt, assuming the other conditions in clause (4) are met, and
has not adopted the suggestion that the word "salary" be added to the
phrase referring to the "payment of any fee or other compensation."

/1dmiNgion charge.Assuming t'e'st the performance involves no
profit motive and no one responsi' he or it gr. Pi paid a fee, it must still
Meet one or two alternative comht:ons to be t :tempt. As specified in
subchmses (A) and (B) of section 110(4), these conditions are: (1)
that no direct s. indirect ndmissio n charge is made, or (2) that the net
proceeds are ''used exclusively for educational, religious, or charitable
purposes and not for private financial gain."

Under the second of these Ponditions, a performance meeting the
other conditions of clause (4) would he exempt even if an admission
fee is charged, provided any amounts left "after deducting the reason-
able costs of producing the performance" are used solely for bona fide
educational. religious, or charitable purposes.

The provision also provides that if there is an admission charge the
copyright owner may prevent a public performance of his work under
this provi-ion by serving a notice stating his objections at least seven
days in advance.
Mere rreeption in public

Unlike the first four clauses of section 110, clause (5) is not to any
extent a counterpart of the "for profit" limitation of the present statute.
It applies to performances and displays of all types of works, and its
purpose is to exempt from copyright liability anyone who merely turns
on, in a public place, an ordinary radio or television receiving appa-
ratus of a kind commonly sold to members of the public for private use.
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Tille main effect of this exemption would be to allow the use of
ordinary radios and television sets for the incidental entertainment of
patrons in Small business or professional establishments such as
taverns, Imo eimilters, hairdressers, dry cleaners, dortors' offices, and
the like. The clause has nothing to do with ruble television systems. and
there is no intention to exempt performances large eommereial
establishments, such as bus terminals, supermarkets, factories, or de-
partment stores. where broadcasts are transmitted to substantial audi-
ences by means Of loudspeakers covering a wide rm. The exemption
would also be denied in any rase where the audience is ehargtgl directly
to see or hear the transmission.

The basic rationale of this clause is that the secondary use of the
transmission by turning on an ordinary receiver in public is so remote
and minimal that no further liability should be imposed. In the vast
majority of these cases no roynIties are collected today, and the exemp-
tion should be made explicit in the statute.
Agricultural fairn

Chaise (Co provides that the performance of a nondramatic musical
work or of a sound recording in the course of an annual agricultural
or horticultural fair or exhibition conducted by a Governmental body
or a nonprofit organization is not an infringement of copyright. This
exemption extends to all activities on the premises of such fairs or
exhibitions.
Retail Rale of phonorecords

Clamp (7) provides that the performance of a nondramatic musical
work or of a sound recording by a retail establishment open to the
public at large without any direct or indirect admission charge where
the sole purpose of the performance is to promote the retail sale of
the work is not an infringement of copyright. This exemption applies
only if the performance is not transmitted beyond the place where the
establishment is !mated and is within the immediate area where the
sale is occurring.

SECTION 111. SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS

General e. tem !Wang
Certain secondary transmissions are given a general exemption

under clause (1) of section 111(n). The first of these applies to sec -
ondary ttlittsmiNsions consisting "entirely of the relaying, by the
management of a hotel. apartment house, or similar establishment" of
a transmission to the private lodgings of guests or residents anal pro-
vided "no direct charge is made to see or hear the secondary
t ronsmision."

The exemption would not apply if the secondary transmission con-
sists of anything other than the mere relay of public broadcasts; the
cutting oast of of l ertising or the running in of new rommereials would
subject the secondary transmitter to full liability. Moreover, the term
"private halFings" is limited to rooms used as living quarters or for
private parties. end does not include dining rooms, meeting hulk.
theaters. lillrooms, or similar places that are outside of a normal circle
of a family and its social acquaintances. No Special exception is wooled
to make dear that the mere placing of an ordinary radio or television
set in a private hotel room does not constitute an infringement.
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Secondary transmissions of instructional broadcasts.Subelause (2)
of section 111(a) is intended to make clear that an instructional
transmission within the scope of section 110(2) is exempt whether
it is a "primary transmission" or a "secondary transmission."

Common carriers.The general exemption under section 111 ex-
tends to secondary transmitters that act solely as passive common
carriers. Under sowhmse (:3). a common carrier is exempt if it "has
no direct or indirect control over the content or selection of the pri-
mary transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary
transmission" For this purpose its activities must "consist. solely of
providing wires, cables, or other communications channels for the
use of others." Since cable television necessarily selects the primary
transmissions which are transmitted, and controls the recipients of the
secondary transmission, the exemption of this subelause would in no
case apply to them.

Clause (4) would exempt the activities of secondary transmitters
that operate on a completely nonprofit basis. The operations of non-
profit "translators" or "boosters," which do nothing more than amplify
broadcast signals and retransmit them to everyone in an area for free
reception. would be exempt if there is no "purpose of direct or indirect
commercial advantage," and if there is no charge to the recipients
"other than assessments necessary to defray the actual and reasonable
costs of maintaining and operating the secondary transmission serv-
ice." This exemption does not apply to a cable television system.

Secondary transmissions of primary transmissions to controlled
grin p.--Subsection (h) provides that the secondary transmission to
the public of a primary transmission embodying a performance for
display is actionable as an act of infringement if the primary trans-
missions is not made for reception by the public at large but is con-
trolled and limited to reception by particular members of the public.
Examples of transmissions not intended for the general public are
background music services such as Muzak. closed circuit broadcasts
to theaters. and pay television.

Secondary tramonission by cable artemx.---(.'able television systems
are commercial subscription services that pick up broadcasts of
programs originated by others and retransmit them to paying sub-
scribers. Certain ('A'I'D' systems also originate live programs. A large
number of systems provide automated programing. A typical system
consists of a central antenna which rereives and amplifies telemion
signals. and a network of cables through which the signals are trans-
mitted to the receiving' ..et. of individual subscribers. In addition to an
WI iud inst allot ion charge. the subscribers pay a malt lily service charge
averaging about live or six dollars. The number of ('ATE' systems in
the nit(41 States has grown very nil:idly since their introduction its
1950 and now total about :3000 operating systems. serving 5700
communities. Systems currently in operation reach about. 7.3 million
homes. about 22.5 million people. Tile average cable system is esti-
mated to have 2240 .406/Tiber. It is reported that the 1973 total
subscriber revenues of the cable industry were approximately $475
million.
I 'vim polsory I;onm;ny

SPrilun I I I (el( I i prfivides that, subject to eertain other provisions
of the legislation. the secondary tranmnis.ioa to the public by a cable
system of a primary transmission made by a broadcast station licensed
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by the Federal Commilnications Nommission and 4mboilying a cops-
nghted work i. subject to compulsory licensing if (1) the signals com-
prising the primary Iransmission are exclusively aural; (2) if the
signals are lord signals of the primary transmitter or; (3) where the
caning(' of the signals i. permissable under the rides, regulations or
authorizations of the Federal Communiations Commission.
Secondary imam hosiong .(idly Vable

Swim 111 (r)(2) enumerates the circumstances in which a sec-
ondary transmission by a cable system is fully subject to the remedies
provnied in this legislation for infringement of copyright. Subelause
(A) provides that a cable system is fully liable where the carriage
of the signals comprising the secondary transmission is not pennissible
under the rules. regulations or authorizations of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission. Subchmse (B) providers that a cable system is
fully liable if it has not at least one month before the date of the
seemulary transmission recorded the notice specified by subsection (d)
of this serf ioo.

The committee has considered excluding from the scope of the com-
pulsory license granted to cable systems the carriage In certain eir-
cumstenees of organized professional sporting events. The committee
has also considered the inclusion in this legislation of language extend-
ing to ruble television the same restrictions as are contained in Public
Law s7- 331 for the protection of intercollegiate and scholastic sports
from the competition of televised professional games. Without prej-
udice to the arguments advanced m behalf of these proposals, the
committee has eimludell that these issues should be left to the rule-
making process of the Federal Communiations Commission, or if a
statutory resolution is deemed m ideeed app priate to legislation originating in
the Committee on Commerce. In reaching this determination, the
committee notes that the Federal Communications Commission has a
pending rulemaking proceeding on this subject.'
Rega;remenkfar a compalaary lirennr

Subsection (d)(1) provides that for any secondary transmission to
receive a compulsory license the cable system must at least one month
before the date of the secondary transmission, record in the Copyright
Office a notice, including a statement of the identity and address of
the person who owns the secondary transmission service or has power
to exercise control over it, together with the name and location of the
primary transmitter. Clause (2) provides that a cable system whose
secondary transmissions have been subject to compulsory licensing
shall file quarterly statements with the Register of Copyrights. These
statements shall specify the number of channels on which the cable
system made secondary transmissions to its subscribers, the names and
locations of all primary transmitters whose transmissions were further
transmitted by the calls system, the total number of snbsenbers and

the gross amounts paid to the cable system by subscribers for the
hack service of providing secondary transmissions. 'Flits statement
must be accompanied by a total royalty fee eomputed according to
the provisions of this legislation.
eapyr;glit royalty payment's

Because the cable television industry has not been paying copyright
royalties for its secondary transmissions, very little relevant. economic
data was available to the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and
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Copyrights when it. established the schedule of royalty payments in
S. 543. The Subcommittee in 197:4 held a hearing on the royalty
schedule previmislv approveil by the Stibrommittee and contained in
S. 1361. At turns heamity, the program producers, broadcasters and
mosie performing rights societies expressed opposition to the inclusion
of a royalty schNlide in the statute. The cable television industry
supported the Congress initially determin.ng the royalty payments to
be made by cable television systems but expressed concern that the
rates in the bill might be too high and thus handicap the development
of the cable television industry. The committee believes that the
economic data available at the present time is inconclusive but sup-
ports the Congress initially establishing royalty rates, as is also pro-
vided under Sections 114, 115 and 119.

Every cable system should make some copyright payment. The com-
mittee has considered proposals that. would exempt from any copy-
right payment small CATV systems having not more than several
thousand subscribers ur t 'XIV systems engaged exclusively in the
retransmission of held signals. Although the committee recognizes
that in certain situations such exemptions might be justified, the most
logical and concise approach is to require payment by all systems.
The commit lee recognizes, however. the special concerns of small sys-
tems and therefore has adopted a graduated fee schedule. The scale is:

(i) 12 percent of any gross receipts tip to $40,000;
1 percent of any gloss receipts totalling more than $40,000

but not Mom than $$0,001);
liiil 112 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than

$511.01111, but not more than $120.000;
(iv) 2 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than

$120,000, but not more than $160,000; and
(V) 211 percent of any grogs receipt totalling more than $160,000.

The total royalty fee shall be determined on the basis of a cable
system's gross receipts from its subscribers for the basic service of
providing secondary transmissions. Income received from the instal-
lation of eipiipment or from advertising accompanying CATV-ongi-
tutted program is excluded from the computation of the gross receipts
of a cable system.

COPYRIGHT PAYMENTS BY SIZE OF CATV SYSTEMS

System size
be(Numr of subscribers)

Quarterly

Copp's;
payment

$31.50
15.00

112.50

Revenues I

57.500
1%. 400
22, 500

. . . _ .

500 . . . . ....
1.000
1,500..
2,000. 30.000 150.00
2.500 31.500 187.503,000.... 45.000 250,00
3500 52, 500 325. 00
4,500. . ..... . . . . .. 6/, 500 4/5. 00&OM . 90. 000 750. 00
13,000. . 120, OEM 1, 200. 00- - - _ _ _ . _

Revenues at $5 monthly service charge.

Section 11) WWI) sets forth the procedures for the distributied of
the royalty fees paid by cable systems. Each person claiming such
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fees must in July of each year file a claim with the Register of Copy-
rights. Not withstanding any provisions of the antitrust laws the
claimants may agree among themselves as to the division and distri-
bution of such fees. If no controversy exists us to the division of the
fir+. the Register of Copyrights. after deducting his reasonable ad-
ministrative costs, shall distribute the fees to the copyright owners or
their agents. if the Register of Coffrights finds the existence of a
controversy, he shall proceed as is provided in Chapter N to cohsatute
a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The R,rlister of Copy-
rights shall withhold from distribution an amount sufficient to satisfy
all churns with respect to which a controversy IdilSn4, but shall have
discretion to prover(' to distribute any amounts that are not in
controversy.
kfinitions

Subsection (e) contains a series of definitions. These definitions are
found in subsection (e) rather than in Section 101 because of their
particular appliration to secondary transmissions by cable systems.

The definitions of "secondary transmissions" and "cable systems"
were drafted in part to reflect the special communications problems of
the non - contiguous states, territories and possessions. While the
systems operating in these areas may not meet the customary defini-
tions of a ruble system, it is the intent of this legislation that such
systems. for purposes of this legislation, shall be regarded as conven-
tional cable systems despite the necessary differences in technology
and operating proc'e'dures. The application of the provisions of tins
section to transmissions by "cable systems" not within the boundary
of the fort-eiul.t states is fully subject to the rules and regulations of
he Federal Communications Commission.

However. she treatment accorded such ruble sptems is not inktit
to relieve them of the same obligations and limitations as are imposed
by the Federal (1011111111nienlions oil cable systems operat-
ing in comporahle market A1111116011: in the contiguous states. For
example. cable systems in the contiguous states still eet to certain
rule,rules and regulations regarding earrintre of signals stud ex-
clusivity pnoteclion when they transmit television lir soloist signals.
It is tin. intent of the committee that cable systems in the non-con-
igumis st t t (wit °ries and possessions should be subject to 1hr same

rules and regulations.
Willi respect to cable systems in Alaska. the intent of this section

that their seeondary transmissions to the fullest possible extent pm-
sist of ,ignal. reeeived from primary transmissions by Alasks stations.

SECTION 112. EPHEMERAL RECORDINGS

.Section 112 of the bill concerns itself with a special problem that is
not dealt with in the present statute but is the subject of provisions in
a number of foreign statutes and in the 1948 Brussels revision of the
Berne Convention. This is the problem of what are commonly called
"ephemeral reconlings": copies or phonorevords of a work made for
purposes of later transmission by a broadcasting organization legally
entitled to transmit the work. In other words, where a broadcaster has
the privilege of performing or displaying a work either because he is
licensed or because the performance or display is exempted under the
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Three specific limitations on the scope of the ephemeral recording
privilege are set out in subsection (a), and unless all are met the mak-

ing of an "ephemeral recording" becomes fully actionable as an in-

fringement. The first requires that the copy or phonorecord be
"retained' hat usVd solely by the transmitting organization that made

it," and that "no further copies or plionoreeords are reproduced from

it." This means that a transmitting organization would have no
privilege of exchanging ephemeral recordings with other transmitters

or allowing them to duplicate their own ephemeral recordings from

the copy or phonorecord it has made. There is nothing in the provision

to prevent a transmitting organization from having an ephemeral re-

cording made by means of facilities other than its own, although it
would not be permissible for someone other than a transmitting orga-
nization to make a recording on his own initiative for possible sale

or lease to a broadcaster. The ephemeral recording privilege would ex-

tend to copies or phonorecords made in advance for later broadcast,
as well as recordings of a program that are made while it is being trans-

mitted and are intended for deferred transmission or preservation.
Ones,. (2) of section 112(a) provides that, to be exempt from copy -.

right, the copy or phonorecord must be "used solely for the trans-
mitting organization's own transmissions within its local service area,

or for purposes of archival preservation of security". The term "local

service area" is defined in secticn 111(e). In the context of sec-

tion 112 it means that, although a transmitter may use an ephemeral

recording as many times as it wishes within the time limits specified

in clause (3), its use must be confined to the organization's own trans-
missions within the radius that its signal "is expected to reach effec-

tively under normal conditions."
Clause 3 of section 112(a) provides that unless preserved exclusively

for archival purposes, the copy of a transmission program must be

destroyed within six months from the day the transmission program

was first transmitted to the public.
Recording for instructional transmissions

Section 112(b) represents a response to the arguments of educa-

tional broadcasters and other educational groups for special recording
privileges, although it does not go as far as these groups requested. In

general, it permits a nonprofit organization that is free to transmit a
to make not more than thirty copies or phonorecords and to use the

ephemeral recordings for transmitting purposes for not more than
seven years after the initial transmission.

Organizations coccrtd.---The privilege of making ephemeral record-

ings tinder section 112(b) extends to "a governmental body or other

nonprofit organization entitled to transmit a performance or display

of a work under section 110(2) or under the limitations on exclusive

rights in sound recordings specified by section 114(a)." The ephemeral

recordings made by an instructional 'broadcaster under subsection (b)

must embody a performance or display that meets all of the qualifica-

tions for exemption under section 110(2). Copies or phonorecords made

for educational broadcasts of a general cultural nature, or for trans-
mission as part of an information storage anl retrieval system, would

not he exempted from copyright protection under section 112(b).

Motion pictures and other audiovisual works. -Since the perform-

ance exemption provided by section 110(2) applies only to nondramatic
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literary and musical works, there was no need to exclude motion pic-
tures and other audiovisual works explicitly from the scope of section
112(b). Anothrr point stressed by the producers of educational films
during the hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trade-
marks and Copynghts, in this connection, however, was that ephem-
eral recordings made by instructional broadcasters are in fact audio-
visual works that often compete for exactly the same market. They
argued that it is unfair to allow instructional broadcasters to reproduce
multiple copies of films and tapes, and to exchange them with other
broadcasters, without paying any copyright royalties, thereby directly
injuring the market of producers of audiovisual works whei now pay
substantial fees to authors for the same uses. These arguments are
persuasive and justify the placing of reasonable limits on the recording
privilege.

Scope qf the prirllegr.--Under subsection (h) an instructional broad -
ca -ter may make "no more than thirty copies or phonorecords of a
particular transmission, program embodying the performance or dis-play." No farther copies or phonorecords can be reproduced from
those made under section 112(b), either by the nonprofit organization
that made them or by anyone else. Unlike ephemeral recordings made
under subsection (a), however, exchanges of recordings among in-
structional broadcasters are permitted. An organization that has
made copies or phonoreconls under subsection (b) may use one of
them for purposes of its own transmissions that are exempted by
section 110(2), and it may also transfer the other 29 copies to other
instructional broadcasters for use in the same way.

As in the case of ephemeral recordings made under section 112(a),
a ropy or phonorecord made for' nstructional broadcasting could be
reused in any number of transmissions within the time limits specified
in the provision. Because of the special problems of instructional
broadcasters resulting from the scheduling of courses and the need to
prerecord well in advance of transmission, the period of use has been
extended to five years from the date the transmission program was
first transmitted to the public.

Religious broadcasts.Section 112(c) provides that it is not an
infringement of copyright for certain organizations to make no more
than one copy for each transmitting organization of a broadcast
program embodying a performance of a nondramatic musical work
of a religious nature or of a sound recording. In order to receive the
benefits of this exception there must be no charge for the distribution
of the copies, none of the copies may be used for any performance
other titan a single transmission by an organization possessing a
license to transmit a copyrighted work, and, other than for one copy
that may be preserved for archival purposes, the remaining copies
are destroyed within one year front the date the program was first
transmitted to the public. When the conditions of this section are
present, the ephemeral recording privileges would also apply to such
transmitting organization.
Copyright status of ephemeral recordings

A program reproduced in an ephemeral recording made under either
subsection (a) or subsection (b) of section 112 in many cases will
constitute a motion picture, a sound recording, or some other kind of
derivative work, and will thus be potentially copyrightable under
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section 103. In section 112(d) it is provided that ephemeral recordings
are not to be copyrightable as derivative works except with the con-sent of the owners of the copyrighted material employed in

SECTION 113. REPRODUCTION OF VIMORIAL, GRAPHIC, AND SCULPTURAL
WORKS IN usErula ARTICLES

Section 113 deals with the extent of copyright protection in "works
of applied art." The section takes us its starting point the SupremeCourt's decision in Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201 (1954), and the first
sentence of subsection (a) restates the basic principle established by
that decision. The rule of Maser, as affirmed by the bill, is that copy-right in a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work will not be affected
if the work is employed as the design of a useful article, and will
afford protection to the copyright owner against the' unauthorized
reproduction of his work in useful as well as nonuseful articles. The
term "useful article" is defined in section 113(e) as "an article having
an intrinsic utilitarian function that is not merely to portray the
appearance of the article or to convey infornuition."

The broad language of section 106(1) and of the first sentence of
section 113 raises questions as to the extent of copyright protection for
a pictorial, graphic., or sculptural work that protrays, depicts, or rep-
resents an image of a useful article in such a way that the utilitarian
nature of the article can be seen. To take the example usually cited,
would copyright in a drawing or model of an automobile gIve the artist
the exclunve right to make automobiles of the same design?

The 1961 Report cif the Register of Copyrights stated, on the basis
of judicial precedent, that "copyright in a pictorial, graphic, or sculp-
tural work, portraying a useful article as such, does not extend to the
manufacture of the useful article itself," and recommended specifically
that "the distinctions drawn in this area by existing court decisions"
not be altered by the statute. The Register's Supplementary Report, at.
page 48, cited a number of these' decisions, and explained the insuper-able difficulty of finding "any statutory formulation that would ex-
press the distinction satisfactorily." The committee adopts the Reg-
ister's conclusion that "the real need is to make clear that there is no
intention to change the present law kith respect to the scope of protec-
tion in a work portraying a useful article as such."

Clause (2) of section 113(0 provides that it would not be an in-
fringement. of copyright, where a copyrighted work has been lawfully
published as the design of useful articles, to make, distribute or dis-
play pictures of the articles in advertising, in feature stories about the
articles, or in the news reports.

Subseetions (b), (r). and (d) were inserted in section 113 because
of the ineorporation in this legislation of title 111 relating to protection
of ornamental designs of useful articles. Subsection (b) provides that
when a pictorial. graphir or sculptural work in which copyright sub-
sists under title 1 of this bill is utilized in an original ornamental de-
sign of a useful article, the design shall be eligible for protection under
the provisions of title 111 of this bill.

Subsection tc) provides that protection of a work in which copy-
right subsists under title I shell terminate with respect to its utiliza-
tion in useful articles whenever the copyright proprietor has obtained
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registration on an ornamental design of a useful article under the pro-
visions of title III. This provision makes explicit that nothing in this
section shall be deemed to create any additional rights or protection
under title I of this hill.

Subsection (e) is a saving clause to the effect that nothing in this
section shall affect any right or remedy held by any person under title
I in a work in with+ copyright was subsisting on the effective date of
title III, or with respect to any utilization of a copyrighted work other
than in the design of a useful article.

SECTION 114. sCOPE OP EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS

General eanmiderations
One of the most controversial issues considered by the committee

during the examination of this legislation has been the proposal to
grant an exclusive right in the public performance of sound record-
ings embodying it performance.

Some have argued that, without prejudice to the merits of the
performance royalty proposal, the question should not he resolved in
the current legislation. It was indicated that the issue should be con-sidered either in separate legislation to revise the copyright law, in
legislation based upon the concept of "neighboring rights" (that is,
legilation similar to but not technically copyright), or by United
States ratification of the Rome Convention. The committee believes
there is no justification for not resolving this issue on the merits at
the present time. All relevant and necessary information is available.
Caniaillainnal basis

One of the objections to the performance royalty has been the con-
tention that the contributions of performing artists and record manu-
facturers are not "Writings" of an author and therefore are ineligible
for Federal copyright protection. The committee does not find the
constitutional objection permissive. Among others, the Copyright
Office has advised that. the granting of copyright_ protertion to per-
formance rights in sound recordings iv within the liower conferred on
the Congress by the Constitution.

The committee in its examination of this question has reviewed a
number of judicial decisions which directly or by implication recognize
the existence of the necessary authority in the Congress. In the leading
case of Capita Records, Inc. v. Memory Recnrda Corp., 221 F. 2d 656,
(24I Cir. IN:. it is stated that "there ran be no doubt that, tinder
the Constitution, rongres could give to one who performs a public
domain musieid composition the exclusive right to make and vend
phonograph records of that rendition." In the Sallie case Judge Learned
Hand stated "Now that it has become possible to capture these con-
tributions of the individual performer upon a physical object that can
be made to reproduce them, there should be no doubt that this is
within the Copyright Clause of the Constitution."

Following the enactment of P.L. 92-140, establishing a limited
copyright in sound reeordings, litigation was instituted rn which it
was rotHentle41 that sound recordings did not qualify as writings of
an author which may be copyrighted under the Constitution. Aspecial three judge court, convened in the case of Shaab v. Klein-
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(1;1 pfrrt, 34T) F. Stipp. Mitt (1972h rejerted thnt argument. The Court
sniti:

Teehnien1 ntIunees, unknown and mumtieipatell in the
tint.' of our founding hither.. ore the busk for the
reslrding industry. The citp% right einu- or the Con,titution
must he interpreted broadly to provide protection for this
method of fixing emotive works in tangible form

The committee roneludes that records nee "writings" mid that per-
former. can be regarded us "authors" since their contributions atoolltit
to on intellectual (Tendons. The commii.ee, likewise, finds that
record iinnufaetnrers may be regarded us "authors" since their artistic
contribution to the making of n word constitutes original intellectual
creation. The commit tee endorses the conclusion of the Copyright Of-
fice that sound recordings "are just as entitled to protection ns motion
pictures and photographs."

The commit tee has reviewed the fundamental changes in the rela- .
tionship het een Federal and State law in the field of intellectual prop-
erty resulting from the 1964 Suereme Court decisions in Stars, Roe-
hrl et' co. v. Mild ru., :176 U.S. 225, and mpco Corp. v. !.?ay-JJrite
Lighting, hie., 376 U.S. 2:14. The commit Ire finds nothing in these de-
cisions or subsequent judicial interpret atiors to suggest fitly doubt as to
the authority of the Congress to legislate in this area.

Foreign legislation
During the consideration of the copyright revision bill, the Congress

had been frequently advised to examine the provisions of the copyright
law of other nations. Many of these countries have in the Period since
World War II enacted general revisions of their copyright law. These
countries in adopting new copyright legislation have had to consider
issues which obviously were not explored by the Congress in 1909. A
number of foreign nations have adopted statutory provisions afford-
ing protection to recordings or recorded performances. A eompilation
of the foreign legislat ;on on this subject is contained in Study No. 26
of the series of swine, on Copyright Law Revision prepared for the
Subcommittee on Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights.

Dome.tir legislation in the United Kingtlom, the Federal Republic
of Germany, Japan, Spain, Ireland. ezehoslovnkin. Fmlnuti,
Sweden, Dennutk nod Norwny provides for the garment of per-
formance rovnities to record producers or performer.. or both. In
seven! of tliese nation?. only broadcasters are required to pay per-
frmance mystifies. In tadition. in Francis, Belgium and the Nether-
hok hruaden.ling orgunimition4 pay royalties to the rerun! ',rollovers
although the Inw does not sperifienlly recognize performance rights in
rewords.

Article 12 of the 1961 International Convention for the Proiertion
of Performer.. Prodneer. of Phonogrnms mid Broadcasting Organiza-
tion, (the gun ( .011Vvli ion) states:

If a plionogrnm published for commercial purposes. or a
reproduction of such phonogram is used directly for broad-
ca.ting or for sly ommumention to the public., a single
equitnle renumerntin shall in' pad by the user to the per-
formers. or to the prodorers of the phonograms, or to both.
Domestie law may. in the absence of agreement between
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these parties. Illy down the conditions as to the sharing of this
remuneration.

Financial data
Another major objection to the creation of a performance royalty in

sound red cording.; has been the contention that it would impose aserious financial burden upon those users who would be required to
make payments. Considerable economic data on this question, espe-cially us to the operations and financial condition of radio stations,
was submitted to the subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and
Copyrights.

This data indicates that approximately 75% of the commercial timeof radio stations is devoted to the playing of recorded music. The com-mittee has reviewed information as to the pre-tax profits of radio sta-
tions in repres.mtative large, medium. and small markets. This analysis
indicates a generally consistent growth in the pre-tax profits of radio
stations.

According to the reports tiled with the. Federal Communications
Conunission, the radio industry in 1972 had total broadcast revenuesof $1,407.e00,0lin and total broadcast income before taxes of
$134.300.000. Advertisers spent $1,547.700.000 on radio in 1972.
This amount includes commissions to advertising agencies, representa-
tives, brokers and others, but does not include advertiser-supplied
commercials or programs.

Other sections of this report discuss the financial situation of juke-
box operators and cable television systems. The committee's analysis
of the ceonotnics of those industries and of the broadcasting industry
indicates an ability to pay the royalty fees specified! in Section 114.
other copyright payments

Radio and television stations have maintainA that they make sub-
stantinl copyright payments to the composers and copyright propri-
etors of music and that they should not be required to make additional
payments to performing waists and record manufacturers. The com-
mittee dues not believe that the fact that payments are made to other
parties is it decisive factor in determining the disposition of a per-
formance royalty in sound recordings. The amount of the payments
made by main and television stations for the right to perform copy-
righted music is negotiated! with the performing rights societies, and
presumably such stations in future contract discussions would raise
the question of the payments being made to artists and record
manufact urers.

The committee's position with respect to the arguments advanced
in opposition to the performance royalty is consistent with its disposi-
tion of the cable television issue in Section 111. Broadcasters and the
producers of copyrighted programs have argued that cable television
systems which pick up and retransmit broadcasting signals carrying
copyrighted programs should pay cop) nght fees even though the
producers of smirk programs had been comp-mated by the primary
transmitter. It was also argued by the cable operators that the
secondary transmissions of cable systems give greater exposure to such
programs and confer indirect benefits. The Committee believes that
just as cable systems will now be required to pay for the use of
copyrighted program material so should broadcasters be required to
mafie copyright payments under the performance royalty.
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Limitations on exclusire rights
Subsection (a) of Section 114 specifies that the exclusive rights of the

owner of eoiwnght in a sound recording are limited to the rights to
reproduce, distribute and perform as stated in Section 100. The
rights of the owner of copyright in a sound recording are limited to
the rights to duplicate the recording in the form of phonorecurds that
recapture the actual sounds, and to perform those sounds. The rights
do not extend to the inking or duplication of another sound recording
that is an independent fixation of other sounds, or to the performance
of other sounds, even though such sounds imitate or simulate those in
the copyrighted recording.
Performance rights distinct

Subsection (b) makes clear that the exclusive right to perform pub-
licly by menus of a phonoreeord a copyrighted work, and the exclusive
right to perform publicly a copyrighted ound recording, are separate
and independent rights.
Compulsory license for public performance

Subsection (c)(1) provides that, subject to the provi,ions of section
111 on cable television and section 116 on jukeboxes, the public per-
formance of a sound recording is subject to compulsory licensing if
phonoreeords have been distributed to the public under the authority
of the copyright owner.

Subsection (0(2) outlines the procedures to be followed in obtain-
ing a compulsory license and the procedures for depositing with the
Register of Copyrights the royalty fee prescribed by this section. It
is provided in (c)(3 that the failure to observe these requirements or
to deposit the required royalty fee renders the public performance of
a sound recording an act of infringement.
Royalty rates

Although a negotiated license may be substituted for the statutory
compulsory license, in no case may the negotiated rate amount to less
than the statutory rate. The royalty fees may, at the users option, be
computed on either it blanket or a prorated basis. For a radio or
television station t rovaltv rate shall be as follows:

(i) In the ease of a liroadcast station with gross receipts front
its advertising sponsors of more than $25,001) but less than $100,-
01)11 a year. t he yearly performance royalty payment .hall be
$231); or

In the case of a broadcast station with grids receipts front
its advertising sponsors of more then $100.000 but less than
$200,000 a year, the yearly performance royalty ::hall be $750; or

t ease of en broadcast station with gross myelin. from
its advertising sponsors of more than $200,001) a veer, the blanket
rate shall be one percent of the net receipts from advertising
plutsors during the applieuble period. The alternative prorated

rate is a fraction of one percent of such net receipts, based on a
rule'nhttion made in accordance with a standard formula that the
Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, taking into
account the amount of the stat kW.: commercial time devoted to
playing copyrighted sound recordings and whether the station is
a radio or television broadcaster.

The blanket rate for background music service is 2% of the gross
receipts from subscribers or others who pay to receive the transmission.
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The alternative prorated rate is a fraction of 2% of the gross receipts
based on a calculation made in accordance with a standard formula
proscribed br the Register of Copyrights, taking into account the pro-portion of time devoted to musical performonees, and the extent to
which the transmitter is also the owner of copyright in the recordings
performed.

The compulsory licensing rates for juke boxes and for secondary
transmissions by cable systems are governed exclusively by the
provisions of the respective sections of this legislation.

For all other users not otherwise exempted, the blanket rate is $25
per year for each location at which sound recordings are performed.
The alternative prorated rate is based on the number of separate per-
formaneOs of such works, and in accordance with a standard formula
that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe may not exceed $5
per day of use.

&eruptions
In addition to those users exempted from copyright liability by the

provisions of Section 110, subsection (d) exempts from liability for
the performance of a sound recording those broadcast stations with
gross receipts from advertising sponsors of less than $25,000. In addi-
tion background music services or other transmitters of performances
of sound recordings with gross receipts from subscribers of less than
$10,000 are exempt.
Distribution of royalties

Subsection (e) specifies the procedures whereby those parties en-
titled to share in the royalty fees for performance may file their claims
with the Register of Copyrights. The section further provides that if
there is no controversy concerning 'the distribution of the fees, the
Register shall distribute the fees to the claimants. If a controversy con-
cerning the distribution of the royalty fees exists, the Register shall
proceed as specified in Chapter 8 relating to the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal.

Section 1 l4(r)(3)(A) is an important. provision which specifies that
one-half of all royalties to be distributed shall be paid to the copyright,
owners, and the other half shadl be paid to the performers. The commit-
tee ha been advised that this distribution is agreeable to the repre-
sentatives of the performing artists and the record manufacturers.
Relation to Weer Reet;no

SubAertion -Nile: that till public performative of sound record-
ings by jukebox e- n:.,1 for secom ary transmissions Ity cable systems
is governed by -erti.a, I 1 1 awl lin of this legislation, except that
there shall Is' an 41,1,1 distribution of royalty fees for sorb perform-
Mire!' hrtwccn rOPYri:!! ',mien.; and performers.
Definition 8

tin.m. ti.,ll ig) diginilinIt of "commercial tinge ", "per-
formers". and -net receipts from oolverIking whit+ mire
relevant to the on,Im-11111 section 114. The definition Of "per-
former.,- i= iotodeil ti he lorad emough tit 1111111111' ptsr1114 11E-11

4111111)1111111!: Its a 4f1I11111 recording in V111'11611 rilSrA aremore properl I-0 111'4111Tel' II", part of the interpretive perfoirmance
embodied III thy sound recording than as II part of the musical composi-
tion being performed,
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Royalty payable under compulsory license
Identification of copyright owner.Under the present law a copy-

right owner is obliged to file a "notice of use" in the Copyright Office,
staling that the nitial reording of the copyrighted work has leen
made or licensed. in order to recover against an unauthorized record
manufacturer. This requirement has resulted in a technical loss of
rights in some cases, and serves little or no purpose where the registra-
tion and assignment records of the Copyright Office already show the
facts of ownership. Section 115(c)(I) therefore drops any formal.
"not ke of use" requirements and merely provides that "to be entitled
to receive royalties under a compulsory license, the copyright owner
must be identified in the registration or other public records of the
Copyright Office." The bill further provides that "the owner is en-
titled to royalties for phonorecords manufactured and distributed after
he is so identified but he is not entitled to recover for any phonoreeords
previously manufactured and distributed."

Itamix l f royalty.Untler the present statute the specified royalty
is payable "on each such part manufactured," regardless of how many
"parts" (i.e., records) are sold. This basis for calculating the royalty
has been revised in section 1150.1(2) to provide that "the royalty
under a eon sensory license shall be payable for every phonorecord
manufactured and distributed in accordance with the license." The
committee concluded that it is unjustified to require a compulsory
licensee to pay licekse fees on records which merely go into inventory,
which may later be destroyed, and from which the manufacturer
gains no economic benefit. Basing the royalty on records "tnanu-
fact ured and distributed" is more compatible with the general practice
with respell to negotiated licenses.

The addition of the words "and distributed" is not intended to
disturb existing, inch. hit interpretation of the 1909 Law and its
application to licenses is,ned under that Law, including the joint
and several liability of pressers along with record companies.

Rate royalty. --A large preponderance of the extensive testimony
presented to the committee on section 115 was devoted to the question
of whether the statutory royalty rate should be left at 2 cents per corn -
position per phonorecord or whether it should be increased. The bill
provides that with respell to each work embodied in the phonorecord,
the royalty shall lee' either 3 cents, or 14 cent per minute of playing
time or (ruction thereof, whichever amount is larger. During the
hearings and subsequently considerable economic data was submitted
concerning the establishment of the royalty rate. An analysis of this
data was prepared by Edward Knight of the Economics bivision of
the Legislati.e Reference Service tif the Library of Congress.

The following is a summary of the economic arguments presented
during and after the hearings, and of the coninut tee's analysis of
them. showing the basis fur the royalty rate finally adopted.

1. The sired for an ;tamaler by nion;r pubiishfrs.One of the
astounding things about the pre-ent copyright law is thai a flat maxi-
mum fee of 2 rents per phonorecord. eNtablished as part of a com-
promimi during the beginnings of the record industry. has remained
unehanged through the economic. and technological vicissitudes of
nearly 58 year..

Since 2 cents in 1909 is worth well over 6 cents today, and in view
of current inflationary trends, the copyright owners urged that the
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injustice of the present 2-cent ceiling is self-ev;dent. They also ar-
gued that in 1909 music publishers were well established and record
companies were in their infancy, and that their relative bargaining
positions today are reversed: they characterized the record industry
as a giant with a dominating position, while tire music publishers may
face extinction unless their bargaining ',Inver is improved. The copy-
right owners stressed that music publishers perform a vital creative
function, which is necessary for the record manufacturers and which
entails substantial expenses in developing, promoting( and exploiting
particular songs.

In contradiction, the record producers presented statistics aimed at
showing that an increase in the statutory fee from 2 to 3 cents would
be inequitable. They argued that inflationary trends since 1909 are
meaningless when viewed in light of the tremendous increase in the
volume of records sold, the great decrease in record prices, the intro-
duction of longplaying records containing 12 selections (with a statu-
tory royalty for each), and the millions of dollars received by copy-
right owners from broadcasts of records. They asserted that, unlike the
music publishers who gets income from many sources, including public
performances made possible by records, the record producers derive
profits solely from his sale of records, whose value and creative char-
acter is largely the result of his efforts and expenditures rather than
those of the MUSIC publisher. They claimed, on the basis of statistical
tables, that copyright owners receive substantially greater financial
gains from the phonorecord industry than the performing talent, or
the supporting talent, or the record companies themselves; that copy-
right owners are now being paid a far greater total sum than ever
before; and that they are also receiving a far greater percentage of
the industry's aides dollar than in 1909. On this last point, the record
producers argued that the 1909 statute was designed to give copy-
right owners about 5 percent of the manufacturer's wholesale selling
price, while the share today is around 15 percent.

2. Potpatiof ;mime/ 4I Incrroo on record indototry.Much of the
statistical data presented by the record producers at the hearings was
in support of the argument that an increase in the rate would have
A grave impact on the entire record industry, including manufac-
turer:. artist:, performinF talent, di.trilaitors, retailers, and even
copyright holders. According to their interpretation of the figures, the
total increase in annual dollar paiments to copyright owners would
be several times the size of the profit in recent years of the record com-
panies, whose profits are already squeezed to the minimum and who
cannot absorb :MI on increase. The,y asserted that. unless the sale
prices of records were to be raised considerably. the higher royalty
would generate irresistible pressures tending to force out many com-
panies, especially smaller ones. and similar pressures would operate
on wholesaler: and retailers. Ultimately, they argued, the level of
actiyit y in the industry and the number of new recordings would be
seriously depressed, Rua strong forces would he unleashed to restrue-
tu re t he industry, impairing emu pet it it ion and leading to concentration
of control. They manitained that some SO percent of all releases lose
money (although copyright owne still receive their royalties on
them), and that the net profit of record companies in the last year for
which adequate data was available amounted only 3.8 percent.
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In reply, the copyright owners pointed out that profit figures can
be misleading in an industry where major record companies are units
(divisions, subsidiaries, or affiliates) of large diversified corporations
operating in the entertainment field. and where interownership be-
tween reronl producers and broadcasters. film makers, music publish-
er, and recording artists is unionism. They rimmed. moreover, that
all major record companies, and at. least 90 percent of all record com-
panies, have their own distributing units, meluding "record dubs,"
so that many transactions are intmeompanv with total profits going
to the same organization. The music pubiishers strongly criticized
the figures presented by record producers on the ground that, to sup-
port the conclusion that copyright owners derive more from record
sales than wennd companies, the effect had been to compare gross
revenue of copyright owners with record companies' net profits. The
record cotnpanies challenged the music publishers to present com-
parative profit figures. The Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks,
and Cupyrights submitted a questionnaire on this subject. to the music
publishers and the limited data received as it result has been analyzed
In the report of dm legislative Reference Service of the Library of

songress.
Potential impact of increase on consuming public.On the basis

of the situation existing at the time of the hearings, the record pro-
ducers predicted an increased price to consumers of 20 cents per 53.98
longplaying record. or a total of possible $30 million per year, if the
statutory rate were raised to 3 cents. This prediction assomed that the
record manufacturer could not absorb any of the 12 -cent increase on
a record containing 12 selections, and that record marketers in turn
would have to pass the increase on down the line to the consumer,
with each distributor adding an increment to his price, because of his
added costs and risks. Moreover, the record producers forecast that
the variety of musical offerings would be restricted; that the quality
of musical offerings would deteriorate; that composers, especially un-
knowns, would find fewer opportunities for having their works re-
corded; that record manufacturers would have to avoid risks on new
and unusual compositions, reduce the number and length of selections,
record fewer serious works, and rely more on the public domain for
popular material.

In response to these predictions the copyright owners argued that the
process of economic lift' precludes any.meamngful prophecies concern-
ing possible increases in consumer prur. They asserted that an in-
crease is by no means certain, and that it is equally possible for some
or all of the added input rice to hi' absorded or to result in more
se'le'ctivity in production. Citing the record industry's own statement,
they pointed out that at present 74 percent of single records, 01 percent
of popular longplaying records, and 87 percent of classical records
fail to earn a profit; raising the rate to 3 cents would raise the per-
centages of these unprofitable releases only slightly: 2 percent for
singles, 3 percent for popular LP's, and firm 1 to 3 percent for classi-
cal LP's. The increase would, according to the copyright owners, pro-
vide authors with an added incentive to write ant's would, if it had any
effect at all, he likely to increase competition.

4. The statutory ,fie as a ceiling or as an established rate.One of

the principal arguments of the copyright owners was that, in contrast
to record manufacturers whose prices are not fixed and who are not
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obliged to pay copyright owners any minimum amount, the authors
and publishers are deprived of any right to bargain above the 2-cent
ceiling. They stressed that the Ntatutory rate is merely a maximum:
the record manufacturer can always negotiate for less, but the copy-
right owner rim never ask for more. They contended that the vast
majority of records are made under written agreements with the rate,
below 2 cents, varying according to the bargaining position of the
parties: nearly all agreements are based on records sold rather than
made; record dub sales are at three-fourths of the contracted rate, and
nothing is paid fur records distributed "free" under various sales and
promotional plans. Nforeover, a survey of royalty payments made dur-
ing the second quarter of 1965 by 3 of the largest record companies,
to the 6 publishing companies receiving the largest payment from each
of the record companies (13 publishing companies in MIL showed thatOut of the 31,600,000 phonorecords covered, some 35 percent paid aroyalty of 2 cents, while 65 percent paid less; in money actually paid,
just wider half of the fees were at 2 cents. According to the copy-
right owners, these figures demonstrate that the statutory rate is an
absolute and effective ceiling, with substantial variations below it; if
the ceiling is raised there would be more room for negotiation, but it
would not mean that all license fees would immediately rise to 3 cents.

On the other side, the record producers argued that as a practical
matter the statutory rate establishes the fee actually paid in most
instances, and that for business reasons it is impossibre for individual
companies to bargain for special discriminatory rates for particular
cwnpnsitions. They cited a survey of some 1,400 selections issued by
two major record companies during randomly selected months in 1964
and 1965, which found that some 73 percent of all copyright licenses
(as distinguished from phonorecords sold) were at the 2-cent rate,
and that of the remaining 27 percent the vast majority represented
regular, stereotyped variations below the standard of 2 cents. When
challenged as to the size of this sample, the record producers responded
by alleging that, by extrapolation, the sample of 1.400 "selections"
represents roughly 41 million phonorecords sold, and that since no
one knows how many records will be sold when u license is signed, the
relevant figure is the number of licenses at 2 cents rather than the
number of license fees paid at 2 cents. Their basic position on this
point is that a 1 -cc ut increase would simply establish a higher prevail-
ing rate rather than providing more "room for negotiation."
Clinim;ttee conclusion

While upon initial review it might he assiatied that a rate estab-
lished in 1909 would not be reasonable at the present time, the com-
mittee believes that an increase in the mechanical royalty rate must be
justified on the basis of existing economic conditions and not on the
mere passage of sixty years. Murk of the data submitted by the parties
was incomplete awl somewhat superseded by events. The committee
has made its own evaluation of the relevant data. On the basis of this
review the committee has concluded that a flat rate of 2 cents is too
low, and that the proponents of an increase in the mechanical royalty
rate have not justified an increase above a basic rate of 3 cents.
Therefore, the bill provides that the mechanical rate shall be 3
cents, or 3i cent per minute of playing time, whichever amount is
larger.
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Accounting and payment of royalties; eject of default
Clause 3 of Section 115(o) provides that statements of account

and royalty payments are to be made on a monthly basis. Each puy-
mont shall be accompanied by a detailed statement of account which

-shall be certified by a Certified Public Accountant and comply with
requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regula-
tion. In order to increase the protection of copyright proprietors
against economic harm from companies which might refuse or fail to
pay their just obligations, compulsory licensees will be required
to make a monthly accounting certified by a Certified Public
Accountant.

A source of criticism with respect to the compulsory licensing pro-
visions of the present statute has been the rather ineffective sanctions
against default by compulsory licensees. Clouse (4) of section 115(c)

corrects this defect by permitting the copyright owner to serve written
notice on a defaulting licensee, and by providing for termination of the
compulsory license if the default is not remedied within 30 days after
notice is given. Termination under this clause "renders the making
and distribution of all phonorecordsi for which the royalty had not
heel. paid, actionable as acts of infringement under section 501 and
fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506."

SECTION 118. PERFORMANCES ON COIN-OPERATED PEONORECORD PLAYERS

General background of the problem
No provision of the present law has attracted more heated denuncia-

tions and controversy than the so-called jukebox exemption of section
1(e). This paragraph, which has remained unchanged since its en-
actment in 1909, provides that

The reproduction or rendition of a musical composition by
or upon coin-operated machines shall not be deemed a public
performance for profit unless a fee is charged for admission
to the place where such reproduction or rendition occurs.

This blanket exemption has been widely and vigorously condemned

as an anachronistic "historical accident' and in terms such as "un-
conscionable," "indefensible," "totally unjustified," and "grossly

discriminatory."
Efforts to repeal the clause have been going on for more than 40

years, and between 1947 and 1965 there had been some 25 days of con-
gressional hearings devoted to the subject. In Angina 1958 thin com-
mittee reported S. 1870 of the 85th Congres.s to repeal the jukebox
exemption and to provide that the reproduction of a copyrighted
musical composition through the medium of a jukebox shall be deemed

a public performance for profit.
The following summarizes the arguments against retaining the

exemption:
1. The exemption for coin-operated machines was added to the

1909 act at the last moment, and its consequences were completely
unforeseen. The coin-operated music player of today is not com-
parable to the player pianos and "penny parlor" mechanisms in
use in 1909, and the unanticipated effect of the provision, creating
a blanket exemption for a large industry that is based on use of
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copyrighted material, represents the "core defect" in the present
law.

2. The exemption not only deprives copyright owners of rev-
enue to which they are fairly entitled, but it also discriminates
against all other commercial 114erti who roust pity in order to per-
form copyrighted music. In the past 30 years the jukebox indus-
try has become strong and prosperous by taking a free ride on the
hits created and developed by authors and publishers. Jukebox
operators, alone in the entertainment field, continue to use others'
property for profit without payment.

3. The exemption also creates serious international problems.
It is obviously unfair for U.S. composers to be paid when their
songs are used in jukeboxes abroad, but for foreign composers to
be deprived of revenue from jukebox uses of their compositions in
this country. The problem is particularly acute with respect to
Canada. Jukebox royalties in foreign countries at the time of the
hearings averaged between $40 and $50 per machine annually.

4. It is difficult to find support for the argument that jukebox
operators cannot afford to pay for use of the very_property they
must have in order to exist: copyrighted music. &venues from
jukebox performances gross approximately $500 million annually
of which the copyright owners receive nothing.

The following sununarizes the principal arguments made by juke-
box operators and manufacturers for retaining the present exemption:

1. The exemption in section 1(e) was not an accident or
anomaly, but a carefully conceived compromise. Congress in 1909
realized( that the new royalties coining to copyright owners from
mechanical sound reproanctions of their works would be so sub-
stantial that in some cases fees for per:ormances resulting from
the use of mechanical reproductions would not be justified. Auto-
matic phonographs were widely known and used in 1909.

2. '11w present law does not discriminate in favor of jukebox
operators, but removal of the exemption would discnminate
against them: jukebo' performances are really forms of incidental
entertainment. like ielays to hotel rooms or turning on a radio in
a barber shop, and should be completely exempted like them. The
industry buy:; more than Si) million ref onls per year which, under
the present mechanical royalty of 2 cents per composition or 4
cents per record, means thst jukebox operators are indirectly
paying copyright owners over $2 million a year now and would be
pavinF them more under tiny increased mechanical royalty in the
bill. No one has shown why this is not ample. Moreover, jukeboxes
use hit records rather than hit compositions, and the composition
is usually not the most important factor in the success of a
record ; jukeboxes represent an effective plugging medium that
promotes record sales and hence mechanical royalties.

3. The operation of coin-operated phonographs is a declining
business.

Conclusions reached by the committee
The commit tee's basic concheions can he summarized as follows:

1. The present blanket jukebox exemption should not be con-
tinued. Whatever justification existed for it in 1909 exists no
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2. Performances on coin-operated phonorecord players should

be subject to a compulsory license (that is, automatic clearance)
with statutory fees. Unlike other commercial music users, who
have been subject to full copyright liability from the beginning
and have made the necessary economic and business adjustments
over a perod of time, the whole structure of the jukebox industry
has been based on the existence of the copyright exemption.

3. The most appropriate basis for the compulsory license is
a statutory per box fee, with a mechanism for periodic review
and adjustment of the per box fee. Such a mechanism is afforded
by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

4. This committee in 1958 recommended an average annual per
box payment of $19.70. The most recent hearings on the jukebox
question did not provide any indication that the committee's de-
cision in 1958 was unwise or the rate of payment unreasonable.
In providing in this legislation for a total payment of $8 per
box, of which ); shall be allocated to the copyright owners and
performers of sound recordings, the committee has been greatly
mflueneed by the desire to conform to the rate provided in the
copyright legislation passed by the House of Representatives
during the 90th Congress. Therefore, although a higher rate would
be warranted, the committee has endeavored to facilitate the
progress of this legislation by preserving, to the extent possible in
view of other provisions of this bill, the rate adopted by the
House of Representatives.

Limitations on exclusive right
The compulsory licensing provisions in section 110 have boon pat-

terned after those in section 115, although there are differences. One
difference occurs in the first subsection: section 116(a) not only pro-
vides "the operator of the coin-operated phonorecord player' with
the opportunity of obtain'ng "a compulsory license to perform the
work publicly on that phi, or word player," but also exempts entirely
under certain conditions " he proprietor of the establishment in which
the public performance ta: P 4 place." As provided by clause (1), the
proprietor is not liable for infringement unless lie is also "the oper-
ator of the phonorecord player" or unless ho refuses or fails to dislcose
the operator's identity upon request.

As defined in section 11649(2), an "operator" is anyone who, alone
or jointly: (1) owns a coin-operated phonorecord player; (2) "has
the power to make the player available for placement in an
establishment for pupas( s of public performance"; or (3) "has the
power to exercise primary control over the selection of the musical
.works made available for public performance" in the machine. Several
different persons may be "operators" of the same coin-operated phono-
record player under this definition, but they would not include the
"location owner" in the ordinary came where he merely provides a
place for the machine to be used.

In contrast to the present statute, which merely refers to a "coin-
operated machine," section 116(e)(1) of the bill contains a detailed
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definition of "coin-operated phonorreord player." Under the defini-
tion a machine or device would be considered a "coin-operated phone).
record player" only if it meets all oof four specified conditions:

1. ft must lie used for no purpose other than the "performance
of nondramatic musical works by means of phonorecords" and,
in order to perform that function, it musi be "activated by the in-
sertion of a coin." The definition would thus exclude coin-
operated radio and television as well as device's similar to
jukeboxes that perform musical motion ictures.

2. The establishment where the machine is located must make
"no direct or indirect charge for admission." This requirement,
which has its counterpart in section 1(e) of the present law, would
exclude establishments making rover or minimum charges, and
those "clubs" open to the public but requiring "membership fees"
for adn'ission.

3. The phonorecord player must be "accompanied by a list of
the titles of all the musieed works available for performance on it,"
and the list must either be affixed to the machine itself or "posted
in the establishment in a pmminent position where it can be read-
ily examined! by the public." This eondition would not be satisfied
if the list is available only on request.

4. Finally. the machine must provide "a choice of works avail-
able for performance," anti must allow "the choice to be made by
the patrons of the establishment in which it is located." Thus, a
machine that merely provides continuous music without affording
any choice as to the specific compositor to be played at a particu-
lar time, or a ease where :teleetions are made by someone other
than patrons of the establishment, would be outside the scope of
the definition.

Clause 2 of section 116(a) provides that a jukebox operator may
obtain a compulsory license to perform copyrighted works by com-
plying with the requirements of this section.
Proceed cores

Section 116(b)(1) sets forth the requirements that an operator must
observe in order to obtain a comulsy license. The operate)/ is re-
quired to file in the Conyright Office an application containing certain
information and deposit with the Register of Copyrights a $8 royalty
fee for each box. If perfin moneys on a particular box are made for the
first time after July 1, the royalty fee for the remainder of that year
h%11 be $4.00.

The Register of Copyrights is required to issue to the applicant a
certificate for each machine and the operator is ref nired to affix the
certificate to the particular box. Failure to observe those requirements
renders the public performance an act of infringement and fully liable
ro the statutory remedies.
lliatribtion of royallieo

Section 116(c) establishes the procedures for the distribution of the
royalties paid by jukebox operators. During the month of January
each person who believes he is entitled to share in the royalties shall
file a eleim with the Register of Copyrights. After the first of October
the Register shall determine whether there exists a controversy con-
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corning the distribution of the royalty fees. If he determines that there
is no controversyy, he shall, after deducting his reasonable administra-
tive costs, distribute the fees to the respective claimants. If he deter-
mines that there is a controversy concerning the distribution of royalty
fees, he shall proceed to establish a panel of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal as provided in Chapter 8.

Section 118(c)(3) enumerates the formula for the distribution of
royalty fees. It is provided that hi of the fees distributed shall be
allocated to copyright owners and performers of sound recordings,
and that such fees shall be divided equally between them. With respect
to the fees allocated to owners of copyright in nondramatic musical
works, every copyright owner not affiliated with a performing rights
society shall receive his pro rata share and the balance shall be allo-
cated to be distributed in pro rata shares. The Register of Copyrights
is authroized to withhold an amount sufficient to satsify all claims
with respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discretion
to proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in controversy.

Section 116(c)(4) directs the Register of Copyrights to promulgate
regulations whereby those persons who can reasonably be expected to
have claims may, without expense or harassment of jukebox operators
or the proprietors of establishments in which jukeboxes are located,
have access to such establishments and to the boxes, to obtain informa-
tion that may be reasonably necessary to determine the proportion of
the contribution of the musical works of each person to the earningh
of the particular jukebox. A person who is denied access to the estab-
lishment and the jukeboxes may bring an action in the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia for the cancellation of the
compulsory license of tl:P jukebox to which access has been denied,
and the court may declare the compulsory license invalid. This clause
is not intended to authorize the Register of Copyrights to impose any
record-keeping requirements upon jukebox operators, or to require
the installation in jukeboxes of any metering devices for counting the
play of particular recordings.

SECTION 117. COMPUTER USER

As the program fur general revision of the copyright law has
evolved, it has become increasingly apparent that in one major area the
problems are not sufficiently developed for a definitive legislative solu-
tion. This is the area of computer uses of copyrighted works: the use
of a w "in conjunction with automatic systems capable of storing,
prim , retrieving, or transferring information." The Commis-
sion 'ew Technological Uses established by Title Il is intended,
among; Aey things, to make a thorough study of the emerging pat-
terns in this field and, on the basis of its finding, to recommend definite
copyright provisions to deal with the situation.

Since it would be premature to change existing law on computer
uses at present, the purpose of seetion 117 is to pre;errr the status
11110. It is intended neither to rut off any rights that may now exist, nor
to create new rights that might be denied under the Art of 1909 or
under common law principles currently applieable.

The provision deals Indy with the exansive rights of a copyright
owner with respect to computer uses, that is, the bundle of rights
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specified for other types of MPS in section 106 and qualified in Sec-
tions 107 through 116. With respell to the copyrightability of com-
puter programs, the ownership of copyright in them, the term of
protection, and the formal requirements of the remainder of the bill,
the new statute would apply.

Under section 117, an action for infringement of a copyrighted
work by means of a computer would neeesurily be a federal actionbrought under the new Title 17. The court. in deciding the scope of
exclusive rights in the computer urea, would first need to determine
the applicable law, whether State common law or the Act of 1909.
Having determined what law was applicable, its decision would de-
pend upon its interpretation of What that law MIA on the point on the
day before the effective date of the new stat ote.

SECTION 801. OWNEn4IIIP OF coPTIUOliT

Initial ownership
Two basic and well-established principles of copyright law are

restated in section 201(a): that the source of copyright ownership is
the author of the work, and that. in the came of a "joint, work," the
coauthors of the work are likewise glimmers of the copyright. Under
the definition in section 101, a work is "joint" if the authors collab-
orated with each other, or if each of the authors prepared his con-
tribution with the knowledge and intension that it would he merged
with the contributions of other authors as "inseparable or interde-
pendent parts of a unitary whole." The touchstone here is intention,
at the time the writing is done, dint the parts he absorbed or combined
into an integrated unit, although the parts themselves may be either
"inseparable" (as in the case of a novel or painting) or "interdepend-
ent" (as in the rase of a motion Ail' t ore, opera, or the words and music
of a song). The definition of "joint work" is to be contrasted with
the definition of "collective work." also in ertion 101, in which the
elements of merger and unity arc belting; there the key elements are
assemblage or gathering of "separate and independent works * * *
into a collective whole."

The definition of "joint works" has prompted some concern lest it
be construed as converting the authors of previously written works,
such as plays, novels, and music, into coauthors of a motion picture in
which their work is incorporated. It is true that a motion picture
would normally be a joint rather than a collective work with respect
to those authors who actually work on the film, although their usual
status as employees for hire would keep the question of coownership
from coming up. On the other hand. although a novelist, playright, or
songwriter may write with the hope or expectation that his work will
be used in a motion picture, this is clearly a ease of separate or inde-
pendent authorship rather than mu. where the basic intention behind
the writing of the ,ork was for motion picture use. In this case, the
motion picture is a derivative work within the definition of that. term,
and section 103 makes plain that copyright in a derivative work is
independent of, and does not enialge the scope of rights in, any pre-
existing material incorporated in it. There is thus no need to spell this
conclusion out in the definition of "joint work."
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There is also no need for a specific statutory provision concerning
the rights and duties of the coowners of a work; court-made law on
this point is left undisturbed. Under the bill, as under the present law,
coowners of a copyright would be treated generally as tenants in com-
mon, with each eoowner having an independent right to use or license
the use of a work, subject to a duty of accounting to the other coowners
or any profits.
Works made for hire

Section 201(b) of the bill adopts one of the basic principles of the
present. law: that in the case of works made for hire the employer is
considered the author of the work, and is regarded as the initial owner
of copyright unless there has been an agreement otherwise. The sub-
section also requires that any agreement under which the employee is
to own rights be in writing and signed by the parties.

The work-made-for-hire provisions of this bill represent a carefully-
balanced compromise, and as such they do not incorporate the amend-
ments proposed by screenwriters and composers for motion pictures.
Their proposal was for the recognition of something similar to the
"shop right" doctrine of patent law: with some exceptions, the em-
ployer would acquire the right to use the employee's work to the extent
needed for purposes of his regular businc,s, but the employee would
retain all other rights as long as he refrained from authorizing compet-
ing uses. However, while this change might theoretically improve the
bargaining position of screenwriters and others as a group, the prac-
tical benefits that individual authors would receive are highly con-
jectural. The presumption that initial ownership rights vest in the
employer for hire is well established in American copyright law, and
to exchange it for the uncertainties of the shop right doctrine would not
only be of dubious value to employers and employees alike, but might
also reopen a number of other Mlles.

The status of works prepared on special order or commission was
a major issue in the development of the definition of "works made for
hire" in section 101, which has undergone extensive revision during
the legislative process. The basic problem is how to draw a statutory
line between those works written on special order or commission that
should be considered as "works made for hire," and those that should
not. The definition now provided by the bill represents a compromise
which, in effect, spells out those specific categories of commissioned
works that can be considered "works made for hire" under certain
circumstances.

Of these, one of the most important categories is that of "instruc-
tional texts." This term is given its own definition in the bill: "a
literary, pictorial, or graphic work prepared for publication with the
purpose of use in systematic instructional activities." The concept is
Intended to include what. might loosely be called "textbook material,"
whether or not in book form or prepared in the form of text matter.
The basic characteristic of "instructional texts" is the purpose of their
preparation for "use in systematic instructional activities," and they
are to be distinguished from works prepared for use by a general
readership.

Another specific category under the definition of "works made for
hire" is "a photographic or other portrait of one or more persons."
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Works of this sort are frequently commissioned and should be con-sidered "works made for hire" if, us in the other specified categories,
both of the parties sign a written agreement to this effect.
eoutributionR to colledire 'works

Subsection (c) of section 201 deals with the troublesome problem ofownership of copyright in contributions to collective works, and the
relationship between copyright ownership in a contribution and in the
collective work in which it appear. The first sentence establishes the
basic principle that copyright in the individual contribution andcopyright in the collective work as a whole are separate and distinct,
and that the author of the contribution is, as in every other case, thefirst owner of eopyright in it. limier the definitions in section 1tt1, a"collective work" is a species of "compilation" and, by its nature, mustinvolve the selection, assembly, and arrangement of "a number ofcontributions." Examples of "collective works" would ordinarily
include periodical issues, anthologies. symposia, and collections ofthe discrete writings of the same authors, but not cases, tnich as a
composition consisting of words und music, a work published with
illustrations or front matter, or three one-act plays, where relatively
few separate elements have been brought together. Unlike thecontents of other types of "compilations," each of the contributions
incorporated in a "collective work" must itself constitute a "separate
and independent" work, therefore ruling out compilations of infor-
mation or other uncopyrightable material and works published with
editorial revisions or annotations. Moreover, as noted above, there is abasic distinction between a "joint work," where the separate elements
merge into a unified whole, and a "collective work," where they remain
unintegrnted and disparate.

The hill does nothing to change the rights of the owner of copyright
in a collective work under the present law. These exclusive rights
extend to the elements of compilation and editing that went into the
collective work as a whole, as well as to the contributions that were
written for hire by employees of tit*. owner of the collective work, and
those copyrighted ontributions atm have been transferred in writing
to the owner by their authors. However, one of the most significant
aims of the bill is to clarify and improve the present confused and
frequently unfair legal situation wit It respect to nghts in contributions.

1 he second sentence of section 201(c), in conjunction with the pro-
visions of section 404 dealing with copyright notice, will preserve theauthor's copyright in his contribution even if the contribution does
not bear a separate notice in his name, awl without requiring any
unquelified transfer of rights to the owner of the collective work. This
is coupled with a presumption that, unless there has been an expresstransfer of more, the owner of the collective work acquires "only the
privilege of reproducing and distributing the contribution as part of
that particular collective work, tiny revision of that collective work,
and any later collective work in tio. same series."

The basic presumption of section 201(c) is fully consistent with
present law and practice, and represents a fair balancing of equities.
At the same time, the last clause uf the subsection, under which the
privilege of republishing the contribution under certain limited cir-
cumstances would be presumed, is an essential counterpart of the basic
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presumption. Under the language of this clause a publisher could re-
print a contribution from one WWI in a later issue of his magazine,
or could reprint an article front a 1975 edition of im encyclopodia in
a 1985 revision of it ; he could not revise the contribution itself or
include it in a new anthology or an entirely different magazine or other
collective work.
Trawl fer monermhip

The principle of unlimited alienability of copyright is stated in
clause (1) of section 201(d). Under that provision the ownership of a
copyright, or of any part of it, may be transferred by any means of
conveyance or by operation of law, and is to be treated as personal
property upon the death of the owner. Tho term "transfer of copy-
nght ownership" is defined in section 101 to cover any "conveyance,
alienation, or hypothecation," including assignments, mortgages and
exclusive licenses, but not including nonexclusive licenses. feepre-
sent atiyps of motion picture producers have argued that foreclosures .
of copyright mortgages should not be left to varying State laws, and
that the statute should establish a Federal furs ca system. How-
ever, the benefits of such a system would be of very limitea application,
and would not justify the complicated statutory and procedural
requirements that would have to lw established.

Clause (2) of subsection Id) contains the first explicit Ktatutory
recognition of the principle of divisibility of copyright in our law.
This provision, which has long been sought by authors and their repre-
sentaties, and which has attracted wide support from other groups,
means that any of the exclusive rights that go to make up a copyright,
including those enumerated in section 100 and any subdivision of them,
can be transferred and owned separately. The definition of "trans-
fer of copyright ownership" in section 101 makes clear that the
principle of divisibility applies whether or not the transfer is "limited
m time or place of effect,' end amot her definition in the same section
provides that the term "copyright owner," with respect to any one
exclusive right, refers to flue owner of that particular right. The last
sentence of section 201(41) (2) adds that the owner, with respect
to the particular exclusive right he owns, is entitled "to all of the
protection and remedies accorded to the copyright owner by this title."
It is thus clear, for example, that a lova) broadcaster who has an
exclusive license to transmit a partiodar work within a particular
geographic area and for a particular period of Amy could sue, in his
own name as copyright owner, someone who infringed that particular
exc.' usi ye right.

SECTION 202. DISTINCTION u3ETWEE N OWNERSHIP OPCOPYRIGHT AND
ATER1A L OBJECT

The principle restated in section 202 is a fundamental and important
one: that copyright ownership and ownership of a material object in
which the copyrighted work is embodied are entirely separate things.
Thus, transfer of a material object does not of itself carry any rights
under the copyright, mid this includes transfer of the copy or
phonerecord7the original manuscript. the photographic negative, the
unique painting or statue, the master tape recording. etc.- -in which
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the work was first fixed. Conversely, transfer of a copyright does
not necessarily require the conveynnee of any material object.

As a result of the interaction of this section and tow provisions of
seetions 204(n) and 301, the bill would change a common law doe-
trim. exemplified by the derision in Pshman v. Nre If }lark Graphic
Society, Inc., 2s7 N.Y. 302, 39 N.H. 2d 249 (1942). Under that doc-
trine, an author or artist is generally presumed to transfer his com-
mon law literary property rights when he sells his manuscript or work
of art, unless he sperifically reserves them. This presumption would be
reversed under the bill, since a specific written eonveyance of rights
would 1w required in onler for a sale of any material object to carry
with it a transfer of copyright.

SECTION 203. TERMINATION OF TRANSFERS AND LICENSES

The problem in general
Thy provisions of section 203 are bused on the premise that the re-

versionary provisions of the present section on copyright renewal (17
U.S.('. sec. 24) should be eliminated, and that the proposed law
should substitute for them a provision safeguarding authors against
unrentimprative transfers. A provision of this sort is needed because
of the unequal bargaining position of authors, resulting in part from
the imposstbility of determining a work's value until it has been ex-
ploited. Section 203 reflects 11 practieid compromise that will further
the objp(tives of the copyright law while recognizing the problems
and legitimate needs of all interests involved.
scope 4 Mr pnarimion

IINIPti(1 of being automatic. as is theoretically the case under the
present renewal provision, the termination of a transfer or license
under section 2O; would require the serving of an advinire notice with-
in specified tinie limits awl under specified conditions. However, al-
though affirmative action is arched to Wert a termination, the right
to take this action 11111114d 1111' waived in 11111111114, ur contracted away.
Under section 203(a) the right of tprinhation would apply only to
transfer and liceiKes executed after the effective date of the new
statute, and would have no retroaetive effect.

The right of termination would be confined to inter vivos transfers
or licenses executed by the author. mid would not apply to transfers by
his surepssols in interest or to his own bequests. 'lint scope of the
right would extend not only to any -transfer (if ropyright ownership,"

'41111 StISII I11 1101111X1141VP light
termination would not apply 1(1 "works made for hire," which is

one of the prinripal reasons the definition of that term assumed im-
portatire in the development Of the bill.
Who raN l(rmitoth (t grab?

Two issues emerged from the disputes over sertion 203 as to the per-
sons empowen11 to terminate a grant : (I) the specific (lasses of benefi-
ciarie in the case of joint works: mid (2) whether anything less than
unanimous emisent of all those entitled to terminate should In' required
to make a Imolai:Ilion effert ive. l'he hill to some extent refleets a com-
promise on these points. inellitling a rerognition of the dangers of one
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or more beneficiaries being induced to "hold out" and of unknown
children or grandchildren being discovered later. The provision can
be summarized as follows:

(1) In the ease of a work of joint authorship, where the grant
was signed by two or more of the authors, majority action by
those who signed the grant, or by their interests, would be re-
quired to terminate it.

(2) There are three different situations in which the shares
of joint authors, or of a dead author's widow, children, and
grandchildren, must be divided under the statute: (1) the right
to effect a termination, (2) the ownership of the terminated rights,
and (3) the right to make further grants of reverted rights. The
respective shares of the authors, and of a dead author's widow,
children, and grandchildren, would be divided in exactly the same
way in each of these situations. The terms "widow," "widower"
anti "children" are defined in section 101 in an effort to avoid
problems and uncertainties that have arisen under the present re-
newal section.

(3) The principle of per stirpes representation would also be
applied in exactly the same way in all three situations. Take, for
example, a case Whew a dead author left a widow, two living chil-
dren, and three grmidchildren by a third child who is dead. The
widow will own half of the reverted interests, the two children
will each own 10% percent, and the three grandchildren will each
own a share of roughly 53 percent. But who can exercise the right
of termination? Obviously, since she owns 50 percent, the widow
is an essential party. but suppose neither of the Iwo surviving
children is willing to join her in the termination; is it enough that
she gets one of the children of the dead child to join. or can the
dead child's interest he exercised only by the action of a majority
of his children? Consistent with the per sallies prineiple, the
interest of a dead chill van be exercised only n a mid by majority
action of his surviving children. Thus, even though the widow
and one grandchild would own 55% percent of the reverted copy-
right, they would have to be joined by another child or grandchild
in order to effect a termination or a further transfer of reverted
rights. This principle also applies where, for example, two joint
authors executed a grant and one of them is dead; in order to
effect a termination. the living author must be joined by a per
stirprs majority of the dead author's beneficiaries. 'fir notice of
termination may be signed by the specified owners of termination
interests or by "their duly authorized agents," which would in-
clude the legally appointed guardians or committees of persons
incompetent to sign because of age or mental disability.

When a grant can be terminated
Section 203 draws a distinction between the date when a termination

becomes effective and the earlier date when the advance notice of ter-
mination is served. With respect to the ultimate effective date, section
203(0(3) provides, as a general rule, that a grant may be terminated
during the 5 years, following the expiration of a period of 35 year
from the execution of the grant. As an exception to this basic 35-year
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rule, the bill also provides that "if the grant covers the right of pub-
lication of the work, the period begins at the end of 35 years from thedate of publication of the work under the grant or at the end of 40
years from the date of execution of the grant, whichever term ends
earlier." 'Chit' alternative method of computation is intended to cover
eases where years elapse between the signing of at publication contract
and the eventual publication of the work.

The effective date of termination, which must be stated in the ad-
vance Wire, is required to fall within the 5 years following the end ofthe applicable 35- or 40-year period, but the advance notice itself mustbe served earlier. Under section 203(a)(4)(A), the notice must beserved "not less than two or more than ten years" before the effectivedate stated in it.

As examples of how these time-limit requirements would operate itpractice, we suggest two typical contract situations:
Case 1: Contract for theatrical production signed on September 1,

1975. Termination of grant can be made to take effect between Sep-
tember 1, 2010 (35 years from execution) and September 1, 2015 foodof 5-year termination period). Assuming that the author decides to
terminate on September 1, 2010 (the earliest possible date), his ad-
vance notice must be filed between Set :ember 1, 2000, and September
1, 2008.

Case 2: Contract for book publication executed on April 10, 1980;book finally published on August 23, 1987. Since contract rovers theright of publication, the 5-year termination period would begin onApril 10, 2020 (40 years from execution) rather than April 10, 2015
(35 years from execution) or August 23, 2222 (35 years from publica-
tion). Assume that the author decides to make the termination effec-
tive on January 1, 2224, he would have to serve his advance notice
between January 1, 2214, and January 1, 2222.
A nt of termination,

Section 203(b) makes clear that, unless effectively terminated within
the applicable 5-year period, all rights covered by an existing grant
will continue unchanged, and that right under other Federal, State,
or foreign laws are unaffected. However, assuming that a copyright
transfer or license is terminated sander section 203, who are bound by
the termination and how are they affected?

Under the 1411, termination means that ownership of the rights
covered by the terminated grant reverts to everyone who owns termina-
tion interests on the date the notice of termination was served, whether
they joined in signing (1w notice or not. In other words, if a person
could have signed the notice, he is bound by the action of the majority
who did; the termination of the grant will be effective as to him, and
a proportionate share of the reverted rights automatically vests in
him. Ownership is divided proportionately on the same per stripes
basis us that provided for the right to effert termination under section
203(a) and, since the reverted rights vest on the date notice is served,
the heirs of a dead beneficiary would inherit his share.

Under clause (3) of subsection (b), majority action is required to
snake a further grant of reverted rights. A. ptolilem here, of course, is
that years may have passed between the time the reverted rights vested

15.17 (O. 74 to
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and the time the new owners want to make a further transfer; _people
nkay have died and children may have been born in the interim. To deal
wit'h this problem, the bill looks bark to the date of vesting; out of the
group in whom rights vested on that date, it requires the further
transfer or license to be signed by "the Sarni, and proportion
of the owners" (though not neessarily the' same individuals) SS were
then required to terminate the grant under subsection (a). if some
of those in whom the rights originally vested have died, their "legal
representatives, legatees, or heirs at law" may represent. them for this
purpose and, as in the case of the termination itself, any 011P of the
mummy who does not join in the further grant is nevertheless hound
by it.

An important limitation on the rights of a copyright owner under a
terminated grant is :specified in section 203(h) (1). This clause pro -
sides that. notwithstanding a termination, a derivative work prepared
earlier may "eontitme to be utilized" under the conditions of the termi-
nated grant ; the clause adds. however, that this privilege is not broad
enough to permit the preparation of other derivative works. In other
words. a film made from a play could contuse to be licensed for per-
Immunee after the motion picture contract had been terminated, but
any remake rights covered by the contract would be cut off. For this
purpose. a motion picture' would be considered as a "derivative work"
with respect to every "preexisting work" incorporated m it, whether
the preexisting work was created independently or was prepared ex-
pressly for the ntotion picture.

Section 203 would not prevent the parties to a transfer or license
front voluntarily agreeing at any time to 1111111iIIIIIP ail existing grant
and negotiating a new one, thereby causing another 35-year period to
start running. However, the bill seeks to avoid the situation that
has arisen under the present renewal provision, in whip!' third parties
have bought up contingent future interests as a form of speculation.
Section 203(1)(2) would make a further grant of rights that revert
under a terminated grant valid "only if it is made after the effective
date of the termination." An exception, in the nature of a right of
"first refusal," would permit the original grantee or his SucceSSOr to
negotiate a new agreement with tho.persons effecting the termination
at any time after the notice of termination has been served.

SECTIONS 204, 205. EXECUTION AND RECORDATION OF TRANSFERS

Spetion 204 is a somewhat broadened and liberalized counterpart of
sections 2S and 29 of the present statute.. Lnder subsection (a), a
transfer of copyright ownership (other than one brought about by
operation of law) is valid only if there exists an instrument of con-
veyane, or alte'rnative'iv a "note or memorandum of the ;murder,"
which is in writing and signed by the copyright owner "or his duly
authorized agent." Subsection (h) makes clear that a notarial or
consular acknowledgment is not essential to the validity of any trans-
fer, whether executed in the United States or abroad. However, the
subsection would liberalize the conditions under which certificates of
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acknowledgment of documents executed abroad are to be accordedprima facie weight, and would give the same weight to domestic
acknowledgments tinder approprit.te circumstances.

The recording and priority provisions of section 205, are intendedto clear up at number of uncertainties arising from sections 30 and 31of the present law and to make them more effective and practical inoperation. Any "document pertaining to a copyright" may be recordedunder hubsection (a) if it "bears the actual signature of the person whoexecuted it," or if it is appropriately certified as a trite copy. However,subsection (c) makes clear that the recorded document will give con-structive notice of its contents only if two conditions are met: (1)the document or attached material specifically identifies the work towhich it pertains so that a reasonable search under the title or regis-tration number would reveal it, and (2) registration has been made forthe work. Moreover, even though the Register of Copyrights may becompelled to accept for recordation documents that on their faceappear self-serving or colorable, he should take care that their natureis not concealed from the public in his indexing and search reports.The provisions of subsection (4), requiring recordation of transfersas a prerequisite to the institution of an infringement suit, represent adesirable change in the law. The 1 and 2 month grace periods provided
in subsection (e) represent a reasonable compromise between those whowant a longer hiatus and those who argue that any grace period makesit impossible for a bona fide transferee to rely on the record at anyparticular time.

Under subsection (f) of section 205, a nonexclusive license in writing
and signed, whether recorded or not, would be valid against a latertransfer, and would also prevail as against a prior unrecorded transfer
if taken in good faith and without notice. Objections were raised bymotion picture producers, particularly to the provision allowing un-recorded nonexclusive licenses to prevail over subsequent transfers, onthe ground that a nonexclusive license can have drastic effects on thevalue of a copyright. On the other hand, the impracticalities and bur-dens that would accompany any requirement of recordation of non-
exclusive licenses outweigh the limited advantages of a statutory
recordation system for them.

nECTION 901. FEDERAL PREEMPTION OF RIGHTS EQUIVALENT TO
COPYRIGHT

Single Federal system
Section :401, one of the bedrock provisions of the bill, would accom-

plish a fundamental and significant change in the present law. In-
stead of the dual system of "common law copyright" for unpublished
works and statutory copyright for published works, which has been in
effect in the United States since the first copyright statute in 1790,
the bill adopts a single system of Federal statutory copyright from
creation. Under section 301 a work would obtain statutory protection
as soon as it is "created" or, as that term is defined in section 101, whenit is "fixed in a copy or phonorecord for the first time." Common law
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copyright protection for works coming within the scope of the statute
would be abrogated, and the concept of publication would lose its
ell-embracing importance as a dividing line between common law and
statutory protection and between both of these forms of legal protec-
tion and the public domain.

By substituting a single Federal system for the present anachro-
nistic, uncertain, impractical, and highly complicated dual system, the
bill would greatly improve the operation of the copyright law and
would be much more effective in carrying out the basic constitutional
aims of uniformity and the promotion of writing and scholarship. The
main arguments in favor of a single Federal system, can be summarized
as follows:

(1) One of the fundamental purposes behind the copyright clause
of the Constitution, as shown in Madison's comments in 'rhe Federal-
hit, was to promote national uniformity and to avoid the practical
difficulties of determining and enforcing an author's rights under the
differing laws and in the separate courts of the various States. Today,
when the methods for dissemination of an author's work are incom-
parably broader and faster than they were in 1789, national uniformity
in copyright protection is even more essential than it was then to
carry out the constitutional intent.

(2) "Publication," perhaps the most important single concept under
the present law, also represents its most serious defect. Although at
one time, when works were disseminated alined exclusively through
printed copieg, "publication" could serve as a practical dividing line
between common law and statutory protection, this is no longer true.
With the development of the 20th - century communications revolution,
the concept of publication has become increasingly artificial and ob-
scure. To cope with the legal consequences of an established concept
that has lost much of its meaning and justification, the courts have
given "publication" a number of diverse Interpretations, some of them
radically different. Not unexpectedly, the results in individual cases
have become unpredictable and often unfair. A single Federal system
would help to clear up this chaotic situation.

(3) Enactment of section 301 would also implement the "limited
times" provision of the Constitution, which has become distorted
under the traditional concept of "publication." Common law pro-
tection in "unpublished" works is now perpetual, no matter how
widely they may be disseminated by means other than "publication";
the bill would place a time limit on the duration of exclusive rights
in them. The provision would also aid scholarship and the dissemina-
tion of historical materials by making unpublished!, undisseminated
manuserpts available for publication after a reasonable period.

(4) Adoption of a uniform national copyright system would greatly
improve international dealings in copyrighted material. No other coun-
try has anything like our present dual system. In an era when copy-
righted works can be disseminated instantaneously to every country
on the globe, the need for effective international copyright relations,
and the concomitant need for national uniformity, assume ever
greater importance.

Under section 301, the statute would apply to all works created
after its effective date, whether or not they are ever published! or
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disseminated. With respect to works created before the effective date
of the statute and still under common law protection, section 303 of
the statute would provide protection from thatdate on, and guarantees
a minimum period of statutory copyright.
Preemption of State law

The intention of section 301 is to preempt and abolish any rights
under the common law or statutes of a State that are equivalent to
copyright and that extend to works comin_g within the scope of the
Federal copyright law. The declaration of this principle in section
301 is intended to be stated in the clearest and most unequivocal lan-
guage possible, so as to foreclose any possible misinterpretation of its
unqualified intention that Congress shall act preemptively, and to
avoid the development of any vague borderline areas between State
and Federal protection.

Under section 301(a), "all rights in the nature of copyright"which
are specified as "copyright, literary property rights, or any equivalent
legal or equitable right"--are governed exclusively by the Federal

icopyright statute if the work involved is of a kind covered by the
statute. All corresponding State laws, whether common law or statu-
tory, are preempted and abrogated. Regardless of when the work was
created and whether it is published or unpublished, disseminated or
undisseminated, in the public domain or copyrighted under the Fed-
eral statute, the States cannot offer it protection equivalent to copy
right. Section 1338 of title 28, United States Code, also makes clear
that any action involving rights under the Federal copyright law
would come within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal courts.
The preemptive effect of section 301 is limited to State laws; there
is no intention to deal with the question of whether Congress can or
should offer the equivalent of copyright protection under some con-
stitutional provision other than the patent-copyright clause of article
3, section 8.

As long as a work fits within one of the general subject matter
categories of sections 102 and 103, the bill prevents the States from
protecting it even if it fails to achieve Federal statutory copyright
because it is too minimal or lacking in originality to qualify, or because
it has fallen into the public domain. On the other hand, the 1965 bill
implicitly preserved common law copyright protection for one im-
portant class of works: works that have not been "fixed in any tangible
medium of expression." Examples would include choreography. that
has never been filmed or notated, an extemporaneous speech, "original
works of authorship" communicated solely through conversations or
live broadcasts, a dramatic sketch or musical composition improvised
or developed from memory and without being recorded or written
down. As mentioned above in connection with section 102, unfixed
works are not included in the specified "subject matter of copyright."
They are therefore not affected by the preemption of section 301, and
would continue to be subject to protection under Statestatutes or com-
mon law until fixed in tangible form. Because of the significance of
this principle, the committee amended section 301(b) of the 1965 bill
to make it explicit.

The preemption of rights under State law is complete with respect
to any work coming within the scope of the bill, even though the
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scope of exclusive rights given the work under the bill is narrower
than the scope of common law rights in the work might have been.
The most striking example of this is found in the case of sound record-
ings, which are brought under the Federal statute for the first time,
but which are given limited rights under section 114.

Representatives of printers, while not opposed to the principle of
section 301, expressed concern about. its potential impact on protection
of preliminary advertising copy and layouts prepared by printers.
They argued that this material is frequently "pirated" by competitors,
and that it would be a substantial burden if, in order to protect himself,
the printer would have to register his works and bear the expense and
bother of suing in Federal rather than State courts. On the other
hand, these practical problems are essentially procedural rather than
substantive, and the proposal for a special exemption to preservecom-
mon law rights equivalent to copyright in unpublished advertising ma-
terial cannot be justified. Moreover, subsection (b), discussed below,
will preserve other legal grounds on which the printers can protect
themselves against. "pirates" under State laws.

In a general way subsection (b) of section 301 represents the obverse
of subsection (a). It sets out, in broad terms and without necessarily
being exhaustive, some of the principal areas of protection that pre-
emption would not prevent the States from protecting. its purpose
is to make clear, consistent with the 1964 Supreme Court decisions in
Seam, Roebuck it' Co. v. SUP! Co., 376 U.S. 225, and empeo Corp.
v. Day-Rrite Lighting, Inc., 376 U.S. 234, that preemption does not
extend to causes of action, or unpublished subject matter, outside the
scope of the revised Federal copyright statute.

The numbered clauses of subsection (b) list three general areas left
unaffected by the preemption: (1) unpublished material outside the
subject matter of copyright; (2) eallSeS of action arising under State
law before the effective date of the statute; and (3) violations of rights
that are not equivalent to any of the exclusive rights under copyright.
Clause (I) is limited to unpublished material to make clear that there
is no intention to change the established doctrine of Wheaton v. l'etera,
33 U.S. (+ Pet.) 591 flg34), and many later ea4Ps: that common law
protection in a work terminates upon its publication. Use of the word
kunpublished" avoids any implication that common law protection
equivalent to copyright, for material outside the subject matter of
the statute, might continue after "publication" as that term is defined
in section 101.

The examples in clause (3), while not exhaustive, are intended to
illustrate rights and remedies that are different in nature from the
rights comprised in a copyright and that may continue to be protected
under State common law or statute. The evolving common law rights
of "privacy," "publicity," and trade secrets, and the general laws of
defamation and fraud, would remain unaffected as long as the causes
of action contain elements, such as an invasion of personal rights or a
breach of trust or confidentiality, that are different in kind from copy-
right infringement. Nothing in the bill derogates from the rights of
parties to contract with each other and to sue for breaches of contract;
however, to the extent that the unfair competition concept known as
"interference with contract relations" is merely the equivalent of copy-
right protection, it would be preempted.
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The last exam,* listed in clause (3)"deceptive trade practices
such as passing off and false representation"represents an effort to
distinguish between those causes of action known as "unfair competi-
tion" that the copyright statute is not intended to preempt and those
that it is. Section 301 is not intended to preempt common law protec-
tion in cases involving, activities such as false labeling, fraudulent
representation, and passing off even where the subject matter involved
conies within the scope of the copyright statute. However, where the
cause of action involves the form of "unfair competition" commonly
referred to as "misappropriation," which is nothing more than copy-
right protection under another name, section 301 is intended to have
preemptive effect.

SECTION 802. DURATION OF COPYRIGHT IN WORKS CREATED AFTER
EFFECTIVE DATE

In general
The debate over how long a copyright should last is as old as the

oldest copyright statute and will doubtless continue as long as there
is a copyright law. With certain exceptions, there appears to be strong
support fur the principle, as embodies in the bill, of a copyright term
consisting of the life of the author and 50 years after his death. In
particular, the authors and their representatives stressed that the adop-
tion of a life-plus-50 term was by far their most important legislative
goal in copyright law revision. The Register of Copyrights now re-
gards a life-plus-50 term as the foundation of the entire bill.

Under the present law statutory copyright Protection begins on the
date of publication for on the date of registration in unpublished
form) and continues foe 25 yeam from that date; it tnay be renewed
for a second 2$ years, making a total potential term of 50 years in all
cases.' The principal elements of this systema definite number of
years, computed from either publication or registration, with a re-
newal featurehave been a part of the U.S. copyright law since the
first statute in 1790. The arguments for changing this system to one
based on the life of the author can be summariz'd as follows:

1. The present 50-year term is not long enough to insure an author
and his dependents the' fair economic benefits from his works. Life
expectancy has increased substantially, and more and more authors
are seeing their works fall into the public domain during their life-
times. forcing later works to compete with their own early works in
which copynght has expired.

2. The trenu growth in communications media has substan-
tially lengthened the commercial life of a great many works. A short
term is particularly discriminatory against serious works of music,
literature, and art, whose value may not be recognized until after
many years.

3. Although limitations on the term of copyright are obviously
necessary, too short a term harms the author without. giving any
substantial benefit to the public. The public frequently pays the same .

for works in the public domain as it does for copyrighted works, and
the only result is a commercial windfall to certain users at the author's

I Coder Public Laws 87-888, 89-142, 110-141. 00-418. 91-147. 91-885. 92-170. and 92 -866. copyrights that
were subsisting In their renewal term on Sept. 19, 1982, and that were scheduled to expire before 10ec.111. 1074.
have been extended to that later date. In antkipation that general revision legislation extending their terms
still further will be enacted by then.
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expense. In some cases the lack of copyright protection actually re-
strains dissemination of the work, since publishers and other users
cannot risk investing in the work unless assured of exclusive rights.

4. A system based on the life of the author would go a long way
toward clearing up the confusion and uncertainty involved in the
vague concept of

up
and would provide a much simpler,

clearer method for computing the term. The death of the author is
a definite, determinable event, and it would be the only data that a
potential user would have to worry about. All of a particular author's
works, including those successively revised by him, would fall into
the public domain at the same time, thus avoiding the present prob-
lems of determining a multitude of publication dates and of distin-
guishing "old" and new matter in later editions. The bill answers
the problems of determining when relatively obscure authors died, by
establishing a registry of death dates and a system of presumptions.

5. One of the worst features of the present copyright law is the
provision for renewal of copyright. A substantial burden and ex-
pense, this unclear and highly technical requirement results in in-
calculable amounts of unproductive work. In a number of cases it is
the cause of inadvertent and unjust loss of copyright.

Under the life- plus -SO system the renewal device would be inappro-
priate and unnecessary.

6. Under the preemption provisions of section 301 and the single
Federal system they would establish, authors will be giving up per-
petual, unlimited exclusive common law rights in their unpublished
works, including works that have been widely disseminated by means
other than publication. A statutory term of life- plus -SO years is no
more than a fair recompense for the loss of these perpetual rights.

7. A very large majority of the world's countries have adopted a
copyright tern of the life of the author and 50 years after his death.
Since American authors are frequently protected longer in foreign
countries than in the United States, the disparity in the duration of
copyright has provoked considerable resentment and some proposals
for retaliatory legislation. Copyrighted works move across national
borders faster and more easily than virtually any other economic
commodity, and with the techniques now in common use this move-
ment has in many cases become instantaneous and effortless. The n3ed
to conform the duration of U.S. copyright to that prevalent through-
out the rest of the world is increasingly pressing in order to provide
certainty and simplicity in international business dealings. Even more
important, a change in the basis of our copyright term would place the
United States in the forefront of the international copyright com-
munity. Without this change, the possibility of future United States

to the Berne Copyright Union would evaporate, but with it
would come a great and immediate improvement in our copyright
relations. All of these benefits would accrue directly to American
and foreign authors alike.

The need for a longer total term of copyright has been conclusively
demonstrated. It is true that a major reason for the striking statistical
increase in life Expectancy since 1909 is the reduction in infant mor-
tality, but this does not mean that the increase can be discounted.
Although not nearly as great as the total increase in life expectancy,
there has been a marked increase in longevity, and with medical dui-
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coverlet; and health programs for the elderly this trend shows every
indication of continuing. If life expectancy in 1909, which was in the
neighborhood of 56 years, offered a rough guide to the length of copy-
right protection. then life expectancy in the 1900's which is well over
70 years, should offer a similar guide; the Register's 1961 Report
included statistics indicating that something between 70 and 76 years
WWI then the average equivalent of life-plus-50 years. An author's
copyright 4mill extend beyond his lifetime, and judged by this
standard the present term of 56 'ears is too short.

The arguments as to the benefits of uniformity with foreign laws,
and the advantages of international comity that would result from
adoption of a life-plus-50 term, are also highly significant. The system
has worked well in other countries, and on the whole it would apwr
to make computation of terms considerably simpler and easier. The
registry of death dates and the system of presumptions established in
section 302 would solve most of the problems in determining when an
individual author died.

Aside from the Philippines, whose copyright statute was patterned
after the United States Act of 1909, no country in the world has pro-
visions on the duration of copyright like ours. Virtually every other
copyright law in the world bases the term of protection for works by
natural persons on the life of the author, and a substantial majority of
these accord protection for 50 years after the author's death. This
term is required for adherence to the Berne Convention. It is worth
noting that. the 1965 revision of the copyright law of the Federal &-
public of Germany adopted a term of litik plus 70 years.

A point that has concerned some educational groups arose from the
possibility that, since a large majority (now about 85 percent) of all
copyrighted arias are not renewed, a life-plus-50 year term would
tie up a substantial bodv of material that is probably of no commercial
interest but that would be more readily available for scholarly use if
free of copyright restrictions. A statistical study of renewal resistra-
t ions made by the Copyright Office in 1966 supports the generalization
that most material which is considered to be of continuing or potential
COMMPrcial value is renewed. Of the remainder, a certain proportion
is of practically no value to anyone, but there are a large number of
unrenewed works that have scholarly value to historians, archivists,
and specialists in a variety of fields. This consideration lay behind the
proposals for retaining the renewal device or for limiting the term for
unpublished or unregistered works.

It is true that today's ephemera represent tomorrow's social history,
and that works of scholarly value, which are now falling into the pub-
lic domain after 28 years, would be protected much longer under the
bill. Balanced against this are the burdens and expenses of renewals,
the near impossibility of distinguishing between types of works in fix-. ing a statutory term, and the extremely strong case hi favor of a life-
plus-50 system. Moreover, it is important to realize that the hill would
not restrain scholars from using any work as source material or from
making "fair use" of it; the restrictions would extend only to the
unauthorized reproduction or distribution of copies of the work, its
public performance, or some other use that would actually infringe
the copyright owner's exclusive rights. The advantages of a basic term
of copyright enduring for the life of its author and for 50 years after
his death outweigh any passible disadvantages.
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Under subsection (a) of section 302, a work "created on or after"
the effective date of the revised statute would be protected by statutory
copyright "from its creation" and, with exceptions to be noted below,
"endures for a term consisting of the life of the author and 80 years
after his death."

Under this provision, as a general rule, the life-plus-50 term would
apply equally to unpublished works, to works published during the
author's lifetime, and to works published posthumously.

The definition of "created" in section 101, which will be discussed
in more detail in connection with section 302(c) below, makes clear
that "creation" for this purpose means the first time the work is fixed
in a copy or phonorecord; up to that point the work is not "createdl"
and is subject to common law protection, even though it may exist in
someone's mind and may have been communicated to others in unfixed
form.
Joint works

Sincq by definition a "joint work" has two or more authors, a statute
basing the term of copyright on the life of the author must_provide a
special method of computing the term of "joint works." Under the
system in effect in many foreign countries, the term of copyright is
pleasured from the death of the last survivor of a group of joint au-
thors, no matter how many there are. The bill adopts this system as the
simplest and fairest of the alternative for dealing with the problem.
Anonymous works, pseudonymous works, and works made for hire

Computing the term from the author's death also requires special
provisions to deal with cases where the authorship is not revealed or
where the "author" is not an individual. Section 302(c) therefore
provides a special term for anonymous works, pseudonymous works,
and works made for hire: 75 years from publication or 100 years
from creation, whichever is shorter. The definitions in section 101
make the status of anonymous and pseudonymous works depend on
what is revealed on the copies or phonorecords of a work; a work is
"anonymous" if "no natural person is identified as author," and is
"pseudonymous" if "the auth )r is identified under a fictitious name."

Section 302(c) provides that the 75- and 100-year term for an
anonymous or pseudonymous vrwk can be converted to the ordinary
life-plus-50 term if "the identi of one or more of the authors * *
is revealed" in special records maintained for this purpose in the
Copyright Office. The term in sa.th cases would be "based on the life
of the author or authors whose identity has been revealed." Instead of
forcing a user to search through countless Copyright Office records to
determine if an author's identity has been revealed, the bill sets up a
special registry for the purpose, with requirements concerning the
Ming of identifying statements that parallel those of the following
subsection (d) with respect to statements of the date of an author s
death.

The alternative terms established in section 302(c)-75 years from
publication or 100 years from creation, whichever expires firstare
necessary to set a time limit on protection of unpublished material.
For example, copyright in a work created in 1975 and published in
1985 would expire in 2060 (75 years from publication). A question
arises as to when the copyright should expire if the work is never pub-
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limbed. Both the Constitution and the underlying purposes of the hill
require the establishment of an alternative term for unpublished work
and the only practicable basis for this alternative is "creation." Under
the bill a work created in 1980 but not published until after 2005 (or
never published) would fall into the public domain in 2080 (100 years
after creation).

The definition in section 101 provides that "creation" takes place
when a work "is fixed in a copy or phonoreconl for the first time."
Although the concept of "creation" is inherently larking in precision,
its adoption in the bill would, for example, era de a scholar to use an
unpublished manuscript written anonymously, pseudonymously, or for
hire, if he determines on the basis of Internal or external evidence thata the manuscript is at least 100 years old. In the ease of works written
over a period of time or in successive revised versions, the definition
provides that the portion of the work "that has been fixed at any par-
ticular time constitutes the work as of that time," and that, "where the
work has been prepared in different versions, each version constitutes aseparate work." Thus, a scholar or other user, in attempting to deter-
mine whether a particular work is in the public domain, needs to look
no further than the particular version he wish's to use.

Although "publication" would no longer play the central role as-
signed to it under the present law, the concept would still have substan-
tial significance under provisions throughout the bill, including those
on Federal preemption dution and duration. Under the definition in section
101, a work is "published" if one or more copies or phonorecords em-
bodving it are distributed to the publicthat is, generally to persons
under no explicit or impleit restrictions with respect to disclosure of its
contentswithout regard to the manner in which the copies or phono-
records changed hands. This definition clears up the question of
whether the sale of phonorecords constitutes publication, and it also
makes plain that any form of dissemination in which a material objectdoes not change handsperformances or displays on television, for
exampleis not a publication no matter how many people are exposed
to the work. On the other hand, the definition also makes clear that,
when copies or phonorecords are offered to a group of wholesalers,
broadcasters, motion picture theatres, etc., publication takes place if
the purpose is "further distribution, public performance, or public
display."

Although the periods of 75 or 100 years for anonymous and pseu-
donvnions works and works made for hire seem to be longer than the
equivalent term provided by foreign laws and the Berne Conventions,
this difference is more apparent than real. In general, the terms in
these special eases should and to approximate, on the average, the
tern of the life of the author plus 50 years established for other works.
The 100-year maximum tern for unpublished works, although much
more limited than the perpetual term now available under common
law in the United States and under statute in some foreign countries,
is sufficient to guard against unjustified invasions of privacy, and to
fulfill our obligations under the Universal Copyright Convention.
Records and presumptions as to author's death

Subsections (d) and (e) of section 302 together furnish an answer to
the practical problems of how to discover the death dates of obscure
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or unknown authors. Subsection (d) provides a procedure for record-
ing statements that an author died, or that he was still living, on a par-
ticular date, and also requires the Register of Copyrights to maintain
obtituary records on a current basis. Under subsection (e) anyone who,
after a specified period, obtains certification from the Vopyright
Office that its records show nothing to indicate that the author is living
or died less than 50 years before, is entitled to rely upon a presumption
that the author has been dead for more than 50 years. The period
specified in subsection (e)-75 years from publication or 100 years
from creationis purposely uniform with the special term provided in
subsection (c).

SECTION 302. PREEXISTING WORKS UNDER COMMON LAW PROTECTION

Theoretically, at least., the legal impact of section 303 would be far
reaching. Under it, every "original work of authorship" fixed in tan-
gible form that is in existence would be ',Wen statutory copyright pro-
tection as long as the work is not in the public domain in this coun-
try. The vast majority of these works consist of private material that
no one is interested in protecting or infringing, but section 303 would
still have practical effects for a prodigious body of material already in
existence.

Looked at another way, however, section 303 would have a genuinely
restrictive effect. Its basic purpose is to substitute statutory for com-
mon law copyright for everything now protected at common law, and
to substitute reasonable time limits for the perpetual protection now
available. In general, the substituted time limits are those applicable
to works created after the effective date of the law; for example, an
unpublished work written in 1945 whose author dies in 1980 would be
protected under the statute from the effective date through 2030 (50
years after the author's death).

A special problem under this provision is what to do with works
whose ordinary statutory terms will have expired or will be nearing
expiration on the effective date. The committee believes that a pro-
vision taking away subsisting common law rights and substituting
statutory rights for a reasonable period is fully in harmony with the
constitutional requirements of clue process, but it is necessary to fix a
"rezolonable period" for this purpose. Section 303 provides that under
no circumstances would copyright protection expire before December 31,
1995, and also attempts to encourage publication by providing 25 years
more protection (through 2020) if the work were published before the
end of 1995.

SECTION 304. DURATION OF SRSISTIN0 COPYRIGHTS

It has been estimated that when the new law goes into effect there
will be at least 0.6 million copyrights already subsisting: approxi-
mately 6 million still in their first term and 600,000 that have been
renewed. The arguments in favor of lengthening the duration of copy-
right apply to subsisting as well as future copyrights. and that the
bill's basic approach of increasing the present 56-year term to 75 years
in the case of copyrights subsisting in both their first and their renewal
terms is the simplest and fairest solution of the problem.
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92 -506 which would beeome subject to termination immediately
upon the coming into effect of the revised law, the 5-year period
during which termination could be made effective would start 56
years after copyright was originally secured.

The hill distinguishes between the persons who can terminate a
rant under seetion 203 and those entitled to terminate a grant cover-
ing an extended term under section 304. instead of being limited to
transfers end licenses executed by the author, the right of termination
under section 304(c) also extenas to grunts executed by those bens-
ficinries of the author who can claim renewal under the present law:
his widow, children, executors, or next of kin.

There rood reason for this difference. Under section 203, an
author': wish and children are given rights of termination if the
author k dead, but these rights apply only to grants by the author, and
any of by a widow or child to transfer contingent future interests
under a termination would he ineffective. In contrast, under the present
renewal prokions, any statutory beneficiary of the author ran make a
valid transfe or license of future renewal rights, which is completely
binding if On author is dead and the person who executed the grant
turn. (lilt to Is. the proper renewal claimant. Because of this, a great
many contingent transfers of future renewal rights have been obtained
front widow.. children, and next of kin, and a substantial number of
theme will be binding. After the present 28-year renewal. period has
ended, a -tat %story beneficiary who has signed a disadvantageous grant
of this sit should have the opportunitsv to reelaim the extended term.

As explained above in connection with section 203, the bill adopts
the principle that, where a transfer :r license by the author is involved,
terminat 1011 may be effected by a per stires majority of those entitled
to terminate. and this principle also applies to the ownership of rights
under IL termination and to the making of further grants of reverted
rights. In general. this principle has also been adopted with respect to
the terminatiun of rights under an extended renewal copyright in sec-
tion 304. but with several difference?: made necessary by the differences
bet ween tin' legal status of t ransfers 111151 lieense: made after the effec-
tive date of the new law (governed by see. 20 :3) and that of grants of
renewal rights made earlier and governed by section 304(e). The
following are the most important distinctions between the termina-
tion right. under the t no sections:

Jdni ollthsrmh;p. seetiom 304, a grant of renewal rights
executed hy joint authors during the first term of copyright would be
Werth e only as to those who were living at the time of renewal; where
any of them are dead, their mat tory beneficiaries are entitled to chum
tho renewal independently as a new estate. It would therefore be in-
appropriate to impose at requirement of majority action with respect
to transfer executed by two or more joint authors.

2. Grahlg but forgive! by ofifr. heetion 304(c) adopts the ma-
jority pritwiple underlying the amendments of section 203 with re-
spect to the termination rights of a dead author's widow and chil-
dren. There is much less reason, as a matter of policy, to apply this
principle hi the 141411 of transfers and licenses of renewal rights exe-
rut ed miller the present law by the anilines widow, children, executors,
or next of kin, and the icroetteal arguments against doing so are eon-
elusive. It i not clear how the shares of a class of renewal beneficiaries
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indicated above, the public display of a work of art would not require
that a copyright notice be placed on the copy displayed.

Subsections (a) of both section 401 and section 402 require that a
notice be used whenever the work "is published in the United States
or elsewhere by authority of the copyright owner." The phrase "or
elsewhere," whirl' does not appear in the present law, makes the notice
requirements applicable to copies or phonorecords distributed to the
public anywhere in the world, regardless of where and when the work
was first. published. The values of notice are fully applicable to foreign
editions of works copyrighted in the United States, especially with the
increased flow of intellectual materials across national boundaries, and
the gains in the use of notice on editions published! abmad under the
Universal Copyright Convention should not be wiped out. The com-

b quences of omissions or mistakes with respect to the notice are far less
serious under the bill than under the present law, and section 405(a)
makes doubly clear that a copyright owner may guard himself against
errors or omissions by others if he makes use of the prescribed notice
an express condition of his p" bushing licenses.

$sd (b) of section 401, which sets out the form of notice, to
appear on visually perceptible copies, retains the basic elements of
the notice under the present law: the word "Copyright," the abbrevia-
tion "Copr. " or the symbol "0"; the year of first publication; and
the name of. the copyright owner. The year of publication, which
is still significant in cotnputing the tent' and determining the status
of a work, is minimd for all categories of copyrightable works, but
clause (2) of subsection (b) makes clear that, in the case of a deriva-
tive work or compilation, it is not necessary to list the elates of pub-
liation of sill preexisting material incorporated! in the work. Clause
(3) establishes that a recognizable abbreviation or a generally known
alternative designation may be used instead of the full name of the
eopyright owner.

Ity providing simply that the notice "shall be affixed to the copies
in such manner and location as to give reasonable notice of the claim
of row right,oubsection (c) follows the flexible approach of the Uni-
versal Copyrildit Convention. The further provision empowering the
Register of Copyrights to set forth in his regulations a list, of exam-
ples of "specific methods of affixation and positions of the notice
on various types of works that will satisfy this requirement" will offer
substantial guidance and smold a good. aeal of uncertainty. A notice
placed or affixed in accordsufcelviihrtbie regillutions wend(' dearly meet
the requirements but, since the Register's specifications are not to "be
considered exhaustive," a notice placed or affixed in sonic other way
might also comply with the law if it were foam! to "give reasonable
notice'' of t lie copyright claim.

SECTION 402. NOTICE ON PHONORECORDS OF SOUND RECORDINGS

A special notice requirement, applicable only to the newly copy-
rightable subject matter of sound recordings, is established by section
402. Sines the bill would protect sound recordings as separate works,
independent of protection for any literary or musical works embodied
in them, there would be a likelihood of confusion if the same notice
requirements applied to sound recordings and to the works they in-
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corporate. Section 402 thus sets forth requirements for a notice to
appear on the "phonoreconis" of "sound recordings" that are different
from the notice requirements established by section 401 for the
"copies" of all other types of copyrightable works. Since "phonorec-
°Ms" are not "copies!' there is no need to place a section 401 notice
on "phonorreonls" to protect the literary or musical works embodied
in the records.

In general, the form of the notice specified by section 402(b) con-
sists of: the Iyn bol "(VP; the year of first publication of the sound
recording; and the name of the copyright owner or an admissible
variant. Where the record producer's name appears on the record
label, album, sleeve, jacket, or other container, It will be considered
a part of the notice if no other name appear,' in conjunction with it.
Under subseetion (e), the notice for a copyrighted! sound recording
may be affixed to the surface, label, or container of the phonorecord
"iii such manner and !Ideation as to give reasonable notice of the claim
of copyright."

There are at least three reasons for iireseribing use of the symbol
"*" rather than " e," in the Hoare to appear on phonoreconis of sound
recordines. Mlle from the need to avoid confusion between claims
to copyright in flu' sound recording and in the musical or literary work
embodied in it, there is also a neressity for distinguishing between
cop light Oahu in the slumd recording and in the printed text or art
work appearing on the record labels album cover, liner notes, et cetera.
The symbol ",1'," has also been adopted as the international svmhol
for the protetion of sound recordings by the "Convention the
Protection of Producers of Phonogramsh (the ( 'onvention for the
Prctection of Preall/eIN of Phonograms Against rnauthorixed
Duplication of Their Phonograms, done at Geneva October 29, 1971).
The United State., ratified the convention on November 9, 1973.

SECTION 403. NoTICE Foil PVIILICATIONS INCORPORATING
UNITED STATES WORKS

Seel ion k aimed at a publishing pratiee that, while technically
jo.titied muter the precut law, has been the object of considerable
criticism. In caws %viten. :t Government work is published or repub-
1;01 emoolercially, it has frequently been the practice' to add some
"Hen matter" km the form of an introdurtion, editing, illustrations,
etc.. and include a general copyright notify in the name of the corn-
Inertal publisher. This in no way suggests to the public that the bulk
of the work is nncopyrightable and therefore free for use.

To make Ow moire meaningful rather than misleading, section 403
require.: that, when the copies or phonorecords consist "preponder-
antly of one or more works of the (Tnited States (,ovenunent," the
copyright motive any) identify those parts of the work in which
copyrieht is elainied." A' failure to meet this requirement would be
!rented 8.; an ion of the notice, subject to the provisions of section
405.

SECTION 464. FOR CONTRIBUTION'S TO COLLECTIVE WORKS

1 :1 conjunction with the provisions of section 201(e), r4ertimi 404
deals with a troublesome problem under the present law: the :. otice

4
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requirements applicable to contributions published in periodicals andother collective works. This bask apprwich of the section is threefold:(1) To permit but not require a separate contribution to bearits own notice;
(2) To wake a single notice, covering the colleelive work as awhole, sufficient to satisfy the notice requirement for the separatecontribotion4 it einains, even if they have been previously

published or their ownership is different ; and
(3) To protect the interests of an innocent infringer of copy-right in a contribution that does not bear its own notice, who hasdealt in good faith with the person named in the notice coveringthe eollvetive work its a whore.

As a general rule, under this setion, the rights in an individualcontribution to a eolletive work would not he affected by the lack ofa separate copyright to as long as the collective work as a wholehears a notice. One exception to this rule would apply to "advertise-ments inserted on behalf of persons other than the owner of copyright,in the rolletive work." Collective works, notably newspapers andmagazines, are major advertising media, and it is v011118011 for the sameadvertisement to he published in a number of different periodicals.
The general copyriFht notice in a particular issue would not ordinarilyprotect the advertisements inserted in it, and relatively little adver-tising matter today is published with a separate copyright notice. Theexreetion in section 404(u), under which separate notices would berequired for most advertisements published in collectiYe works, wouldimpose no undue bunlens on copyright owners and i4 justified by thespecial rircunistances.

Under section 404(b) a separate contribution that does not bear itsown noire. and that is published in a collective work with a general
notice containing the name of someone other than the copyright ownerof the contribution, is treated as if it has been published with thewrong name in the notice. 'rhe case is governed by section 406(a),which means that an innocent infringer who in good faith took alicense from the person named in the general notice would lr.shieldedfrom liability to cumin' extent.

sECTIOX 405. OMIS:410X of coPYRIGIFF XTtel:
Ebel of fon;ms ion on copyright protection

The provisions of section 4011(n) make clear that the notice require-ments of spetions 401, 402, and 403 are not absolute and that, unlikethe law now in effect. the outright cunission of a copyright notice cluesnot automatirally forfeit protection and throw the work into the publicdomain. This not only represents a major change in the theoreticalframework of American copyright law, but it also seems certain tohave immediate practical consequences in a great many individual
eases. Under the icc000secl law a work published without any copy=right notice will still lie subject to statutory protection for at least 5years, whether the omission was partial or total, unintentional ordeliberate.

Under the general Amur of the bill, statutory copyright protectionins secuml automatically when a work is created, and is not lost whenthe work is publiAted, even if the copyright notice is omitted entirely.
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Subsection (a) of section 405 providps Out, omission of notice, whether
intentional or unintentional, does not invalidate the copyright if either
of two conditions is met:

(I) if "no more than a relatively small number" of copies or
phonoreeords have been publicly distributed without notice; or

(2) if reFiNtration for the work laaas already been mule, or is
made withm 5 years after the publication without notice, and as

reasonable effort is made to add notice to copies or nhottorecords
publicly distributed in the United States after tt, otniNsion is
1iSe0yered.

Thns, if notice is omitted from more than a "relatively small number"
of copies or phoutoreconls, eopyright is not lost immediately, list the
work will go (111 atannin if no effort is made to correct
the' error or if the work is not registered within 5 years.

Seetion 4051a) takes t he middle-ground approutelt in an el 'ort
encourage use of a copyright moire without causing unfair mud un-
justifiable forfeitures on 'inimical grounds. Clause (I) )rovidls that,
as long its the ounis.sion is from "no more than a relatively small
moldier of copies or phonoreemls," there is no effect upon the copy-
right owner's rights except m the ease of an innocent infringement
sovere11 by see I ton 405(b) ; there is no need for registration or for effort s
to correct the error if this clans'. is applicable. The phrase "relatively
small number" is intended to be less restrictive than the phrase "a.
particular copy or copies" now ill :Malin 21 of the present halve.

Under elause (2) of subsertion (a), the first condition for curing
all omission from a larger number of copies is that registration be
made before' the end of 5 years from the flatways. publiention. This
registration may have been made before the omission took plane or
before the work had been published in any form and, sitter the reasons
for the omission have no bearing on the validity of copyright, there
would be no need for the appluestion to refer to them. SO1111` time
limit fur registration essential and the 5-year period is reasonable
and consistent with the mind provided in seetion 410(e).

'Ile serum! Ninths ion established by clause (2) is that the copyright
owner mkt. 1t airellSoIllible effort,- after discovering the error, to add
the notice to mph.s or phoutreconls distributed thereafter. This
condition is speeitiedily limited to copies or phoutoreeords publicly
distributed in the United States, shun. it won 11 be burdensome and
impractical to require MI A11111611111 ropy right owner to police the
neliViliP of foreign licensees in this situation.

The bask moire requirements set forth in sections 401(a) and
402(a) are limited to eases when a work is published "by authority suf
the copyright owner" and, in prescribing the effect of lunission of
notice, :willful 405(u) refers only to omission "from copies or plump-
records publicly distributed by authority of the eopyrighl owner."
The intention behind this language is that, where the copyright owner
authorized publiration.f the work, the nonce requirements WOIIIII 1101
be me/ if eopi, or phonoreeords are publicly distributed without
it Unitive, PV1.1 he expeted la noire to be used. However, if the
copyright um. outhoruzed publication only on the express rendition
that all 141114., 4.1 phonoreeords bear n presrilled notice, the provisions
of seetions 401 or 402 and of million 405 would not apply shire the
publication itself would not be authorized. ''hi, prineiple is stated
directly in section 405(n)(3).
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itYrrl of ontilotion ittnorettt ;kfringerm
In addition to the possibility that copyright protertion will beforfeited under section 405(a)(2) if the notice is omitted, a secondmajor indurement to INC of the notice is found in subsection (b) ofsection 405. Thal provision, which limits the riFhts of a copyrightowner against innorent infringers under certain oremnstances, wouldbe npplirable whether the nonce has been omitted from a large numberor from a "relatively small number" of copies. The rowel postulatesunderlying the provision are that a person acting in good faith andwith no reason to think otherwise 14houlti ordinarily be able to assumethat <a work is in the public domain if there is no notice on an author-ized copy or phonorecord and that, if he *Airs on this assumption, heshould shielded from unreasonable liability.
Under section 405(b) an innocent infringer who sets "in relianceupon an authorized copy or idionoreeord from which the copyrightnotice has been omitted'', and who proves that he was misled byoinksiolls is Nilielded from liability for actual or statutory damageswith respect to "any infringing arts commit led before receiving actualnutlet." of registration. Thus, where the infringement is completedbefore artmil notice has been served as would be the usual case withresiwel to relatively minor infringements by teachers, librarians,journalist., and the like liability, if any would be limited to theprofits the infringer realized front his art. On the other hand, wherethe infringing enterprise is one running over a period of time, thecopyright owner would be able to seek an injunction ngainst muumuu-lion of the infringement, and to obtain full nwnetary recovery for allinfringing arts committed after he 111111 served notice of registration.Persons who undertake major enterprises of this sort should check theCopyright ()illy regi:t rat itm rerords before starting, even where copieshave been published without notice.

The purpose of the second sentence of subsection (1) of the presentbill is to give the courts broad discretion to balmy the equities withinthe framework of section 405. Where an infringer ninths profits frominfringing, acts committed innocently before reed% ing notice fromthe copyright owner, the court may allow or withhold their recoveryin light of the circumstances. The court may enjoin an infringementor ina.y permit its continuation on rondition that the copyright ownerbe paid a reasonable license fee.
no nova/ of with., by others

Solt.crlion lc) of section 405 involve the situation arising when,
following 1111 6111110117.141 publication with notice, someone furtherdown the 1'1m111 of 1411111111TM removes, destroys, or obliterates themotive. The mums dealing with this problem under the present law,especialk in connertion with copyright notices on the selvtige of textilefabrics. have generally upheld the validity of a notice that was securelyMarked to the mine!: veitco they left the town )! of the copyrightowne= even though renown! nt the notice at smum later stage waslikely. This conclusio i. invorporated in subsection (e).

SKITIoN 406. ERROR WITI1 RESPECT TO NAME OR !PATE IN :VOTIVE

In rases where mike has been omitted entirely., iscommon under the present law for a copyrights notice to be fatally de-
fective because the name or date has been omitted or wrongly stated.
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Section 400 is intended to avoid teehnieal forfeitures in these cases,
while at the same time inducing use of the correct name and date and
protecting users who rely on erroneous informat'on.
&nor in name

Section 406(a) begins with a statement that the use of the wrong
name in the notice will not affect the validity or ownership of the
copyright, and then deals with .situations where someone acting
innocently and in good faith infringes a copyright by relying oh a
purportea transfer or license from the person erroneously named in
tine antler. In such a case the innocent mfrinpy given a complete
defense unless a search of the (sopyright Office records would have
shown that the owner was someone other than the person named in the
notice. Usl, of the wrong name in the notice is no defense if, at the time
infringement was beim. registration hail been made in the name of the
true owner, or if fill thWIIMPIII PXliellted by the person named in the
notice and showing the ownership of the copyright had been recorded."

The sit h utism distill with in section 400 (a) presupposes a contractual
relation between the copyright owner and the person named in the
notice. The copies or phonoreeords bearing the defective notire have
been "distributed by authority of the copyright owner" and, unless
the publication can he eonsidered unauthorized because of breach of
an express condition in the contract or other reasons, the owner mast
be presuned to have ncquieseed in the use of the wrung name. If the
person named in the notice grants a license for use of the work in good
faith or under a misapprehension, he should not be liable as a copy-
right infringer. but the last sentence of section 41161a1 uvula make
him liable to aecsamt to the coo right owner for all of his gross
receipt,. subject to deduction of any costs he eau justify.
Ecru,. ;I dab

The familiar erulillm of antedated and postdated notices are dealt
with) in ...till., thin phi of seetion.406. In the case of an antedated
heti. e. w1111, the ear in the MO Ire 1.4 earlier than the year of first
'midis Aim. the hill adopt the e.tahlished_judicial primiple that any
st uter ;etm measured from the year or publieation will he cont.
paled Irian the ear given in the notify. This provision would apply not
onl to Ilse cop right writ'. for illlully111011:4 works, pseudonymous
work,. and uott, made for hire smiler section 30209, but also to the
pr,.ompthe period, .14 forth iu :Nihon 302(e).

ps-1.1:Itol .oh-etion (i) provides that, when. the
ear in the moire i, more than I year later than the year of first

publication the ease is treated as if the moire haul been omitted and
is governed by section 405. Notices postdated by 1 year are quite
common On works published near the end of a year, and it would
be unnecessarily ?anti to equate cases of that sort with works pub-
lished without notice of any sort.
Ornixsioll of Udine or dole

Section 41)6(c) providers that, if the copies or phonoreeords "contain
no mune or no date that could reasonably he considered a part of the
notice," the re.nit is the SKIM' as if the notice had been omit ted entirely,
and section 405 cintrols. Unlike the present law, the bill contains no
provision requiring the Pintos, is of the copyright notice to "accom-
pany" eali other, and under s. lion 406(e) a name or date that could
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reasonably be read with the other elements may satisfy the require-
ments even if somewhat separated from them. Direct contiguity or
juxtaposition of the elements is no longer necessary; but if the ele-
ments are too widely separated for their relation to be apparent, or if
uncertainty is created by the presence of other names or dates, the
case would have to be treated as if the name or date, and hence the
notice itself had been omitted altogether.

mummy 407. DEPOSIT POR THE LIBRARY OP (*WHIMS

The provisions of section 407 through 411 of the bill mark another
departure from the present law. Under the 1909 statute, deposit of
copies for the collections of the Library of Congress and deposit of
copies for purposes of copyright registration In been treated as the
same thing. The bill's basic approach is to regard deposit and regis-
tration as separate though closely related: deposit of copies or idiom-
records for the Library of Congress is mandatory, but exceptions can be
made for material die library neither needs nor wants; copyright
registration is not generally mandatory, but is a condition of certain
remedies for copyright infringement. belmsit for the Library of Con-
gress can be, and in the bulk of eases undoubtedly will be, combined
with copyright registration.

The basil. requirement of the deposit provision, section 407, is that
within 3 months after a work has beelI published with notice of copy-
right in the United States, the "owner of copyright or of the exclusive
right of pUblication" must deposit two mines or phonoreeords of the
work in the Copyright Office. The Register of Copyrights is author-
ized to exempt any category of material front the deposit requirements.
Where the category is not exempted and deposit is not made, the
Register may demand it ; failure to comply would ho penalized by a
fine.

Under the present law deposit for the library of Congress must
be combined with copyright registration, and failure to comply with
a formal demand for deposit and registration results in complete loss
of copyright. ruder section 407 of the bill, the deposit requirements
can be soiti.tiell without ever making registration, and subsection (a)
makes clear that deposit "is not a vondition of copyright protection."
A realistic fine, coupled with the increased inducements for voluntary
registration and deposits under other sections of the bill, seems likely
to !mellow a more effective deposit system than the present one. The
bill's approach will also avoid the danger that, under it divisible copy-
right. one mpyright owner's rights could be destroyed by another
owner's failure to deposit.

Although the deposit requirements are limited to works "published
with limier of copyright in the United States," they would become
applicable as soon as a work first published abroad is published in
this country through the distribution of copies or phonorecords that
are either imported iir are part of an American edition. With respect
to all types of works other than sound recordings, the basic obligation
is to depo:it "two ccnplute copies of the best edition "; the term "best
edition," us defined in section 101, mask's clear that the Library of
Congress is entitled to receive copies or phonorecords from the edition
it believes best snits its needs, regardless of the quantity or quality of
other U.S. editions that may also have been published before the time
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Subsection (c) deals wit 11 the probative effect of a certificate of regis-
tration issued by the Register under aubseetion (a). Under its pro-
visions, a certificate is required to be given prima Neje weight in any
judiehd proceedings if the registration it covers was made "before or
within five years after first publication of the work"; thereafter the
court is given discretion to deride what evidentiary weight the certifi-
rate should he accorded. This A-year period is based on a recognition
that the longer the lapse of time between publication and registration
the less likely to be rdinle are the facts stated in the certificate.

I Tinier section 410(c), ca certificate is to "eonsiit site prima facie
evidence of the validity of the copyright and of the facts stated in the
certificate." The principle that a certificate represents prima facie evi-
dence of copyright validity has been established in a long line of court
decisions, and it is II sou net one. It is true that, unlike II patent claim, a
claim to copyright is not examined for basic validity before a vertili-

e is ksinsi. On the other hand, endowing a copyright claimant who
has obtained a certificate with a rebuttable presumption of the validity
Of hi. copyright does not deprive the defendant ill an infringement
snit of any rights; it merely orders the burdens of proof. The plaintiff
should not ordinarily be forced in the first instance to prove all of the
multitude of facts that underlie the validity of his copyright unless the
defendant, by effectively challenging them, shifts the burden to him
to do so.

Section 410(d), which is in accord with the present practice or the
Copy right Office. makes the effective date of registration the day when
tun application, deposit, and fee, "which are later determined by the
Register of Copyrights or by a court of competent jurisdiction to he
acceptable for registration," have sill been received. Where the three
nereNNary elements are received at different times, the slate of receipt
of the last of them is controlling, regardless of when the Copyright
Office nets on the claim. The provision not only takes amount of the
inevitable limping between receipt of the application and other ma-
terial mid the issuance of the certificate, but is MAO recognizes the
possibility that II court might Inter find the Register wrong in re-
fusing registration.

141.3 'THIN 411. IIEMSTRATION Art PRMINQUISITE TO IN FRI NOMIENT !WM

The first sentence' of section 411(a) restates the present statutory re-
quirement that registration must he made before a suit for copyright.
infringement is instituted. Under the bill. as under the law now in
effect, 1a copyright owner who has not registered his claim can have
a valid noise of action against someone who has infringed his copy-
right, but he cannot enforce his rights in the courts until he has made
registration.

The second and third sentences of section 411(a) would alter the
prsy nt law us interpreted I in l'acherion & (im.stantis-Le (Wire
Watches. Inc. v. Beacom Watch ( 'a., 260 F. 211 637 (211 ('jr . 1958). That
case requires an applicant. who has sought registration and has been

refused. to bring an action against the Register of Copyrights to om-
)pel the issuance of a certificate, before he can bring suit against an
infringer. Under section 411, a rejected claimant who has properly
applied for registration may maintain an infringement suit if he serves
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rights. As already said, the mere act of importation in this situationwould constitutean art of infringement and could be enjoined. How-ever, in cases of this sort it would be impracticable for the Bureauof Customs to attempt to enforce the importation prohibition, andsection 892(b) provides that, Ul lit'ss a violation of the manufacturingrequirements is also involved, the Bureau has no authority to preventimportation "where the copies or phonorecords were lawfully made."The subsection would authorize the establishment of a procedureunder which copyright owners could arrange for the Bureau to notifythem whenever articles appearing to infringe their works are imported.
SECTION 803. ENFORCEMENT OF IMPORTATION PROHIBITIONS

The importation prohibition of both sections 801 and 802 wouldbe enforced under section 003, which is similar to section 109 of thestatute now in effect. Subsection (a) would authorize the Secretaryof the Treasury and the Postmaster General to make regulations forthis purpose, and subsection (c) provides for the, disposition of ex-cluded articles.
Subsection (b) of section 603 deals only with the prohibition againstimportation of "piratical" copies or phonorecords, and is aimed atsolving problems that have arisen under the present statute. Sincethe Bureau of Customs is often in no position to make determinationsas to whether particular articles are "piratical," section 603(b) wouldpermit the Customs regulations to require the person seeking exclusioneither to obtain a court order enjoining importation, or to furnishproof of his claim and to post bond.

SECTIONS 701 THROUGH 709. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Chapter 7, entitled "Copyright Office," sets forth the housekeepingprovisions of the bill, Aside from the provisions on retention of de-posits, catalogs, and fees, these sections appear to present no problemsof content or interpretation requiring conuant here.

Retention and disposition of deposited articles
A recurring problem in the administration of the copyright law hasbeen the need to reconcile the storage limitations of the CopyrightOffice with the continued value of deposits in identifying copyrightedworks. Aside from its indisputable utility to future historians andscholars. a substantially complete collection of both published and UR-pllblished deposits, other than those selected by the Library of Con-gress, would avoid the many difficulties encountered when copiesneeded for identification in connection with litigation or other pur-poses have been destroyed. The basic policy behind section 704 is thatcopyrighted deposits sbotild he retained as long as possible, but thatthe Register of Copyrights and the Librarian of Congress should beempowered to dispose of them under appropriate safeguards when theyderide that it has become necessary to do so.

Under subsection (a) of section 71)4, any copy, phonorecord, oridentifying material deposited for registration, whether registeredor not, becomes .4 he property of the United States." Tins meansthat the copyright owner or person who made the deposit cannotdemand its return LIS LI mat ter of right, even in resection eases, although
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Section 330 provides that the Administrator and Offiee of the Ad-
ministrator shall he midi officer and oilier as the President may
designate.

Section 331 guarantees that if any provision of this bill or the
application of such provision is held the remainder of the
legislation or application not e attested.

mSection 332 a amakes conforming amendments to various statutes.
Section 333 specifies that this title shall take effect 1 year after its

Panetment.
Seetion 334 provide that this title shall have no retroaetive effect.
Section 335 states that this title may he cited as the Design Pro-

tection Act of 1974.

LOCATION OF OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATOR

While section :330 of this legislation provides that the Administrator
and (Nike of the Administrator shall be such officer and office as the
President may designate, it is the view of the committee that such
Olive should he located in the Patent Office. ue), disposition is
acceptable to the Department of Commerce and the Patent Office.

COMMITTEE CONCLUSION

After a study of this title, the committee adheres to its former
endorsement of design protection legislation and recommends that the
title, as amended. be favorably considered. The principal objection
made during the hearings of the Subcommittee on Patents. Trade-
marks, and Copyrights was a concern that retailers would be made
liable by the mere sale of an article infringing a patented design. It is
the view of the committee that section 308 of thi. bill adequately
protects retailers. Under the provisions of section 308 a retailer who
does not himself induce the manufarture or importation of an in-
fringing amide need not concern himself with whether or not any
given item inft;nges a protected design. The retailer is tinder no duty
to find out. Even if a retailer has knowledge that an article infringes a
design when he buys it. this places no additional 1111.11(.11 on him. In
any event. at retailer DIM' dispose of all stork on hand or on order at
the time he receives notice of the protection of a design. Even after
rereiving sue!' utie(' he i.; rompleteiy free to reorder the item sus nanny
times if he disrlUsPS the source of the item. It is only when

11.fo.,,..; to Ill -close source that In' must refrain from reordering.
This being a elimplete revision of title 17. the copyright ISW of 1900,

as amended. in the opinion of the eommit tee it is IlefPSill'S to dispense
with the requirements of si bsection-1.44-4444e-XXIX of :he Standing
Rules of till' order to expedite the business of the Senate.
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